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 Most philosophers believe that morality gives us reasons, and that those reasons 

apply necessarily and universally.  I refer to this rather general view as t he Normativity 

Thesis.  My dissertation is (1) a defense of the Normativity Thesis, and (2) an inquiry into 

what form the Normativity Thesis should take.   

 I defend the Normativity Thesis on the grounds that morally wrong action always 

provides s ufficient r eason for criticism of t he w rongdoer.  I t hen a rgue t hat s ufficient 

reason to c riticize al ways i nvolve t he f ailure o n t he p art o f t he cr iticizable p erson t o 

respond to her own reasons.  Thus, morally wrong action involves the failure to respond 

to reasons. 

 It i s commonplace to ca pture the r elationship b etween r easons an d m orality as  

follows:  Necessarily, for all A, x: if A’s doing x was morally wrong, then when A did x, 

there was a reason for A not to do x.  This thesis, however, is in tension with a prominent 

theory about reasons for action, Humeanism:  Necessarily, for all A, x: if A has a reason 

to do x, then A has some desire that will be served by doing x.  The tension results from 

the f act t hat i t ap pears to b e p ossible t hat so meone l acks a ny d esire that i s se rved b y 
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refraining from immoral action.  I provide a novel argument for Humeanism, inspired by 

Bernard Williams’ famous argument for that thesis.  T hus, I  argue, s ince we have very 

good r eason t o a ccept H umeanism, t he s tandard w ay o f s pecifying t he N ormativity 

Thesis i s p roblematic.  I  su ggest that g iven H umeanism, we ar e co mpelled towards a 

specification o f th e Normativity T hesis th at g ives a  c entral ro le to  w hat I c all moral 

sentiments: compassion a nd r espect.  O n my vi ew, t he nor mativity of  m orality derives 

from reasons to have those sentiments, rather than reasons for action. 

 Finally, I suggest that this view of the normativity of morality provides strong but 

non-conclusive reason to adopt a particular view about the nature of the property of moral 

wrongness, or what i t fundamentally is to be morally wrong -- a view that again places 

moral sentiments at center stage. 
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INTRODUCTION AND PROJECT OVERVIEW 

1. Introduction 

When I was growing up, my father would often tell me to do things; and I would often 

ask, “Why?”  If the act requested of me was of a certain nature, my father would respond, 

“Because it’s the right thing to do.”  I  learned that acts of that sort could also be called 

morally right, and that my father was implying that it was morally wrong to refrain from 

committing such acts.  When I asked “Why?”, I was asking him to explain why I have a 

reason to commit the act in question; and when my father responded, he was telling me 

that the fact that it would be morally wrong to refrain from committing the act in question 

explains why I have a reason to commit that act.  Moreover, my father was implying that 

the fact that it would be wrong to refrain from committing the act is sufficient for having 

a reason to commit the act  -- the fact that an act is  morally wrong entails that I have a  

reason to  r efrain f rom c ommitting t hat a ct.  F urthermore, my f ather w as implying t hat 

there is nothing special about me that makes it the case that I have a reason not to commit 

morally wrong acts, while others do not have such reasons -- in other words, the fact that 

an a ct w ould be  morally w rong e ntails t hat anyone has a r eason to  re frain f rom 

committing such an act.  Thus, I learned, at least implicitly, the following commonplace 

about morality1

 

: 

                                                           
1   For the purposes of this dissertation, I assume the truth of moral cognitivism.  That is, I assume 
that moral predicates denote properties, thus that typical sen tences in which they occur express 
propositions, and that moral judgments are beliefs. 
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Practical Moral Normativity (PMN): Necessarily, for all A, x: if A’s doing x was 

morally wrong, then when A did x, then there is a reason for A not to do x. 

 

Later, I  r ealized t hat t his co mmonplace i s u nder d ispute, at  l east w ithin acad emic 

philosophical c ircles.  The main r eason why people reject PMN i s t hat t hey accep t t he 

following thesis about reasons: 

 

 Humeanism: Necessarily, for all A, x: if there is a reason for A to do x, then A has 

 some desire that will be served by doing x. 

 

Humeanism poses a p roblem for PMN because it is implausible that it is a constraint on 

rational agency per se that any such agent has a desire that is served by refraining from 

morally wrong action.   

 

The more I thought and learned, the more I was inclined to think that Humeanism is true, 

and thus that PMN is false.  Nevertheless, I was unable to shake the belief that my father 

was on to something when he would say “because it’s the right thing to do.”  And it was 

not merely that I have reason to  do the morally right th ing, or that people like us have 

reason to do the right thing, because we do care about being a good person, or care about 

the things good people care about.  Even if PMN is false, it seems like there is something 

necessarily a nd uni versally i mportant a bout morality -- something normative, a nd 

normative for any possible agent.  To use Bernard Williams’ term, there must be more to 
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morality than mere ‘bluff’.2

 

 

One of my goals in this dissertation is to offer an account of the sort of middle ground 

alluded to above -- it i s to show how Humeans can  accept that morality i s necessarily, 

universally, and genuinely normative, given, as I believe, that Humeanism forces one to 

reject P MN.  T o b e su re, m orality is n ormative i n w hat Derek P arfit cal ls t he rule-

involving sense -- morality codifies deontic truths, in that it distinguishes between correct 

and in correct b ehavior.  M y in tention is to  s how how t he H umean can  ac cept t hat 

morality is necessarily and universally normative in what Parfit calls the reason-involving 

sense -- it is to  s how h ow H umeanism is  c ompatible w ith th e th esis th at m orality 

necessarily and universally matters.  3

 

 

The answer I will propose is that morality involves sentiment reasons -- reasons that bear 

on w hether a cer tain sentiment i s t he appropriate or fitting attitude to h ave.  B ecause 

PMN i nvolves onl y r easons for action, i t can  be f alse even i f sen timent r easons are i n 

some way internal to moral demands.  It is reasons for having various moral sentiments, I 

will claim, rather than reasons f or committing th e a cts th at m orality p rescribes, th at 

grounds the normativity of morality.  B ut in  addition, I will present original arguments 

for bot h H umeanism and t he t hesis t hat m orality i s n ecessarily, uni versally, a nd 

genuinely normative; thus, another of my goals is to provide a sustained argument for the 

view that morality does indeed involve normativity in that way. 

                                                           
2  Williams (1979). 
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Finally, I will offer a view of the nature of the property of moral wrongness that builds on 

my vi ew of  morality’s normative di mension.  T he t heory I w ill p ropose of  t he w ay i n 

which m orality is n ormative, I w ill suggest, allows f or a re asonable in ference to  a  

particular theory of the nature of moral wrongness itself -- a theory according to which 

moral wrongness fundamentally is a property that involves reasons for having sentiments.  

My thesis differs from the standard way of analyzing moral properties via the normativity 

of s entiments, a s i t does not  i nvolve reactive sentiments, i .e., t hose sen timents t hat are 

justified in  response to an action with a  g iven moral feature (e.g., gui lt and anger with 

respect to morally wrong acts, moral approbation with respect to morally required acts).  

Rather, m y vi ew i s that t he na ture of moral w rongness pl ausibly involves r easons f or 

having compassion and respect -- the prime sentiments that characteristically dispose one 

to refrain from morally wrong action. 

 

2.  Summary 

My project is an i nvestigation of  the consequences of  t he conjunction of t he following 

prominent views:  

 

(1)  Humeanism about practical normative reasons 

(2)  the thesis that morality is necessarily, universally, and genuinely normative 

 

                                                                                                                                                                             
3  Parfit (forthcoming). 
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I believe that an implication of the conjunction of (1) and (2) is 

 

(a)  a thesis about the way in which morality is normative, 

 

and that (a) makes plausible 

 

(b)  a particular view of the nature of the property of moral wrongness. 

 

In addition, I argue for (1) and (2); thus, my project is also a defense of (a) and (b).  I n 

particular, I  a rgue that the c onjunction o f (1 ) a nd (2 ) implies th at the n ormativity o f 

morality i nvolves reasons f or  ha ving sentiments rather than r easons f or action, a nd I 

suggest that the relevant sentiments are compassion and respect.  I  then suggest that the 

proper account of  t he normativity of  morality suggests a  t hesis according to which the 

nature of moral wrongness itself involves reasons for having those sentiments.   
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CHAPTER ONE: NORMATIVE NOTIONS 

1.  Introduction 

The a ccount of  moral nor mativity t hat I  w ill be  de fending i nvokes the not ion of a  

subjective ought; a ccordingly, a  ke y goa l of  this c hapter i s t o c larify t hat not ion by 

offering a plausible view of what subjective oughts are and to discuss related normative 

notions.  I n pa rticular, I s hall de scribe t he di fference be tween obj ective a nd s ubjective 

reasons, in addition to the same distinction as it applies to oughts, and I will distinguish 

subjective oughts from oughts of rationality.  My hope is to provide a sufficiently clear 

understanding of  t hese normative i deas a nd t he r elations between t hem, s uch t hat i t i s 

unproblematic t o invoke t he no tion of  a  s ubjective oug ht i n m y a ccount of  t he 

normativity of morality. 

 

Additionally, my views involve so-called ‘ right kind’ reasons for having sentiments, or  

what I shall call sentiment reasons.  Thus, another goal of this chapter is to clarify what 

sentiment reasons are, and how they di ffer f rom other sorts of  reasons.  I n particular, I 

describe t he d ifference b etween r ight-kind a nd w rong-kind r easons as i t a pplies t o 

sentiments, desires, and beliefs, and along these lines I provide a rough categorization of 

types of reasons.  A gain, my hope is to provide a sufficiently clear understanding of the 

different types of reasons, such that it is unproblematic to invoke the relevant notions in 

what comes ahead. 
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2.  Reasons and oughts 

A reason4 is, roughly, a fact that counts in favor of, or  favors, some action or attitude.5

 

  

The f act t hat s moking i s ba d f or o ne’s h ealth, f or ex ample, i s a r eason t o ch ew g um 

instead, because that fact counts in favor of committing that act.  The fact that it is raining 

is a reason to believe the ground is wet, the fact that ice cream is delicious is a reason to 

want some, and the fact that she said yes is reason to be happy, because those facts count 

in favor of those attitudes. 

Reasons can favor to greater or lesser degrees.  The degree to which committing an act or 

having an attitude is favored can be measured or weighed against the degree to which it is 

disfavored (or, equivalently, the degree to which refraining from committing that act, or 

not having that attitude, is favored), so that we may discover the balance of reasons for 

and against the act or attitude.  Often, when the balance of reasons favors A committing a 

particular act or having a particular attitude φ, then it is the case that A ought to φ.6

                                                           
4  I wi ll b e discussing normative or justifying reasons, as ap posed t o explanatory reasons ( or 
reasons why) and reasons for which (or the agent’s reason). 

  But it 

is controversial whether the balance of reasons always determines an ought.  The balance 

of reasons determines an ought only when the reasons at issue are what Jonathan Dancy 

calls peremptory reasons.  B ut there might be non-peremptory reasons, i .e., reasons the 

5  For t his c ommon f ormulation, s ee, e .g., S canlon ( 1998), p. 1 7, D ancy ( 2004), p.  2 9, P arfit 
(forthcoming), and Raz (1975), p. 186. 
6  It should be noted that there are instances of ‘ought’ that are not the ‘ought’ of most reason.  
We should not confuse the use of  ‘ought’ relevant here with, e .g., the instrumental ‘ought’ (‘i f 
you want to rob the store, you ought to get a gun’), the predictive ‘ought’ (‘the pot roast ought to 
be done  by now’), or  various institutional or purely rule-based uses of  ‘ought’, e .g., the moral 
ought (‘you ought to help the old lady across the street’), and various ‘oughts’ of etiquette (‘you 
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balance of which does not determine an ought.  Dancy suggests that enticing reasons are 

of t his s ort: ‘Enticing reasons a re t o do w ith what w ould be  f un, a musing, a ttractive, 

exciting, pleasant, and so on.  …But (as I understand the matter) they never take us to an 

ought; it is not true of an enticing reason that if one has one of them and no reason of any 

other sort, one ought to do what the reason entices one to do.’7

 

  Enticing reasons are what 

make s omething ni ce t o do, w hereas pe remptory r easons a re w hat make s omething 

required.  I t i s que stionable, how ever, w hether enticing r easons r eally are r easons of a  

different sort.  It is  plausible that enticing reasons are simply a sub-class of peremptory 

reasons -- a class with distinguishable features, perhaps, such that their normative pull is 

comparatively weak, but a type of peremptory reason nonetheless.  After all, if one option 

is nicer than another, is it not the case that one ought to choose the nicer option?  In any 

case, oughts are facts about where the balance of peremptory reasons lies, and those are 

the so rts o f r easons I  w ill b e i nterested i n.  A ccordingly, u nless o therwise n oted I  u se 

‘reason’ to refer to peremptory reasons. 

3.  Subjective reasons and subjective oughts 

The account according to which a reason is a f act that favors an act or at titude, and an 

ought is fact about what act or attitude is most favored, is fairly standard; but it does not 

apply to all relevant uses of ‘reason’ and ‘ought’.  A nother use is applicable in cases in 

which one  ought  not  to φ (in the sense described above), yet i f one’s beliefs were t rue 

then it would be the case that one ought to φ.  Consider, for example, the following case, 

                                                                                                                                                                             
ought to chew with your mouth closed’, ‘you ought not to talk while someone is putting’, etc.). 
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adapted from Derek Parfit8

 

:  

Parfit’s Case:  W hile walking in a  desert, you have angered a  poi sonous snake. 

You believe that running away will save your life, and believe nothing to suggest 

otherwise.  As it turns out, however, you must stand still in order to save your life, 

as this snake will attack moving targets. 

 

According to the use of ‘ought’ outlined thus far, you ought  to stand still.  There appear 

to be  no r easons t o r un a way -- and e ven i f t here a re such r easons, t hey w ill b e 

outweighed by the conspicuous reason you ha ve to stand still: that i t is the only way to 

save your life.  But there is also a use of ‘ought’ according to which you indeed ought to 

run away.  A fter all, you believe that in order to save your life you must run away, and 

believe nothing that would suggest otherwise; and given that you have those beliefs, you 

ought to run away. 

 

Some phi losophers, in light of  t hese t wo w ays of  us ing ‘ ought’, di stinguish be tween 

objective and subjective oughts.9

                                                                                                                                                                             
7  Dancy (2004), p. 21. 

  While objective oughts are determined by t he balance 

of one’s reasons, subjective oughts are determined solely by one’s doxastic state.  Thus, 

in Parfit’s Case, you subjectively ought to run away but objectively ought to stand still. 

8  Parfit (forthcoming). 
9  The distinction between objective and subjective uses of ‘ought’ goes back at  least to Ewing 
(1953), although Ewing discusses t he distinction only with respect to moral ought s.  R ecent 
discussion of  t he di stinction as i t applies to non -moral oughts can be  found, e.g., i n Schroeder 
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Along t hese l ines, w e can al so d istinguish b etween t wo d ifferent so rts o f r easons.10

 

  

Objective r easons a re what t hus f ar I  h ave ca lled ‘ reasons’ -- facts that be ar f avorably 

upon some act or attitude.  Subjective reasons, on the other hand, like subjective oughts, 

depend solely upon one’s doxastic state.  In Parfit’s Case, you not only subjectively ought 

to r un aw ay; y ou h ave a su bjective r eason to do so  as w ell.  T here is a cl ear sense i n 

which your belief that running away is the only way to save your life gives you a reason 

to run away even if standing still actually is the only way to save your life -- it gives you 

a subjective reason to run away, whether or not you have an objective reason to do so. 

It s hould b e n oted th at P arfit h imself f ails t o co untenance su bjective r easons.  He 

believes, r ather, t hat be liefs gi ve us  ‘ apparent r easons,’ w hich ‘ do not  ha ve normative 

force, in t he s ense t hat they do not  count i n f avour of  some act.’11

                                                                                                                                                                             
(2008), (2009), Gibbard (2005), Parfit (forthcoming), and Wedgwood (2003). 

  For Parfit, to  be a  

(normative) reason is to count in favor, and so the reasons beliefs give us, since they do 

not count in favor, are merely apparent.  But why should we think that the reasons beliefs 

give us do n ot count in favor of action?  C learly these reasons do no t count in favor by 

being facts that c ount i n favor, nor  do t hey ha ve t he f avoring f eature t hat w e l ook f or 

when giving advice.  B ut that is just to say that they are not objective reasons; and it is 

unclear why we should think that the only things that count in favor are facts or advice-

apt considerations.  A nd since the way we use ‘reason’ belies the view that reasons are 

10  See e.g. Schroeder (2008), (2009), Joyce (2001) pp. 53-4, Cullity and Gaut (1997) pp. 1-2. 
11  Parfit (forthcoming). 
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confined t o t he obj ective dom ain, w e s hould countenance s ubjective reasons unt il w e 

have something to convince us otherwise. 

 

It may be objected that subjective reasons are not as intuitive as I have made them out to 

be.  I t may be c laimed t hat t here is onl y one  t ype of  r eason -- the o bjective t ype.  O f 

course, t his t heorist m ust s ay s omething a bout our  i nclination t o a ttribute to you i n 

Parfit’s Case a r eason to run away.  T he following story seems to be the most plausible 

way t o a ccount f or t he t endency t o s ay t hings l ike “ you ha ve a  r eason t o r un a way.”  

Literally, s uch st atements ar e f alse.  B ut t hey b ear an  i mportant r esemblance t o 

something th at is  t rue: that given what you believe, you have a reason to run away.  

(Contrast this with given that you believe thus-and-so, you have a reason to run away.  

The latter formulation describes the conditions for having a subjective reason to run away 

(i.e., having certain beliefs); the former formulation does not, since it merely says that if 

the content of your beliefs is in fact true, then you have a reason to run away.)  The idea 

is that when we say things like “you have a reason to run away” in Parfit’s Case, what we 

mean is that given what you believe, you have a reason to run away. 

 

Although t his i s no t an i ncredibly i mplausible s tory, i t i s less pl ausible t han t he 

alternative (i.e., t hat su bjective r eason at tributions ar e to b e t aken literally), b ecause i t 

fails to comport w ith the surface-structure of  t he c laims we a re i nclined t o make.  For 

example, suppose that in Parfit’s Case you r un away, and are attacked by the snake.  I n 

such a c ase, y ou can  legitimately say “I  h ad every reason t o r un aw ay.  A fter a ll, I 
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believed that running away would save my life, and believed nothing that would suggest 

otherwise.”  O ne w ho r ejects s ubjective r easons m ust r einterpret t hese sorts o f 

statements; that is, she must say that people who make these claims appear to be saying 

one thing when they are actually saying another.  T his is a less simple explanation than 

that the s tatements a re l iterally true.  T he b urden, a gain, is  on th e th eorist w ho re jects 

subjective reasons to say why we should reject them, since our linguistic tendencies seem 

to run contrary to that view. 

 

But even i f subjective reasons are an i llusion, the considerations that would be  reasons 

were my beliefs to be true are still normatively significant, since they determine what is 

reasonable for me.  Running away is reasonable (in part) because I would have a reason 

to run away given the truth of my beliefs -- absent such reasons (or “would-be” reasons), 

it w ould not be r easonable f or me t o r un aw ay.  A nd r easonableness i s a n ormative 

notion.  So for those who (for whatever reason) are disinclined to countenance subjective 

reasons, I  am happy to allow for “would-be” reasons of this sort, and I can allow for a  

reinterpretation of the relevant (subjective) reasons talk, since the considerations at issue 

play an important normative role in any case.  And that is what I will be interested in with 

respect to morality.  I will continue as if there are subjective reasons, but I would have no 

problem with a reinterpretation of everything I say that comports with the view that there 

are no such reasons, yet still gives me the normative conclusions I am after. 

 

Thus, to recap: the objective reason relation holds between a fact and an agent’s act or  
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attitude -- the objective reason relation is just the favoring relation commonly denoted by 

the unqua lified ‘ reason’. O bjective reasons are a m atter o f t he w ay t he w orld i s, as 

opposed to the way one takes the world to be.  Subjective reasons, on the other hand, are 

simply a matter of the agent’s doxastic attitudes, regardless of whether there are facts that 

correspond to the objects of those attitudes.  That is, subjective reasons are determined by 

the w ay on e t akes t he world t o be .  T he di stinctions be tween obj ective a nd subjective 

oughts, and between objective and subjective reasons, should be intuitive ones; and it is 

vital t o be  cognizant of  t hese di stinctions w hen e ntering i nto di scussions i nvolving 

‘ought’ and ‘reason’.  Since the term ‘reason’ usually denotes an objective reason, I will 

usually refer to objective reasons simply as reasons (the same applies, mutatis mutandis, 

for ‘ ought’).  B ut w e should remain v igilant a bout ke eping i n m ind t he di stinction 

between reasons in their objective and subjective guises. 

 

4.  What is it to have a subjective reason? 

The r elation b etween o ne’s d oxastic st ate an d one’s su bjective reasons i s co mmonly 

cashed out in (something like) the following way: 

 

 Subjective Reasons 1:   There is a  subjective reason for one to φ just in case the 

 propositions one believes jointly entail that there is an objective reason for one to 

 φ.12

                                                           
12  This so rt o f v iew ap pears t o b e i mplied b y S chroeder ( 2009), who b elieves t hat  ‘ X h as a  
subjective reason to do A just in case sh e has some beliefs which have the property, if they are 
true, of making it the case that X has an objective reason to do A.’  Schroeder never tells us what 
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In Parfit’s case, for example, you b elieve that running away will save your  l ife; and i f 

running away indeed will save your life, then there is an objective reason for you to run 

away, gi ven t he truth of  ot her p ropositions we m ay a ssume you believe.13

 

  Thus, 

Subjective Reasons 1 captures the data in Parfit’s Case. 

It i s easy  t o see,  h owever, t hat S ubjective R easons 1  can not b e co rrect.  I f o ne h as 

inconsistent beliefs, then for any φ, the proposition that there is objective reason for one 

to φ is entailed by w hat one  be lieves, s ince i nconsistent propositions j ointly e ntail a ny 

proposition.  A nd, pr esumably, ha ving i nconsistent be liefs doe s not  e ntail t hat t here i s 

subjective reason for one to do anything whatsoever.   

 

In r esponse t o this w orry, one  might pr opose t hat one ’s s ubjective reasons a re n ot a 

matter of what is jointly entailed by what one believes per se, but rather what is jointly 

entailed by the members of consistent subsets of propositions one believes.  Consider the 

set of all propositions one believes, and let us call that set ‘β’.  T hen, the proposal is as 

follows: 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                                             
‘making it the case’ amounts to; but a reasonable interpretation is that for beliefs to make it the 
case that p just is for the propositional contents of those beliefs to jointly entail that p, in which 
case Schroeder’s account i s equivalent to Subjective Reasons 1 .  See also Parfit ( forthcoming), 
although Parfit speaks only of ‘apparent reasons’. 
13  In particular, we may assume that you believe that relevant extenuating circumstances do not 
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Subjective Reasons 2:  There is a subjective reason for one to φ just in case there 

is some consistent subset of one’s β whose members jointly entail that there is an 

objective reason for one to φ. 

 

Subjective Reasons 2 is just a restriction of Subjective Reasons 1 that rules out subjective 

reasons that derive solely from inconsistent beliefs, and so it captures all of the right data 

that S ubjective R easons 1 c aptures.  B oth a ccounts f ail, ho wever, t o c apture c ases i n 

which s ubjective r easons de rive no t f rom ha ving be liefs, b ut f rom ha ving de grees o f 

credence in propositions that one does not believe; and intuitively, subjective reasons can 

result from such situations.  Consider the following case: 

 

Modified Parfit:  While walking in a desert, you have angered a poisonous snake. 

You attach .5 credence to the proposition that running away will save your life. 

 

Here, there is a subjective reason for you to run away;14 but there is no consistent subset 

of your β whose members jointly entail that you have objective reason to run away, since 

β includes only pr opositions one  b elieves, a nd not  m erely pr opositions t o w hich one 

attaches so me cr edence.15

                                                                                                                                                                             
obtain, e.g., you believe that your life post-snake will not be lived in constant agony. 

  Thus, s ubjective r easons de rive n ot m erely f rom what o ne 

14  Of course, there is also a su bjective reason of equal st rength for you not to run away, since 
attaching .5 credence to the proposition that running away will save your life entails attaching .5 
credence to the proposition that running away will end in your death (given, as I take it, that ‘will 
save your life’ is equivalent to ‘will not end in your death’); and if you attach .5 credence to such 
a proposition then you have a subjective reason not to run away. 
15 I a ssume that attaching . 5 c redence to a  proposition is insufficient for be lieving t hat 
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believes, but from the propositions to which one attaches a degree of credence.   

 

Here is a proposal for how this should work: what there is a subjective reason for one to 

do is  a  matter o f w hat is  jo intly entailed b y th e m embers o f co nsistent su bsets o f 

propositions that result from taking the propositions with respect to which one has some 

degree of  credence, and qualifying each by a  probability corresponding to i ts degree of  

credence.  Mo re specifically: consider the se t o f al l p ropositions to which one  a ttaches 

some degree of credence.  W e can say that this is the set of propositions that one holds.  

Now consider another set, consisting of modified versions of all the propositions that one 

holds, w here t he r elevant m odification is the a ddition of  a  pr obability-operator 

corresponding t o t he d egree of  c redence t o w hich one  ho lds e ach pr oposition.  Let us  

label th is la tter s et ‘ α’.  S o, α will c onsist of  pr opositions of  t he f orm ‘ There i s n 

probability t hat p’ (o r equivalently, ‘T he probability t hat p is n’), w here one  hol ds t he 

proposition that p to degree n.16

 

  My proposal, then, is this:  

Subjective Reasons 3:  There is a subjective reason for one to φ just in case there 

is some consistent subset o f one’s α whose members j ointly e ntail that there is  

objective reason for one to φ. 

 

                                                                                                                                                                             
proposition. 
16  I do not  assume that ‘n’ must refer to a number.  I  allow, for example, that one can hold the 
proposition t hat p merely wi th a  high degree o f c redence, i n which ca se t he co rresponding 
proposition in one’s α is that the probability that p is high. 
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Subjective Reasons 3  gets things right with Parfit’s Case and with Modified Parfit.  In  

both cases, your α contains a proposition of the form ‘There is n probability that running 

away will save your life’.  And if it is indeed the case that there is some probability that 

running a way w ill s ave your  l ife, t hen ( given t he pr obability of  ot her relevant 

propositions we can assume you believe -- see footnote 9) there is some objective reason 

for you t o run away.17  Thus, Subjective Reasons 3  seems to cap ture the core intuitive 

cases of subjective reasons without capturing too much.18

 

 

5.  Objections and alternative approaches 

It m ight b e o bjected that S ubjective R easons 3 i s p roblematic b ecause o f i ts u se o f 

entailment.  I n pa rticular, one  m ight t hink t hat i f S ubjective R easons 3 i s true, t hen 

subjective reasons will be extremely hard to come by, indeed harder to come by than we 

should expect.  After all, it can take a lot for a fact to be a reason.  In particular, in order 

for a f act to b e a  r eason, al l so -called ‘d isabling c onditions’ -- conditions t hat would 

                                                           
17  Of course, this may be a comparatively weak reason, depending upon the probability -- if there 
is only a very small chance that running away will save your life, then the strength of your reason 
to run away will be proportionally small.  This issue is discussed in more detail in the following 
section. 
18  It should be noted that Subjective Reasons 3 is equivalent to Subjective Reasons 2 just in case 
holding the proposition that p with c redence n just is believing that the p robability that p is n.  
Thus, m y st ated r ationale f or r ejecting S ubjective R easons 2  -- that it f ails to  c ountenance 
subjective r easons t hat derive from pr opositions on e holds but does not be lieve -- fails a s a 
refutation of  Subjective R easons 2 unl ess w e s hould r eject t he vi ew t hat hol ding t hat p with 
credence n just is believing that the probability that p is n.  No w, that view is (at the very least) 
controversial (see, e.g., Frankish (2004), (2009) for compelling objections), and I am inclined to 
reject i t; but I  need not take a stand on t hat issue here.  F or those who are more tolerant of the 
view at  i ssue, my cl aim c an b e t aken as f ollows: l egitimately accep ting S ubjective R easons 2  
requires adopting a co ntroversial v iew, whereas accepting Subjective Reasons 3 incurs no such 
commitment; and that is the rationale for moving from Subjective Reasons 2 per se to Subjective 
Reasons 3. 
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prevent t he f act f rom be ing a  r eason -- must b e ab sent.  T hus the question i s, i s it 

plausible that when one has a subjective reason, one covers all those conditions in one’s 

α?  O ne might c laim th at it i s im plausible th at p eoples’ αs f requently co ntain se ts o f 

propositions w hose c onjunction w ould r ule out  a ll d isabling c onditions -- that w ould 

seem to require having far more beliefs and credences than we actually have.  Thus, since 

we do frequently have subjective reasons, Subjective Reason 3 cannot be correct. 

 

My response to this worry is two-fold.  First, I do not believe there is any other plausible 

account of subjective reasons that gets rid of entailment in the way i t would have to in 

order t o a void t he c oncern a t i ssue.  S econd, I t hink i t is i ndependently pl ausible t hat 

peoples’ αs c ontain p ropositions whose c onjunction w ould r ule o ut a ll d isabling 

conditions.  I believe this is plausible because I do not believe it takes very much to have 

a reason, due to the following general principle: 

 

Reason P robability:  If there is  a  non-zero probability that there is  an objective 

reason for A to φ, then there is an objective reason for A to φ. 

 

We could p lausibly elaborate t his principle by  adding that t he strength of  one ’s reason 

that de rives f rom t he n on-zero pr obability of  a nother r eason r is p roportional to  th e 

probability that r obtains and is a reason. 

 

So suppose that there is a 10% chance that if I push the green button I will receive one 
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thousand dollars, and a 90% chance that if I push the green button I will receive nothing 

(we can  su ppose t hat there is a q uantum-mechanical m echanism t hat en sures those 

probabilities).  Thus, there is a 10% chance that I have a reason to push the green button 

in the fact that I will receive one thousand dollars if I push the green button.  But there is 

a reason for me to push the button; namely, the fact that there is a 10% chance that I will 

receive one  thousand do llars i f I do  s o.  I n ge neral, w hen there i s n probability that r 

obtains and is a reason to φ, then the fact that there is n probability that r obtains is itself a 

reason to φ.  T herefore, all we need are members of our α that entail that there is some 

chance that there is a reason for one to act, in order to have subjective reasons.  And the 

more pr obable i t i s, gi ven t he m embers of  o ur α, t hat w e i ndeed ha ve a  r eason, t he 

stronger the subjective reason.   

 

For example, if I believe that a man is drowning in the pool, I have a subjective reason to 

save him even if my α fails to rule out, for example, that he is a serial killer and thus he 

deserves to drown and his drowning will save innocent lives (we can assume that in that 

case I would not have a reason to save him) -- I have a subjective reason to save the man, 

and a strong one, because my α does imply that he is probably not a serial killer (e.g., I 

believe that serial killers are very rare, that there is no evidence that this person is serial 

killer, e tc.).  T he i dea is t hat t his ki nd of  t hing oc curs w ith r espect t o a ll di sabling 

conditions (e.g., my α implies that it is probably not the case that by saving the man I will 

begin a “butterfly effect” chain-reaction that will result in the untimely death of my best 

friend) -- my α implies that I probably have a reason to save the man from drowning, and 
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thus that I do have such a reason (and a strong one).  T he upshot is that i t doesn’t take 

much f rom our α to have subjective r easons, and to have subjective reasons with h igh 

degrees of strength. 

 

But what about alternative formulations of an account of subjective reasons that do not 

invoke entailment?  Even if there is no pressure to get rid of entailment in an account of 

subjective reasons, why should we think that there is pressure to retain it?  The answer, I 

believe, is that the alternatives are untenable.  Now, if Subjective Reasons 3 is false, then 

what is the relevant relation between one’s beliefs and credences, on t he one hand, and 

one’s subjective reasons on the other?  Perhaps it is this: one has a subjective reason just 

in c ase one  would have an  o bjective r eason g iven so me co nsistent su bset o f o ne’s α, 

where t his i s a counterfactual conditional.  N ow, i n a  c ertain s ense of  ‘ counterfactual’ 

this cannot be correct, because one’s objective and subjective reasons might coincide, and 

so o ne’s su bjective r easons n eed n ot b e “co unter t o t he f acts.”  B ut l eaving asi de t his 

(technical) issue, we might employ the standard Lewisian semantics for counterfactuals19

 

 

in an account of subjective reasons, as follows: 

Subjective Reasons 4:  There is a subjective reason for one to φ just in case there 

is some consistent subset of one’s α, a, such that there is objective reason for one 

to φ in the nearest possible world(s) in which the members of a are all true. 
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But t his s ort of  t heory r uns i nto i nsurmountable di fficulty.  F or e xample, s uppose t he 

members o f so me co nsistent su bset o f my α, a, a re a ll t rue; th us, the nearest p ossible 

world in which the members of a are true is the actual world (given the highly plausible 

assumption that a world is nearer to itself than to any other world).  Furthermore, suppose 

that ( 1) q is tru e, (2 ) the f act th at q is a n o bjective re ason f or m e to  φ, ( 3) I  ha ve 0 

credence in q, and (4) q is not at all suggested by any consistent subset of my α.  Thus, in 

the nearest possible world in which a is true, q is a reason for me to φ; but intuitively, this 

does n ot en tail t hat I h ave a su bjective reason t o φ -- certainly q does not  de scribe a  

subjective reason for me t o φ, nor  i s t here a nything a bout t his c ase that c ompels us  t o 

think that I  have some other subjective r eason to φ (e.g., my α might contain on ly t he 

proposition that 1 +  2 =  3) .  D ue t o t his s ort of  c ase, c ounterfactual or  s ubjunctive 

conditional analyses of subjective reasons are untenable. 

 

An alternative proposal might be that instead of  putting an account of subjective reasons 

in t erms o f the o bjective r easons t hat a re entailed by t he members o f so me co nsistent 

subset of  one’s α, or  in terms of what objective reasons one would have given that the 

members of such a subset were true, we talk about what makes it the case that one has an 

objective reason, where making i t the case is an explanatorily or  metaphysically robust 

relation, such as the in virtue of or grounding relation.20  But how might such a proposal 

go?  In particular, we need some logical relation to hold between some consistent subset 

                                                                                                                                                                             
19  Lewis (1973). 
20   This sort of view was suggested to me by Jonathan Dancy. 
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of one ’s α and th e p roposition that th e f act that p makes i t t he case that o ne h as an  

objective reason to φ.  But what relation?  That is, the proposal must go something like: 

there is a su bjective reason for one to φ just in case some consistent subset of one’s α 

stands in  logical relation x to the proposition that the fact that p makes i t the case that 

there is an objective reason for one to φ.  But what should we use for logical relation x?  

If we use Lewis-style counterfactual conditionals, we will run into the same problem as 

the one  previously ou tlined.  I f we us e e ntailment, t hen we s imply ge t a s lightly more 

restricted version of Subjective Reasons 3.  B ut there is reason not to restrict subjective 

reasons i n this w ay.  C onsider: you be lieve w ith c redence 1 t hat J ohn’s t estimony i s 

100% r eliable, a nd t hat J ohn ha s s aid t hat you ha ve a  r eason t o go t o t he s tore.  

Intuitively, you have a subjective reason to go to the store, but no member of your α need 

entail s omething th at makes it the case, in t he r elevant r obust s ense, that you ha ve a 

reason to go to the store.  What would make it the case that you have such a r eason is, 

e.g., that you’re almost out of root beer, that chocolate is on sale, that the cashier is cute, 

etc. -- John’s testimony is convincing evidence that you have a reason to go to the store, 

but does not explain or ground such a reason in any robust way.   

 

One might offer a different sort of objection to Subjective Reasons 3, and argue that the 

sort of approach thus far described is too permissive because we should restrict subjective 

reasons a t l east to cases in which a member o f one’s α itself stands to be  an objective 

reason f or one  t o φ (given th e tru th o f th e o ther re levant m embers o f o ne’s α).  I a m 

amenable to this proposal, but I do not believe it is inconsistent with Subjective Reasons 
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3, because I  believe that any case i n which the members of  some set of  propositions S  

jointly entail that p is a reason for one to φ, there will always be at least one proposition 

in S that is a reason for one to φ, given the truth of the propositions in S.  F or example, 

given that John’s testimony is indeed 100% reliable, the fact that John said that there is a 

reason for you to go to the store is itself a reason for you to go to the store (though not the 

only reason). 

 

Finally, one  might think that subjective reasons a re present only when one has explicit 

beliefs about one’s reason, or at least when one’s α contains such propositions.  But this 

sort of  vi ew s hould be  r esisted be cause i ntuitively w e ha ve subjective reasons w ithout 

explicitly taking ourselves to have reasons.  Intuitively, someone who believes that p, and 

that if p then if I do x I will get $1000 has a reason to do x even if she has no believes 

about her reasons to do x.  I  take these sorts of cases as strong data in favor of the view 

that an account of subjective reasons should allow for subjective reasons even when one 

neither believes nor holds any (relevantly related) propositions about one’s reasons. 

 

6.  What are subjective reasons? 

Subjective Reasons 3 is merely a theory of what it is for there to exist a subjective reason.  

But we can employ that t heory, i n concert w ith other plausible t heses about subjective 

reasons, in constructing a t heory of what a su bjective reason is.  T hat is my goal in this 

section.  I  do not  intend to provide a conclusive argument for the view I  defend; but, I  

hope, w hat I  a dduce w ill be  i n c oncert w ith t he w ay w e a re i nclined to t hink a bout 
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subjective reasons. 

 

One ke y t hing w e w ant t o know  about s ubjective reasons is, w hat s ort of  entity is a 

subjective reason?  That is, what fundamental ontological category do subjective reasons 

fall u nder?  A s a f irst step towards an swering t his q uestion, r ealize t hat so metimes a  

reason for which someone acts (sometimes called the agent’s reason) can be a subjective 

reason to so act.  Consider the following case: 

 

 Water:  While walking in the desert, you run out of water.  You are certain that 

 there is water to the West.  Y ou begin walking to the West, and your reason for 

 doing so is that there is water to the West. 

 

In this case, you are walking to the West for a perfectly good reason; that is, ‘that there is 

water t o the West’ denotes a normative reason -- something that f avors walking to t he 

West.  But that is true even if it turns out that there is not any water to the West.  In that 

case, ‘ that there is water to the West’ denotes a r eason to walk to the West despite the 

fact that it does not denote an objective reason to do so.  The only alternative is that ‘that 

there i s w ater t o t he W est’ d enotes a subjective reason.  A nd o rdinarily, ‘th at th ere is  

water to t he W est’ d enotes t he proposition that t here is w ater to t he w est.  Thus, 

plausibly, subjective reasons are propositions. 

 

A further advantage of the propositional view of subjective reasons is that it allows for a 
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unified account of normative reasons generally.  According to a prominent and plausible 

view, f acts ( the ont ological c ategory obj ective r easons f all unde r) j ust a re true 

propositions.  I f this is right, then in all cases normative reasons are propositions -- true 

ones w hen they a re ob jective reasons, but  no t ne cessarily w hen t hey a re subjective 

reasons. 

 

The foregoing considerations are not  conclusive.  P erhaps in the relevant context, ‘ that 

there is water t o t he West’ i s e lliptical, and denotes an entity other t han a  proposition.  

But the c onsiderations I  ha ve a dduced a re hi ghly s uggestive, a nd in l ight of  t hem t he 

propositional view should be the default position.21

 

   

The propositional view does not  tell us  which propositions subjective reasons are.  But 

we can  make h eadway i n t hat d irection b y n oticing w hat e xplains why pa rticular 

subjective reasons are indeed reasons, and we can use Water as a template: we can ask 

why ‘that there is water to the West’ denotes a subjective reason for you t o walk to the 

West.  And the answer seems obvious: it is because if things are as you take them to be, 

                                                           
21  Schroeder (2008) a lso a rgues t hat s ubjective r easons m ust be  pr opositions.  D ancy ( 2000) 
agues that reasons cannot be propositions, because a reason must be ‘a state of affairs, something 
that is part of the world, not a proposition.’  (114)  Dancy thinks that propositions are ‘too thin or 
insubstantial’ to  p lay t he r equisite r ole -- reasons ‘ cannot b e ab stract o bjects o f t he so rt t hat 
propositions are generally supposed to be.’  ( 115)  But if this is correct, then Dancy’s preferred 
ontological category -- states of affairs (or something that is ‘capable of being the case’) -- would 
be p roblematic as wel l.  ( 116)  I f r easons are st ates o f af fairs, t hen in o rder for a r eason to be 
capable of description by a ‘that’-clause that is false (which it must be, in order to play the role of 
a reason for which), reasons must be capable of being non-obtaining states of affairs.  But states 
of af fairs t hat d o n ot o btain ar e j ust as  ab stract a s are t he p ropositions Dan cy t hinks ar e t oo 
insubstantial to be reasons; indeed, it is unclear just what a n on-obtaining state of affairs would 
be, if not a proposition. 
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then there is water to the West, and that fact would be an objective reason for you to walk 

to the West.  F urthermore, this appears to be a complete constitutive explanation -- it is 

an explanation of  what it is for ‘that there is water to  the West’ to  denote a  subjective 

reason.  I  s uggest t hat this s ort of  explanation applies t o s ubjective r easons ge nerally.  

That is:  

 

 Relation:  If ‘that p’ denotes a subjective reason for one to φ, then that is because 

 if t hings a re as one  t akes them to be, then: (1) p is true, and (2) the fact that p 

 is an objective reason for one to φ.   

 

We are now in a p osition to construct a co mplete theory of what a su bjective reason is.  

Because Relation describes a complete constitutive explanation, it is, in skeletal form, an 

account of  t he na ture of  s ubjective r easons.  W e c an f lesh out  t he a ccount by  

incorporating the propositional view of subjective reasons, and by factoring in Subjective 

Reasons 3, i n w hich c ase t he not ion of  ‘the w ay one  t akes t hings t o be’ s hould be 

specified as ‘ the w ay s ome co nsistent su bset of o ne’s α represents t hings a s be ing’.  

Thus, combining Relation, Subjective Reasons 3, and the propositional view of subjective 

reasons, we arrive at the following thesis: 

 

The Complete Account:  A subjective reason for one to φ just is a proposition that 

p such that t he members o f some consistent subset o f one’s α jointly entail (1) 

that p is true, and (2) that the fact that p is an objective reason for one to φ.   
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Thus, I  s ubmit t hat T he C omplete A ccount i s a hi ghly pl ausible vi ew of t he na ture of  

subjective reasons.  F urthermore, since neither Relation nor Subjective Reasons 3 relies 

upon the propositional view, even i f the propositional view i s incorrect an analogue o f 

The Complete Account will be equally plausible: we should be able replace ‘proposition’ 

with whatever term denotes the type of entity subjective reasons are,22

 

 while retaining the 

other plausible features of the account. 

7.  What are subjective oughts? 

The relation between one’s doxastic state and subjective oughts is commonly cashed out 

in (something like) the following way: 

 

 Subjective Ought 1:  One subjectively ought to φ just in case the propositions one 

 believes jointly entail that one objectively ought to φ.23

 

 

Now, we k now t hat t his acco unt c annot b e co rrect f or t he sam e r eason t hat w e w ere 

compelled t o r evise S ubjective R easons 1 of  s ubjective reasons: ha ving i nconsistent 

beliefs e ntails t hat one  objectively ought t o do  anything; b ut it is  not the ca se t hat 

someone with i nconsistent be liefs subjectively ought t o do  a nything.  Additionally, we 

                                                           
22  Some alternative candidates for subjective reasons are: the belief that p, and the fact that one 
believes that p. 
23  See, e .g., Brandt ( 1963, 1 11-114) a nd P arfit ( forthcoming, 22 -23).  B randt, l ike E wing, 
discusses subjective oughts only in the moral case (although he does not use the term ‘ought’ -- 
he speaks of one’s ‘duty’ and of what is ‘right’ and ‘wrong’). 
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cannot simply invoke consistent subsets of one’s beliefs, because just like with subjective 

reasons, sometimes w hat o ne subjective o ught t o d o is a m atter of one  hol ding 

propositions to degrees of credence insufficient for belief.  But here, invoking consistent 

subsets of one’s α will not do either, because inconsistent subsets might yield differing 

results.  O n the theory in question, if the members of some consistent subset of one’s α 

jointly e ntail t hat one  o ught t o φ, w hile t he m embers of  a nother s ubset e ntail t hat one  

ought not to φ, then one subjectively ought to both φ and not to φ.  While this would be 

fine in the case of reasons since reasons can conflict (i.e., one can have reason to φ and 

reason not to φ), it is counterintuitive that one can have conflicting oughts -- with either 

subjective or objective oughts, either one ought to φ or one ought not to φ, but not both.24

 

 

Even i f t his pr oblem c an be  solved, pe rhaps by i nvoking a  c riterion of  a djudication 

between putatively conflicting subjective oughts, there is a further problem for Subjective 

Ought 1.  There are cases in which one subjectively ought to φ, but there is no consistent 

subset of one’s α whose members jointly entail that one objectively ought to φ.  These 

are so -called ‘ mine sh aft’-style cas es.  C onsider, f or ex ample, an  ad apted v ersion o f 

Jacob Ross’s ‘Three-envelope Problem.’  Here is how Mark Schroeder relays the case: 

 

Wynn has the opportunity to choose one of three envelopes set in front of 

her. Whatever i t contains, she will be ab le t o keep, and she will not get 

what i s i n t he ot her t wo e nvelopes. S he be lieves t hat the f irst envelope 

                                                           
24  For similar remarks, see Schroeder (2009). 
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contains t wo hundr ed dollars, t hat one  of  t he ot her e nvelopes c ontains 

three hund red dol lars, and t hat t he ot her c ontains no thing. A nd s he 

considers it equally likely that the three hundred dollars are in the second 

envelope as in the third.25

 

 

In this case, Wynn subjectively ought to take the first envelope, because doing so has the 

highest expected value in relation to her doxastic state.   But there is no consistent subset 

of W ynn’s α whose members j ointly e ntail t hat s he obj ectively ought  t o t ake t he f irst 

envelope; rather, according to Wynn’s α, either she ought to take the second envelope, or 

she ought to take the third (we can assume here that Wynn’s beliefs about the envelope 

situation c orrespond t o hol ding t he r elevant pr opositions t o ve ry hi gh de grees of  

credence).  Schroeder, rightly I think, takes this as a cue to account for subjective oughts 

not in terms of objective oughts, but in terms of subjective reasons.  In particular: 

 

Subjective Ought 2:   One s ubjectively ought  t o φ just i n case  o ne has m ost 

subjective reason to φ. 

 

Plausibly, t he w eight of a  s ubjective re ason is  equivalent to  th e w eight o f its  

corresponding “would-be” objective reason.  That is, ‘that p’ denotes a subjective reason 

of strength n for A to φ just in case the consistent subset of A’s α that entails that p and 

that the fact that p is an objective reason for A to φ also entails that the fact that p is an 

                                                           
25  Schroeder (2009). 
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objective reason of strength n for A to φ.  T hus, what one has most subjective reason to 

do is a matter of what one would have most objective reason to do, were one to have the 

objective reasons that correspond to one’s subjective reasons.26

 

 

Applying Subjective Ought 2 t o the Three-envelope Problem gives us  the r ight r esults, 

given T he Complete A ccount.  G iven t hat a ccount, W ynn’s s ubjective r easons a re t he 

following propositions: 

 

 (i) that there is .5 probability that there is $300 in the second envelope 

 (ii) that there is .5 probability that there is $300 in the third envelope 

 (iii) that there is very high probability that there is $200 in the first envelope 

 

(i) is a reason for Wynn to pick the second envelope, (ii) is a reason for Wynn to pick the 

third, a nd ( iii) i s a  r eason f or Wynn t o pi ck t he f irst e nvelope; a nd t here a re no m ore 

reasons at issue (at l east, t he w eight co ntributed b y an y f urther reasons w ill b e 

overdetermined by (i) through (iii), i.e., that contribution will make no further difference 

to the overall balance of reasons).   F urthermore, it s eems clear that (iii) is the strongest 

reason, because a near guarantee of getting $200 is preferable to a 50% chance of getting 

$300.  Thus, accounting for Wynn’s subjective ought in terms of her strongest subjective 

reasons gets the results right in the Three-envelope Problem, and neatly captures the idea 

that what Wynn subjectively ought to do is that which has the highest expected value. 

                                                           
26  In sect ion 11, I  suggest that an  amended account of the weight of subjective reasons is a lso 
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The i mport of  s ections 3 t hrough 5 i s t hat there a re pl ausible w ays t o a ccount f or 

subjective r easons a nd subjective o ughts.  B ut what f ollows w ill not  d epend upon  a ny 

particular t heory of  s ubjective reasons or  s ubjective ought s.  What is  re levant is th at 

subjective n ormativity i s non -problematic, a nd pl ausible t heory he lps t o s olidify t hat 

notion.  My intention is merely to show that we should be comfortable with the notions of 

subjective reasons and subjective oughts -- that we should not be skeptical about or find 

particularly perplexing normativity’s subjective dimension. 

 

8.  More types of reasons 

In th is s ection, I d escribe f urther classifications o f re asons.  It is  h elpful to  f irst 

distinguish between reasons for action and reasons for attitudes.  The reason it is helpful 

to m ake th is d istinction is  th at th e latter s ort o f re ason, b ut n ot th e f ormer, a dmits o f 

right-kind and wrong-kind reasons, a nd unde rstanding t hat di stinction i s vi tal t o 

understanding t he v arious s orts of  r easons t here are, an d esp ecially to u nderstanding 

sentiment r easons -- the t ype of  r easons c entral t o my a nalysis of  t he nor mativity o f 

morality. 

 

There ar e three b asic s orts o f at titudes f or w hich t here c an b e r easons: epistemic or 

doxastic attitudes ( e.g., be lief, credence), motivational attitudes ( e.g., desire, i ntention), 

and sentiments (e.g., f ear, a nger, s hame, c ompassion, gui lt, s adness, j oy).  R ight-kind 

                                                                                                                                                                             
plausible. 
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reasons for these attitudes are, roughly, reasons that seem to “fit” the attitude in question 

-- they a re reasons that are tailored to t hat particular at titude.  W rong-kind reasons a re 

reasons that derive not from the nature of the attitude in question, but from the value of 

merely having the attitude.  As we shall see, we have an intuitive sense of this distinction; 

indeed, I believe this distinction is by and large pre-theoretical.27

 

 

Let us go through how the distinction between right-kind and wrong-kind reasons applies 

to each sort of attitude.  Since belief is the paradigmatic epistemic attitude, and desire is 

the paradigmatic motivational a ttitude, for convenience I will discuss reasons for belief 

and f or d esire, rather than r easons f or ep istemic at titudes and r easons f or m otivational 

attitudes.  

 

A right-kind reason to believe (what is commonly referred to as an  epistemic reason to 

believe) is the sort of reason we appeal to in figuring out what to believe.  Intuitively, an 

epistemic reason i s a  fact that bears on t he t ruth (or probability) of  a  proposition.  F or 

example, the fact that it is raining is an epistemic reason to believe that the ground is wet, 

because the fact that it is raining raises the probability that the ground is wet.   

 

A right-kind reason to desire to do x (or that p) is a reason to do x (or bring it about that 

                                                           
27   For discussion of the further, theoretical issue of what the distinction between right-kind and 
wrong-kind reasons fundamentally consists in, see e .g. Parfit (2001), ( forthcoming), Hieronymi 
(2005), Rabinowicz a nd R ønnow-Rasmussen (2004), a nd S chroeder ( forthcoming).  For 
discussion of how to distinguish right-kind from wrong-kind reasons for sentiments, see D’Arms 
and Jacobson (2000). 
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p).  F or example, the fact that ping pong is fun is a reason to desire to play ping pong, 

because the fact that ping pong is fun is a reason to play ping pong.  I  will refer to right-

kind reasons to desire (or have any motivational attitude) as desiderative reasons. 

 

A right kind-reason to have a particular sentiment, or what I w ill a sentiment reason, is, 

roughly, a  reason that bears on t he fittingness or  appropriateness of  having sentiments.  

Consider, for example, the sentiment of fear.  The fact that there is a hungry lion in one’s 

midst i s a  r eason t o be  a fraid, e ven i f not hing of  va lue w ill c ome f rom t hat f ear.  A  

plausible view is that right-kind reasons to fear something are considerations that bear on 

the dangerousness of that thing -- that fear is, in the relevant sense, appropriate or fitting 

when danger looms; but even if we lack the correct theory of what right-kind reasons to 

fear consist in, it is no less clear that there are such reasons.  And the same goes for other 

sentiments that admit of right-kind reasons, such as guilt, shame, sadness, anger, and joy. 

 

The nature of wrong-kind reasons for attitudes, unlike right-kind reasons, is the same no 

matter w hat at titude i s at i ssue -- such r easons do not  di fferentiate be tween t ypes of  

attitudes, because t hey ar e concerned onl y w ith t he v alue of  having the a ttitude.  F or 

example, t hat you  w ill give m e one  m illion do llars upon  h aving a  c ertain a ttitude is a  

reason to have that attitude, no matter what that attitude is. 

 

9.  What reasons are for? 

Some authors believe that there are no wrong-kind reasons for attitudes; rather, apparent 
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wrong-kind reasons for attitudes are actually reasons to desire to have that attitude, or to 

bring it about that one has t hat a ttitude.28

 

  On t his vi ew, t ypes of  r easons c an be 

demarcated according to what the reasons are for -- epistemic reasons just are reasons for 

belief, d esiderative r easons j ust ar e r easons f or d esire, an d sen timent r easons j ust ar e 

reasons for having sentiments of various types.  Now, we are certainly inclined to speak 

as if there are wrong-kind reasons for attitudes.  Thus, the burden is on one who believes 

there are no such things to show why that is the case.   

The s tandard a rgument a gainst w rong-kind r easons f or a ttitudes is t hat w rong-kind 

reasons can never be reasons for which one has the relevant attitude, and any reason to 

have an  at titude m ust b e cap able o f b eing a r eason for which one h as t hat at titude.29

                                                           
28   For this sort of view, see e.g. Gibbard (1992), Parfit (forthcoming), and Adler (2002, p. 5). 

  

Consider, f or e xample, be lief.  A ccording t o t he l ine unde r c onsideration, a  r eason t o 

believe that p must be describable by a proposition that is capable of being a reason for 

which one  believes t hat p, a nd w rong-kind reasons t o be lieve t hat p can ne ver be  

described by a  proposition that could be  a  reason for which one believes that p.  Now, 

surely t here are cases t hat a ppear to be  e xamples of  pe ople be lieving for w rong-kind 

reasons.  One might believe that God exists, for example, because life would be hopeless 

if God did not  exist.  Despite initial appearances, however, according to the line under 

consideration, de spite believing t hat G od e xists because life w ould be  hope less 

29 In t his sect ion, I  q uestion t he f ormer p remise -- that w rong-kind c onsiderations c annot be 
reasons for which one has an attitude.  But the latter premise -- that reasons to have an attitude 
must be considerations for which one can have that attitude -- is also controversial.  For the view 
that reasons for attitudes can be considerations for which one cannot have that attitude, see R az 
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otherwise, one does not believe that God exists for the reason that life would be hopeless 

otherwise.  The ‘because’ here denotes a reason why or explanatory reason, not a reason 

for which.  Thus, to say that one believes that God exists because life would be hopeless 

otherwise is an elliptical way of saying that the reason why one believes that God exists 

is that one believes that life would be hopeless otherwise.  Indeed, it may be that there is 

no reason for which one believes in God. 

 

But it should be controversial that wrong-kind considerations cannot be reasons for which 

one believes.  There does seem to be something to this point -- wrong-kind considerations 

cannot be reasons one adduces when attending to what appears to be the main point of 

belief -- namely, believing what’s true.  They are not what one relies upon when figuring 

out what to believe from the standpoint of what Nishi Shah calls ‘first-personal doxastic 

deliberation’ -- the s ort of pr actice one e ngages i n w hen o ne a sks one self a nd tries t o 

answer the question whether to believe that p.30

                                                                                                                                                                             
(forthcoming). 

  Nevertheless, wrong-kind concerns can 

be relevant to belief formation when one takes up a different stance -- when one fails to 

engage in first-personal doxastic deliberation, but rather is geared towards believing what 

is, i n s ome s ense, good or  be st t o be lieve.  S ometimes, w e a re u nconcerned w ith 

believing what is true.  According to Shah, one could never consider oneself as a believer 

and be in such a mode -- one could not think of what one is doing, when geared towards 

believing no t what i s t rue, but  what i s best to be lieve, a s believing.  N evertheless, one 

might be  in a mode of  be lief-formation and not consider oneself to be  in such a  mode, 
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i.e., not think of oneself as being in a mode of belief-formation.  W hen one is in such a 

mode, a nd i s di sposed towards be lieving what is most c omfortable, o r inspirational, or  

towards believing in some other way what is best to believe, we can say that one is in the 

stance of pragmatic believing.  Now, clearly the considerations that I adduce while in the 

stance of  pr agmatic be lieving c ould ne ver b e r easons f or which I  be lieve w hile i n t he 

stance of first-personal doxastic deliberation -- only facts that I take to favorably bear on 

the t ruth o r pr obability of  a  pr oposition c an be  r easons f or w hich I  be lieve that 

proposition while in that stance.  But it is not at all clear that the reasons I adduce while 

in the stance of pragmatic believing are not reasons for which I  believe when I  take up 

that s tance.  I ndeed, i t s eems unc lear j ust w hat t he not ion of  be lieving f or r easons 

amounts t o.  T he bur den, t hen, is on t he proponent of  t his obj ection t o e xplicate a  

sufficiently clear notion of believing for reasons, such that believing due to wrong-kind 

reasons does not fall under that category, even when in the stance of pragmatic believing. 

 

The upshot is that we lack good reason to believe that epistemic reasons just are reasons 

for belief -- there can be, it seems, wrong-kind reasons for belief.  And, this generalizes to 

the o ther a ttitudes th at seem to  a dmit o f w rong-kind r easons.  T hus, i n ge neral, t he 

ground for the distinction between types of reasons seems to be not the various sorts of 

things r easons a re f or, but r ather t he va rious sorts of f acts th at r elate n ormatively to  

attitudes and actions.  For example, one sort of fact that relates normatively to a belief is 

a fact that bears on whether that belief would in some way good to have; another sort of 

                                                                                                                                                                             
30  Shah (2003). 
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fact th at re lates n ormatively to  a b elief is  a f act th at b ears on th e t ruth o f th at b elief.  

These sorts of facts describe wrong-kind and right-kind reasons for belief, respectively. 

 

10.  Types of oughts 

Given that there are the types of reasons I have described, it follows that there are types 

of ought s, e ach c orresponding t o one of  t he t ypes of  r easons.  A nd, t here m ight be  

contrary oughts, each of a different type, to do the same thing.  I t might be the case that 

one epistemically ought to believe that p, because p is highly likely given the evidence, 

and a t t he same t ime t hat one  oug ht, a ccording t o one ’s wrong-kind r easons, n ot t o 

believe t hat p, be cause ha ving t hat be lief w ould be  ve ry ha rmful t o one self or  ot hers.  

This naturally raises the question of the commensurability of different types of oughts.  I 

am inclined to think that ought-types are utterly incommensurable.  I t seems to make no 

sense to weigh or otherwise compare the relative forces of types of oughts.  A ll we can 

say i s t hat one ha s most x reason t o φ, w here x ranges o ver t he t ypes o f r easons I ’ve 

described.  It makes no sense to say that one has overall reason to φ, unless one operates 

within the domain of  one of  those types -- there can be no a ll-things-considered ought, 

such that one admits into consideration reasons of more than one type.  Thus, oughts are 

always indexed to  a  type.  In  what follows I w ill often omit the relevant qualifier with 

respect to ‘ought’ and ‘reason’, when i t is clear from the context what type of ought or 

reason is at issue. 
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11.  Rational requirements 

Lastly, I  w ish t o di stinguish s ubjective ought s f rom ought s of  rationality.  I t m ight be  

thought that if one subjectively ought to φ, then one is irrational if one fails to φ (or if φ-

ing is an action, to intend to φ -- I omit the ‘intending’ qualifier in what follows).  I shall 

take no stand on this issue.  But it is worth pointing out that it is not clear that subjective 

oughts a re also ought s of  r ationality -- it d epends o n h ow su bjective r easons are 

weighted.   

 

Here is a schematic case in which one subjectively ought to do what one is not rationally 

required to do.  Suppose that I am playing a game for money in which I must choose one 

of two opt ions: A and B.  One o f the opt ions is the winner, and the other i s the loser.  

Further, suppose that I b elieve p with 1  c redence, a nd ne ither be lieve nor  ho ld any 

propositions to suggest otherwise; and suppose that p entails that option A is the winner.  

Additionally, s uppose that t he i nference f rom p to t he pr oposition th at o ption A  is t he 

winner is extremely complex -- so complex, in fact, that it would be impossible for me to 

make that inference within any reasonable amount of time.  But suppose that someone I 

know to be 90% reliable tells me that option B is the winner, and on that basis I believe 

with 1 credence that option B is the winner, and thus believe that I ought to choose option 

B.  Finally, suppose that monetary considerations exhaust my reasons in this situation.  In 

this case, what do I have most subjective reason to do?  

 

The an swer may seem obvious: since p entails th at that option A  is the w inner, p is a 
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subjective r eason for me t o c hoose opt ion A .  And i f t he s trength of   one’s s ubjective 

reasons is equivalent to the strength of the corresponding “would-be” objective reasons, 

then one’s subjective reasons would be decisive in favor of choosing option A, since the 

fact that A is the winner is the strongest possible reason I could have to choose option A 

(given, as we are assuming, that monetary considerations are the only relevant ones) and 

thus outweighs my subjective reason for choosing opt ion B ( that someone who i s 90% 

reliable told me that option B is the winner).  But it should be clear that the rational thing 

for me t o d o i s c hoose opt ion B .  T hus, i t seem s, su bjective o ughts come ap art from 

oughts of rationality. 

 

But this may be too simplistic a picture of the weight of subjective reasons.  To be sure, 

the weight of corresponding “would-be” objective reasons provides an important part of 

the formula for determining the weight of subjective reasons; but it is plausible that there 

is another important element, which is the ease of inference from the members of some 

consistent subset of one’s α to the proposition that there is a reason -- the harder it is to 

make that inference, the weaker the subjective reason at  i ssue.  I n this case,  since i t i s 

very difficult to infer from p that option A is the winner, it is very difficult to infer from p 

that t here i s a  r eason f or me t o c hoose opt ion A, e ven t hough t hat i nference i s va lid.  

Thus, on this view, there is not a very strong subjective reason for me to choose option A.  

If this is correct -- if it is plausible that the force of a subjective reason is mitigated by the 

difficulty o f th e relevant in ference -- then s ubjective ought s m ay i ndeed be  a  k ind of  

rational oug ht ( the t wo types of  ought  m ight e ven be  c oextensive).  I n t he c ase un der 
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consideration, I subjectively ought to choose option B because it is easy for me to infer 

from the proposition that someone who is 90% reliable said that option B is the winner 

(perhaps in concert with other members of my α) that there is a reason for me to choose 

option B .  The ba lance of  my s ubjective r easons, on t his view, c omes out  i n f avor of  

choosing option B. 

 

The ups hot i s t hat s ubjective ought s s hould not  ne cessarily be  t hought of  i n t erms of  

rationality -- that w ould be  a  s ubstantive v iew t hat w hile i nteresting, de pends upon 

specific features of subjective reasons (i.e., the particular way in which they acquire their 

weight) upon which I  shall not  focus.  I n this project, I  will not  be  concerned with the 

right way to think about subjective reasons in controversial cases like the one described 

above, b ut simply w ith th e f act that th ere are subjective r easons ( or at l east, th at th e 

language of  s ubjective reasons pi cks out  a n i mportant no rmative dom ain, i .e., t hat o f 

reasonableness).  In what comes ahead, my claims will be compatible with various ways 

in which subjective reasons might be weighted, and thus with conceptions of subjective 

oughts that have various degrees of affinity with oughts of rationality. 
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CHAPTER TWO: HUMEANISM 

1. Introduction 

Perhaps the most important debate about the nature of reasons for action is that between 

those w ith a H umean conception of p ractical r easons an d t hose w ith an  an ti-Humean 

conception.  A s I  t ake it, t he c ommon f eature of  H umeans i s t hat t hey e ndorse t he 

following view: 

 

 Humeanism: Necessarily, for all A, x: if there is a reason for A to do x, then A 

 has some desire that will be served by doing x. 

 

In order to accommodate different flavors of Humeanism, ‘desire’ here should be taken in 

its technical philosophical sense, i.e., as denoting a wide range of motivational states and 

attitudes, such a s i ntending, va luing, a nd de siring na rrowly c onstrued.  T he i mportant 

element of  Humeanism is its connection to motivation generally speaking, and not  to a  

particular kind of motivational state or attitude. 

 

Most Humean theories of practical reasons include the additional thesis that reasons are 

based on desires, where basing is a metaphysically or explanatorily robust relation, and 

the thesis that there is at least some type of desire that is sufficient for having a reason.31

                                                           
31  See, e.g., Hubin (1999), (2001), and Schroeder (2007a), (2007b). 

  

But t he br oad a nd i mportant phi losophical c onsequences of a  Humean c onception of  
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reasons for action derives from Humeanism itself, rather than from any logically stronger 

position.  In particular, Humeanism has important metaethical and moral psychological 

implications.  Morality is generally taken to be normative in a robust and important way; 

and this is commonly cashed out in terms of reasons, as follows: 

 

 Practical Moral Normativity (PMN): Necessarily, f or al l A , x: if  it is morally 

 wrong for A to do x, then there is a reason for A not to do x. 

 

Since i t ap pears un likely t hat any possible a gent m ust ha ve a  de sire that i s s erved by  

refraining f rom morally w rong a ction, t here e xists a n a pparent conflict be tween 

Humeanism an d P MN.  P hilosophers w ho a re i nclined t owards H umeanism have 

responded t o t his t ension i n v arious w ays.  S ome ha ve t ried t o s how how , c ontrary t o 

appearances, an y p ossible ag ent m ust h ave a  desire t hat i s ser ved b y r efraining from 

immoral a ction.32  Others ha ve a rgued t hat w e ought  t o a bandon P ractical M oral 

Normativity a ltogether.33  Still o thers have c laimed t hat the strong pl ausibility of  bo th 

Humeanism a nd P MN should l ead us  t o c onclude t hat there c annot b e m orally w rong 

actions at all.34

 

  It is Humeanism per se that drives these positions, rather than any more 

specific Humean view. 

Despite i ts prominence, ve ry l ittle has be en of fered by w ay of  a  pos itive a rgument for 

                                                           
32  See, e.g., Korsgaard (1996), Schroeder (2007a), and Harman (1975). 
33  See., e.g., Foot (1972). 
34  See, e.g., Mackie (1977) and Joyce (2001), (2006). 
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Humeanism.  The most famous such argument is that first advanced by Bernard Williams 

in ‘Internal and External Reasons’ and continued in ‘Internal Reasons and the Obscurity 

of Blame’ (and elsewhere).  T hat argument is notoriously difficult to interpret, and I do 

not be lieve a n a dequate i nterpretation ha s ye t be en of fered.  I n t his c hapter, I  of fer a  

novel interpretation of Williams’ argument, one I believe to be superior to the usual sort 

of gloss of Williams.  It will be fairly clear, however, that that argument is untenable.  I  

will then construct an original argument for Humeanism -- one that will not conclusively 

demonstrate that Humeanism is true, but should provide a novel and plausible path to that 

conclusion.  F irst, how ever, I  w ill c onsider a r ecent a rgument f or H umeanism t hat i s 

based on the plausibility of a reduction of reasons. 

 

2.  Humean reduction 

Mark Schroeder has recently defended a reductive theory of reasons for action that entails 

Humeanism, and adduces the v irtues of  normative reduction (which of ten hinge on the 

virtues of reduction in general) as a point in its favor.35

 

  According to Schroeder, the most 

important a dvantage of  a  r eductive t heories of r easons is t hat s uch t heories have 

important metaphysical explanatory advantages.  I n pa rticular, S chroeder a rgues t hat a  

reductive v iew c an e xplain m etaphysical i mpossibilities a bout r easons, w hile a  non-

reductive view leaves such impossibilities inexplicable. 

According to Schroeder’s Hypotheticalism, a reason for A to do x just is a fact that helps 

                                                           
35  Schroeder (2005), (2007a), (2007b). 
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explain why doing x would serve one of A’s desires.36

 

  It follows from this view that if 

there is a reason for A to do x, then one of A’s desires must be served by doing x, i.e., 

Humeanism is entailed by Hypotheticalism.  Hypotheticalism is intended as an  analysis 

of t he r eason r elation -- that i s, a n a ccount of  t he nature of th at re lation, o r w hat it  

fundamentally is to stand in that relation.  Analyses of properties and relations, according 

to Schroeder, describe their structure in terms of other properties and relations, and thus 

constitute a reduction of those properties and relations.  S chroeder argues that reduction 

is a powerful explanatory tool, and that the explanatory ability of reduction in general and 

normative r eduction i n pa rticular is a  s trong r eason t o pr efer a  r eductive a ccount of  

reasons.   

If non-reductionism is correct, then there is no a ccount of the reason relation that could 

explain impossibilities a bout reasons.  S chroeder f ocuses o n t he su pervenience of t he 

normative on the non-normative (i.e., the supervenience of the reason relation upon non-

reason p roperties and r elations).  But su pervenience o f X -properties or  relations upon 

non-X pr operties a nd relations i s not a  phe nomenon uni que t o r easons ( e.g., c hair 

properties supervene on non-chair properties), and so we might expect that it has a more 

general so rt o f ex planation.  N evertheless, there ar e i mpossibilities ab out r easons t hat 

cannot be explained in a more general way.  For example, it is impossible that the number 

four is a reason for me to go to the store.  Hypotheticalism explains that fact: what it is to 

be a reason is to be a fact of a certain sort, and numbers cannot be facts.  A non-reductive 

                                                           
36  Schroeder (2007a), p. 59. 
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view, on t he other hand, has nothing to offer by w ay of explanation.  T hus, i t seems, if 

non-reductionism is  c orrect, th en t hese s orts of im possibilities m ust b e brute.  But, 

Schroeder suggests, ‘…metaphysical impossibilities are not the right kind of thing to be 

brute.’37

 

  Possibility is easy to come by -- it is the default s tate.  O n the other hand, if 

there exists an impossibility then there must be some reason why that is the case, some 

reason w hy p ossibilities h ave b een r estricted.  R eductive an alyses of pr operties a nd 

relations are well-suited to play that explanatory role, and non-reductive views, it seems, 

cannot play it.  T hus, if the view that impossibilities can never be brute is correct, then 

non-reductive views begin to look rather implausible.  Of course, that view that will not 

be uncontroversial; but it is plausible, and thus the fact that a theory is reductive is at least 

a point in its favor. 

But the fact that a reductive v iew i s to be p referred over a  non-reductive one  does not  

entail th at we h ave a particularly compelling r eason t o ac cept a H umean r eduction o f 

reasons, for two reasons.  First, it is not clear how much of an advantage reductionism is -

- the fact that a theory is reductive may be only a minor point in its favor.  E xplanation 

must end somewhere, and thus i t i s pl ausible that the explanatory impotence of  a  non-

reductive v iew s hould not  c ount s trongly a gainst such a  t heory.  O n t his vi ew, 

‘inexplicable’ ne ed no t c arry i ts usual n egative c onnotation.38

                                                           
37  Schroeder (2007a), p. 198. 

  Second, even i f a  

reductionist view is to be strongly preferred, it is not clear that a Humean reduction is to 

be preferred over an  an ti-Humean reduction.  We might be able to reduce reasons in a  
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way that does not involve desire.  One initially promising alternative reductive view takes 

reasons for action to be  grounded in value, rather than desire.  C onsider for example a  

theory according to which a reason for A to do x just is a fact that explains why A doing x 

would promote something of value, e.g., A’s well-being, aggregate happiness, etc.  Now, 

since desires are themselves (plausibly) reducible, it may be that in order for such a view 

to be  a s e xplanatorily helpful a s is a  H umean r eductive t heory, v alue m ust i tself be  

reducible -- otherwise, it m ight be  c laimed, w e ha ve simply p ushed t he explanatory 

burden back one level.  But there is no reason to rule out that value is reducible.  The so-

called buck-passing account of value, for example, is a reductive view.  According to one 

sort of buck-passing view, value is reducible to facts about reasons for attitudes such as 

admiration, ha ppiness, a nd r espect.  T his vi ew i s c ompatible w ith a n a nti-Humean 

reduction of  r easons f or a ction.  T he bur den, t hen, i s on t he pr oponent of  H umean 

reductionism to show why we should doubt that a reduction of reasons to value (or any 

other sort of anti-Humean reduction) is correct.  I will not attempt to pick up that burden 

here.  I nstead, I  w ill of fer a  nove l a rgument for Humeanism t hat doe s not  r ely upon a  

reductive vi ew of  r easons.  F irst, how ever, l et u s c onsider W illiams’ a rgument f or 

Humeanism. 

 

3. Williams’ argument 

Williams’ argument is couched as an argument against the possibility of external reasons 

-- reasons f or a ction that do not  e ntail the presence of  s ome de sire.  T hus, s ince 

                                                                                                                                                                             
38 For this sort of view, see, e.g., Scanlon (1998), Dancy (2000), and Parfit (1997), (forthcoming). 
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Humeanism just is the rejection of the possibility of external reasons, Williams’ just is an 

argument for Humeanism. 

 

Williams distinguishes claims about internal reasons from those about external reasons,39 

essentially, as f ollows: ‘There is an internal reason for A to φ’ means, at least in part,40 

that A has a ‘motive which will be served or furthered by his φ-ing’; ‘There is an external 

reason for A to φ’ means that there is a reason for A to φ that does not depend upon A 

having such a motive.41, 42

                                                           
39  Williams discusses only reasons for action, and thus in this chapter ‘φ’ will always stand for an 
action.  A dditionally, W illiams i s concerned w ith ha ve be en c alled ‘ normative’ or  ‘ justifying’ 
reasons, as apposed to ‘explanatory’ reasons.  A normative reason is a reason to φ, or for φ -ing; 
an explanatory reason is a reason why someone φ -ed (or a reason why anything is the way it is).  
Thus ‘reason’ here will refer only to normative reasons. 

  Williams intends ‘motive’ (and, equivalently, ‘motivation’) to 

be taken as broadly as possible, to include any conative psychological state or attitude.  It 

is c ommon to us e ‘desire’ technically t o denote s uch s tates, a nd I  have done  s o in my 

statement o f H umeanism; b ut r etaining W illiams’ te rminology w ill be u seful when 

discussing Williams’ own argument, and so in the rest of this chapter I use ‘motive’  and 

40  For the purposes here, for a proposition p to be part of the meaning or content of a sentence S 
just is  for it to  be the case that necessarily, believing the content o f S e ntails believing p.  For 
example, it is plausible that the proposition that John has a car is part of the content of ‘John has a 
red car,’ i.e., it is plausible that necessarily, believing that John has a red car (the content of ‘John 
has a red car’) entails believing that John has a car. 
41  Williams (1979), p. 101. 
42  There is some ambiguity in Williams’ gloss of these notions.  In particular, it is  not obvious 
whether Williams intends internal reason statements to merely entail that one has a motive, or, as 
I have explained them, to have (at least in part) the meaning or content that one has a  motive.  
Likewise, ex ternal r eason st atements might m erely en tail t hat t he r eason i n q uestion d oes not 
depend upon one having a motive, whereas I have explained them as having the content that such 
a reason does not depend on having a motive.  I  have chosen the interpretation I have because it 
fits b est w ith w hat I  ta ke to  be th e b est in terpretation o f W illiams’ a rgument a gainst the 
possibility of external reasons. 
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‘motivation’ instead of ‘desire’.43

 

 

Williams ar gument i s p osed as a c hallenge t o the ex ternalist t o ad equately ex plain the 

connection between believing an ‘external reason statement’ and having a motivation to 

act accordingly.44

 

  He considers the relation between a b elief of the form ‘R is a r eason 

for me to φ’, and a motivation, on the part of the believer, to φ.  He asks,  

Does b elieving t hat a particular c onsideration i s a r eason t o act  i n a  

particular way provide, or indeed constitute, a motivation to act?  …Let us 

grant that i t does -- this claim indeed seems plausible…  T he claim is in 

fact so plausible, that this agent, with this belief, appears to be one about 

whom, now, an internal reason statement could t ruly be made: he is one 

with an appropriate motivation…45

                                                           
43  It may be objected that reference to a category as broad as motives is inadequate because what 
counts as a conative attitude is vague, and thus so are the notions of internal and external reasons.  
Williams, however, sees vagueness as being no objection to his account.  W illiams’ intention is 
not to m ake reason statements come out determinately true or f alse every time, an d so i t is 
acceptable even that ‘there is a wider range of states, and a less determinate one, than one might 
have supposed, which can be counted as A’s having a reason to φ.’  (Williams (1979), p. 110)  In 
fact, Williams suggests that there is a modicum of indeterminacy with respect to whether one has 
a reason -- a degree of vagueness is precisely what we should expect from an account of practical 
reasons, because the notion of a practical reason is vague.  (Williams (1989), p. 38) 

  

44    A reason statement, most basically, is a sentence of the form ‘There is reason for A to φ’, or 
‘R is a r eason f or A  to φ’.  I  t ake it t hat r eason st atements can  b e q ualified acco rding t o 
circumstance (e.g., ‘R is a r eason for A t o φ in circumstances C’) or according to the degree of 
strength of the reason (e.g., ‘There is most reason for A to φ’, ‘R is a reason of strength n for A to 
φ,’ ‘There i s m ore r eason f or A to φ than to  ψ,’ et c.).  I  use ‘reason st atement’ t o r efer to 
sentences of the form ‘There is reason for A to φ’, ‘R is a reason for A to φ’, and ‘There is most 
reason f or A t o φ’.  I t s hould b e c lear f rom th e context, wi th an y p articular u se o f ‘ reason 
statement’, to which sort of sentence I refer. 
45  Williams (1979), p. 107. 
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Thus, Williams endorses 

 

 R1: If A believes that R is a reason for A to φ, then A is motivated to φ.46

 

 

Williams ask s u s t o co nsider h ow w e can  ex plain t he t ruth o f R 1 when t he r easons at  

issue are t hought t o be  e xternal: ‘The a gent does not  pr esently be lieve t he e xternal 

statement.  I f he comes to believe it, he will be motivated to act; so coming to believe it 

must, e ssentially, i nvolve a cquiring a  ne w motivation.  H ow c an t hat be ?’47

 

  Williams 

chief claim, as I interpret him, is that externalism cannot adequately explain the truth of 

R1, because external reason statements do not  have the appropriate content to make R1 

true.  Here is Williams: 

[S]uppose we take the externalist view, and so accept that i t can be  t rue 

that A has a r eason to φ without there being any shadow or  t race of that 

presently i n hi s S .  …  I f he  be comes pe rsuaded of  t his s upposedly 

                                                           
46  It sh ould b e n oted t hat W illiams, w hen d iscussing t he case  o f so meone w ho b elieves an  
internal reason statement, often fails to mention that the believer takes a particular consideration 
to be a reason, and instead says only that the believer takes herself to have a reason.  But 
Williams d oes so  af ter ex plicitly m entioning t hat h e d esires t o d iscuss ‘ specific st atements of 
reasons’, as  opposed t o c ases i n wh ich t he ag ent ‘ believes t hat t here i s a r eason f or him t o φ, 
while he does not have any belief about what that reason is.’  (Williams (1979), p. 107)  Thus, I 
believe that when, in Williams’ subsequent argument, he appears to be discussing only “general” 
statements of reasons, this is either a lapse on Williams’ part, or it is simply shorthand for 
“specific” reason statements.  I  do not, however, think that this interpretive matter affects in any 
meaningful way how we ought to view Williams’ overall argument; I  raise this issue simply to 
alert the reader to, and thereby defuse, a potential source of confusion. 
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external t ruth, so that the reason does then enter his S, what is i t that he 

has come to believe?  This question presents a challenge to the externalist 

theorist.48

 

 

According t o Williams, th e c hallenge f or th e externalist is to  e xplain h ow it is  that 

believing that R is an external reason to φ necessarily occasions a motivation to φ.  B ut 

perhaps the ex ternalist can  m eet t he ch allenge.  W illiams co nsiders t he f ollowing 

explanation: 

 

It m ight b e sai d t hat the f orce o f an  ex ternal r eason st atement can  be 

explained in the following way.  S uch a st atement implies that a r ational 

agent w ould be  m otivated to a ct a ppropriately, a nd it can c arry t his 

implication, b ecause a r ational ag ent i s p recisely o ne w ho has a g eneral 

disposition…to do what (he believes) there is reason for him to do…49

 

 

The term ‘rational agent’ can be taken in two ways.  To call an agent ‘rational’ might be 

to m ake a p ositive n ormative asse ssment, ei ther o f t he ag ent as  a  w hole, o r o f o ne o r 

more particular attitudes the agent has or actions the agent has performed.  T his sort of 

rationality is to  b e c ontrasted w ith irrationality.  T his i s normative rationality.  B ut 

Williams has another sort of rationality in mind.  A rational agent, in this context, is not 

                                                                                                                                                                             
47  Ibid., p. 108. 
48  Williams (1989), p. 39. 
49  Williams (1979), p. 109. 
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to be contrasted with an irrational agent, but with a non-rational agent.  To call someone 

rational here is to impute to someone a rational ability: essentially, the ability to reason.  

Thus, the externalist explanation of  R1 that Williams considers i s that, s ince any agent 

who is rational in this sense must have the general disposition to do what (one believes) 

there is reason for one to do, if such an agent believes that she has reason to φ then that 

disposition is activated and she is motivated to φ. 

 

Williams thinks this sort of explanation is  inadequate.  W illiams asks, ‘ [w]hat is it that 

one comes to believe when he comes to believe that there is [external] reason for him to 

φ…?’  Williams want to know ‘how any true proposition could have that content.’  That 

is, Williams’ question is, how can it be that an external reason statement could have the 

content of a reason statement, i.e., the content such that believing it necessarily occasions 

a corresponding motivation?  Williams argues that ‘it cannot help, in answering that, to 

appeal to a supposed desire which is activated by a belief which has that very content.’50  

But, it seems, the fact that all rational agents are disposed to do what (they believe) there 

is reason to do would indeed explain why believing that a particular consideration is an 

external reason to act in a particular way entails that one is motivated to act in that way.  

Why does Williams say that applying ‘the desire and belief model (roughly speaking) of 

explanation’ in this way ‘merely puts off the problem’?51

                                                           
50  Williams (1979), pp. 109-10. 

  I think Williams’ idea must be 

something a long t he f ollowing l ines.  T he f act t hat a  r ational a gent ha s a  ge neral 

51  Ibid., p. 109. 
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disposition to do what she has external reason to do only partially explains how it is that 

believing that one has reason to φ necessarily occasions a motivation to φ -- it provides 

the ps ychological m echanism t hat c onnects the be lief t o t he m otivation.  B ut a  full 

explanation of the phenomenon in question must include an account of why any rational 

agent has a general disposition to do what she has reason to do.  Williams’ worry is that it 

appears to be inexplicable for the externalist why any rational agent as such has a general 

disposition to do w hat s he ha s external reason t o do.   W illiams c hallenge to t he 

externalist a ppears o nce ag ain, as a  ch allenge t o ex plain w hat c ontent external re ason 

statements ha ve t hat w ould a llow us t o e xplain w hy a ll r ational a gents m ust ha ve t he 

disposition in question.52

 

 

Given internalism, Williams believes, we can easily explain the truth of R1.  He says that 

‘it is obvious on the internalist view how this works.’53

                                                           
52  The original argument for Humeanism that I will offer involves a similar claim.  Specifically, I 
will argue that the disposition to desire to do what (one believes) one has decisive reason to do is 
a key component of the explanation of a certain kind of practical irrationality, and that only the 
Humean can explain why one must have that disposition. 

  Because he thinks it is obvious, 

however, Williams never explains what the internalist explanation is; and unfortunately, 

it is not  o bvious how  i nternalism e xplains t he t ruth of  R 1.  B ut pe rhaps w e c an 

reconstruct w hat W illiams ha s i n m ind.  T he f ollowing sort of  e xplanation s eems 

plausible: i f one is a  rational agent, then one has motives; and, i f one has motives then 

one must have the general disposition to satisfy one’s motives.  Thus, when one believes 

that one has internal reason to φ, since to have such a belief is, at least in part, to believe 

53  Williams (1989), p. 39. 
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that φ-ing would s erve one ’s m otives, t hat be lief a ctivates t he ge neral di sposition t o 

satisfy one’s motives -- a d isposition that it makes sense that al l r ational agents would 

have -- and one  i s t hereby motivated t o φ.  I n t his w ay, t he c ontent of i nternal r eason 

statements provides the resources for explaining the truth of R1. 

 

Because the ex ternalist cannot g ive any content to ex ternal reason statements that i s in 

concert with a p lausible ex planation o f h ow b elieving such st atements n ecessarily 

occasions a  c orresponding m otivation, w hile internalist c ontent can provide such a n 

explanation, Williams concludes that ‘the sense of a statement of the form “A has reason 

to φ” is given by the internalist model,’54 and that external reason statements ‘are false, or 

incoherent, or r eally s omething e lse m isleadingly e xpressed…’55

 

  For Williams, th e 

falsity o f ex ternal r eason st atements i s a co nceptual matter -- the no tion of  an external 

reason is, at bottom, confused.  But, as we have seen, his argument does not proceed by 

conceptual analysis.  Rather, he argues that external reason statements cannot make sense 

as reason statements, because w hatever c ontent t hey would have would l eave 

inexplicable a key platitude about reasons: R1. 

Those f amiliar w ith th e lit erature o n Williams’ a rgument a gainst external re asons will 

notice that my interpretation of Williams differs markedly from prominent others.  Most 

authors vi ew t he no tion of  rational deliberation as p laying a k ey r ole in W illiams’ 

                                                           
54  Ibid., p. 40. 
55  Williams (1979), p. 111. 
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argument.56

                                                           
56 See, e .g., H ooker ( 1987), M cDowell (1995), M illgram ( 1996), P arfit ( 1997), a nd S canlon 
(1998).   

  Many be lieve t hat W illiams i s be st vi ewed a s a rguing a long r oughly t he 

following l ines: i f one  ha s r eason t o φ, th en c orrect practical d eliberation (i .e., 

deliberation about one’s practical reasons) must result in the formation of a motivation to 

φ; but  i f on e’s r eason t o φ is e xternal, th en c orrect p ractical d eliberation w ould n ot 

necessarily result in the formation of a motivation to φ, because correct deliberation about 

external reasons d oes not e ntail t hat one  f orms c orresponding m otivations; t herefore, 

external r easons c annot e xist.  I  do  not  di spute t hat s omething l ike t his a rgument is i n 

Williams; b ut w hat is  often o verlooked is  th at Williams o ffers a n e xplanation o f why 

correct deliberation about one’s external reasons would not necessarily result in forming 

corresponding motivations, while correct de liberation about one’s internal reasons does 

necessarily result in forming such motivations.  My interpretation of Williams’ argument 

captures that explanation.  Given, as Williams believes, that R1 is true when the reasons 

at is sue a re in ternal, c orrectly c oming to  b elieve a n in ternal re ason s tatement th rough 

deliberation e ntails f orming a  c orresponding motivation.  B ut i f a  t ype of  r eason 

statement l acks c ontent that c ould g round R 1 -- as Williams ar gues i s t rue o f ex ternal 

reason statements -- then there is nothing to ground the contention that correctly coming 

to be lieve such a  s tatement t hrough de liberation e ntails f orming a c orresponding 

motivation.  T hus, Williams’ c laim t hat c orrectly de liberating a bout one ’s e xternal 

reasons will not necessarily result in forming a corresponding motivation, while correctly 

deliberating about one’s internal r easons will, depends upon hi s a rgument that external 
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reason statements cannot ground the truth of R1, while internal reasons statements can; 

that is, it relies upon, rather than constitutes, his argument against external reasons. 

 

Additionally, by l ocating t he role p layed in W illiams’ a rgument by t he d emand f or a n 

explication of the content of external reason statements in the way I have -- as a demand 

for e xplanation of  a  ke y pl atitude a bout r easons -- we s tave o ff a  p otential w orry f or 

Williams.  The w orry re sults f rom a  misinterpretation o f th e d emand i n que stion, 

according t o w hich ex ternal r easons ar e rejected si mply b ecause an  acco unt o f t he 

meaning o f ex ternal reason st atements r emains el usive.  Derek P arfit, f or ex ample, 

believes th at Williams’ ‘m ain o bjection’ is th at w e d o n ot u nderstand the meaning of  

external reason statements, noting Williams’ claim that he does not believe ‘that the sense 

of external reason statements is in the least clear.’57  Parfit proceeds to argue for a non-

naturalist v ersion o f e xternalism, a ccording t o w hich th e n ature of e xternal r easons 

cannot be , and doe s n ot ne ed t o be , non -trivially e xplicable.  P arfit s uggests t hat 

normative concepts ‘ cannot…be he lpfully explained, s ince t hey cannot be  explained in 

non-normative t erms…Normative c oncepts f orm a  f undamental c ategory -- like, s ay, 

temporal or  l ogical c oncepts.  W e should not  expect to e xplain time, or  l ogic, i n non-

temporal or  non -logical te rms.  S imilarly, n ormative tru ths a re o f a  d istinctive kind, 

which we should not expect to be like ordinary, empirical truths.’58

 

 

Parfit appears to take the real meat of Williams’ argument to be something like this: the 

                                                           
57    Parfit (1997), p. 120, Williams (1989), p. 40. 
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meaning of external reason statements cannot be explained, therefore such statements are 

probably meaningless.  Parfit rejects this argument on the grounds that the fact that the 

sense of  nor mative t erms c annot be  he lpfully e xplained do es not  i mply t hat no rmative 

language is senseless.  John Skorupski acutely makes a similar point: 

 

What is the challenge [for the external reason theorist]?… Is it…a demand 

to provide a truth condition for propositions about reasons other than that 

given by [ the internalist model]…that…does not itself deploy the concept 

of a reason?  Why should there be an onus on the external reasons theorist 

to do t hat?  I t i s not  a  de mand t hat c ould sensibly be  p laced on t ruth 

conditions i n ge neral, a nd i t i s not  obvious t hat t here i s s ome obs curity 

about t he concept of  a  r eason that e ncourages r eductive a nalysis in t his 

case i n p articular…  I t doe s not  c ry out  f or analysis i n terms w hich 

eliminate the concept of a reason.59

 

 

Now, a lthough i t i s by no means c lear t hat the i nternalist account of  t he c oncept of a  

reason ‘eliminates’ t hat c oncept, S korupski m ay ve ry w ell be  correct i n r ejecting t he 

argument that Parfit attributes to Williams.  But, as we have seen, Williams’ objection to 

external r easons i s n ot m erely t hat w e can not say  more about w hat ‘ external r eason’ 

means -- he i s n ot b lithely ass erting t hat ex ternal reason statements ar e m eaningless 

absent the possibility of further specification of their meaning.  R ather, we need further 

                                                                                                                                                                             
58  Parfit (1997), p. 121. 
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explanation of the meaning of such statements for the sake of explaining the truth of R1.  

If, as Williams believes, i t i s inexplicable how external reason statements have content 

that can pl ausibly g round t he truth of  R1, t hen, t he a rgument goe s, t here i s v ery good 

reason to think that such statements cannot be true. 

 

4. Problems for Williams, and a new argument for Humeanism  

The main p roblem w ith Williams’ a rgument (as I in terpret i t) is  that R 1 is  h ighly 

controversial, i f not  p atently f alse.  M any philosophers t hink that R 1 i s s imply 

untenable.60

 

  Even if it is  impossible to fail to be motivated to do what one believes one 

has re ason to  d o in  normal c ircumstances, it i s p lausible th at th ere a re p ossible 

psychological c onditions t hat m ight bl ock t he c onnection be tween r eason-beliefs an d 

motivation.  T he c lassic c ase i s that of  t he depressive.  I t i s hi ghly pl ausible t hat 

depression can s ap on e of  a ny de sire to do w hat one  judges one  ha s r eason t o do -- 

indeed, it is plausible that depression might prevent the formation of a motivation to do 

what one judges one has most reason to do. 

Furthermore, it may be that even psychologically healthy people can violate R1.  Suppose 

I believe that my parents will leave me a l arge inheritance upon their deaths, and that I  

believe that that fact is a reason to kill my parents.  But, since I am not at all psychotic, I 

fail to form the motivation to kill my parents.  Or, suppose that I believe that I will be in 

                                                                                                                                                                             
59  Skorupski (2007), p. 83. 
60  See, e .g., K orsgaard ( 1986), p p. 12 -5, S canlon ( 1998), pp. 3 4-6, S mith ( 1994), pp. 1 35-6, 
Stocker (1979), p. 744, and Hubin (1999), pp. 31-2. 
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severe pa in f or t he ne xt t hree m inutes, b ut t hat if  I k ill m yself I will a void that 

unfortunate fate.  It s eems possible that I m ight on that basis believe that the fact that I 

can avoid severe pain by killing myself is a reason to kill myself, yet not be motivated at 

all to kill myself.  The general point is that when I believe that the reasons not to φ very 

strongly outweigh the reasons to φ, it is highly plausible that I might believe that I have a 

reason to φ yet fail to be motivated to φ, despite full psychological health. 

 

Instead of endorsing R1, some philosophers adopt 

 

 R2: If A believes that there is a reason for A to φ, and A is not motivated to  

  φ, then A is irrational. 

 

Korsgaard, for example, points out that it is not the case ‘that rational considerations [i.e., 

reasons] a lways s ucceed i n motivating us .’  R ather, ‘rational c onsiderations s ucceed i n 

motivating us insofar as we are rational.’61  Smith echoes this point: ‘If an agent believes 

that she has a normative reason to φ, then she rationally should desire to φ.’62

 

 

I do not  be lieve that R2 i s t rue.  T he view espoused by R 2 takes each reason to make 

rational some bit of motivation -- presumably, a bit whose strength is proportional to the 

strength or  weight of  t he c orresponding r eason.  N ow, I  t hink t his holds i n m any 

                                                           
61  Korsgaard (1986), p. 15. 
62  Smith (1994), p. 148. 
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circumstances.  E ven if I  b elieve I  h ave m ost r eason t o refrain f rom φ-ing, i f I a lso 

believe I have some reason to φ, there are cases in which I rationally should have some 

degree of motivation to φ.  Suppose, for example, that I believe that Rocky Road is better 

than Rum Raisin, but  that each is delicious; thus, I  believe I have most reason to order 

Rocky Road, but  some r eason to order Rum Raisin.  I n this case, I  ought r ationally t o 

order R ocky R oad -- I r ationally should be  most motivated t o do s o.  B ut i t seems 

plausible, even gi ven t hat I  i ndeed or der R ocky R oad, t hat w ere I to fail t o ha ve any 

motivation to order Rum Raisin, I would be irrational -- after all, I know how delicious it 

is. 

 

But there are counterexamples to R2.  These are, again, cases in which one believes that 

the reasons not to φ very strongly outweigh the reasons to φ.  If I believe that the fact that 

I will get a substantial sum of money upon their deaths is a reason to kill my parents, yet 

am in no way motivated to do so, I am not thereby irrational.  Or, if I believe that I will 

undergo three m inutes of s evere pa in i n t he ne ar f uture, I  am not  t hereby i rrational in 

failing to be  motivated to commit suicide.63

                                                           
63  Perhaps we can  explain the failure of R2 in these sorts of extreme cases, as follows.  B elief 
about the reasons to kill my parents and to commit suicide do not rationally require motivation in 
these cases because the strength of the reason not to kill my parents (and not to commit suicide) is 
so much greater than is the strength of the reason to kill my parents (and to commit suicide).  If 
one w ere r ationally r equired t o be  m otivated t o c ommit t he act c orresponding t o t he weaker 
reason, then the strength of that motivation must compare to the strength of the motivation not to 
commit that act in a way that is proportionate to the strengths of the respective reasons.  But it is 
plausible that human beings are simply incapable of having motivation to a degree weak enough 
to respect that proportionality.  In particular, it is plausible that having motivations in the correct 
proportion would involve having an impossibly weak motivation to commit the act corresponding 
to the weaker reason (impossible, that is, given our contingent psychological capacities).  And, it 

  At the very least, cases l ike these suggest 
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that R 2 is  c ontroversial.  B ut a lthough it is  h ighly p lausible th at w e a re n ot ra tionally 

required to be motivated to do w hat we believe we merely have some reason to do, it is 

also h ighly p lausible th at w e are rationally r equired t o b e motivated t o do w hat w e 

believe we have most reason to do.  That is: 

 

 R3: If A believes that there is most reason for A to φ, and A is not motivated  

  to φ, then A is irrational. 

 

The t ype of  i rrationality de scribed i n R 3 w hat I  w ill c all motivational akrasia, or  m-

akrasia.  A krasia i n ge neral i nvolves a cting a gainst one ’s be tter j udgment -- that i s, 

believing t hat one  ha s de cisive r eason t o do x, ye t not  doi ng x.  T he m-akratic i s a 

particular k ind of akratic: she believes that she has decisive reason to do x, ye t has no  

desire whatsoever to do x.  Th e m-akratic acts against her better judgment because she 

lacks any motivation to act in accordance with it, as opposed to a more ordinary sort of 

akratic who acts against her better judgment because although she has some motivation to 

act in accordance with her judgment, it is of insufficient strength for action. 

 

I be lieve t hat t he H umean, a nd on ly t he H umean, i s poi sed t o p ick up a n i mportant 

explanatory burden r egarding m-akrasia.  S pecifically, I  w ill su ggest t hat t he H umean, 

but not the anti-Humean, can plausibly account for a particular feature of the m-akratic -- 

                                                                                                                                                                             
is plausible that rational requirements for humans can be constrained by this sort of human 
limitation, and so perhaps i t i s for this reason that the requirement in question fails to apply in 
these sorts of cases. 
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a f eature that I  w ill su ggest n ecessarily manifests i n al l c ases o f i rrationality: 

inconsistency.  I will argue as follows: 

 

(P1) The m-akratic is irrational. 

(P2) Irrationality is  n ecessarily a  m atter of  s ome s ort of  internal inconsistency 

 between mental states, attitudes, and/or actions. 

(C1) Thus, the m-akratic must be in some way internally inconsistent. 

(P3)  Inconsistency i s a  phe nomenon t hat i s a lways explicable -- there i s no such 

 thing as brute inconsistency. 

(C2) Thus, the inconsistency that manifests in the m-akratic must be  explicable. 

(P4)  The H umean, but  not  t he a nti-Humean, c an o ffer a  pl ausible e xplanation of  

 how inconsistency manifests in the m-akratic. 

 

The conjunction of (C2) and (P4) comprises strong reason to prefer Humeanism to anti-

Humeanism.  N ow, (P 1) s hould b e u ncontroversial; i t w idely a ccepted th at a krasia is  

always a n instance of  i rrationality.64

 

  Thus, I  will pr oceed t o de fend t he o ther three 

premises, (P2) through (P4).  I will begin by defending (P3). 

 

                                                           
64  See, e .g., Scanlon ( 1998), P arfit ( forthcoming), Wedgwood ( 2007), B roome ( 2005), a nd 
Kolodny (2005).  One qualification, however, is in order.  A creature that is incapable of having 
desires can  still manifest m-akrasia, an d i t i s p lausible that this so rt o f m-akratic would not  be  
irrational -- the principle that ‘rationally ought’ implies ‘can’ seems to apply in this sort of case.  I 
will henceforth assume that the m-akratic is indeed capable of having desires. 
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5.  Explicable inconsistency 

What does it mean to say that inconsistency is always explicable?  Quite simply, the idea 

is that if entities are inconsistent with one another, then there is always a good answer to 

the question how they are inconsistent.  There must be more that can be said than simply 

that they a re i nconsistent, something that sheds l ight on t he way in which they a re so.  

That is what I mean when I say that inconsistencies can never be brute.  In this section, I 

defend t he notion that it is a lways pos sible ( in pr inciple) t o e xplain how i nconsistent 

entities a re in deed in consistent.  I w ill s uggest th at th ere a re two g eneral k inds o f 

inconsistency, e ach of  which i s c haracterized, in pa rt, a ccording t o t he w ay i n w hich 

inconsistencies of that type can be explained.  I believe that these are the only kinds of 

inconsistency, but my argument for P3 will not rely on that view.  Rather, I will argue (1) 

that inconsistencies a re ve ry of ten explicable, thus ( 2) that t he bur den i s on one  who 

rejects P3 to show that there is a possible case of brute inconsistency, and finally (3) that 

that burden will be extremely difficult to  pick up.  T his will not comprise a  conclusive 

argument for P3, but should serve as good reason to accept it. 

 

How might w e ex plain an  instance o f i nconsistency?  To st art, realize t hat s ome 

inconsistencies can be explained by the fact that it is impossible that the propositions in 

some set are all true.  We can call this kind of inconsistency propositional inconsistency.  

The most basic form of propositional inconsistency can be thought of both as a relation 

between pr opositions, e .g., p is in consistent w ith not p, a nd a s a  pr operty of  s ets of  

propositions, e.g., the set containing p, if p then q, and not q is inconsistent.  Propositional 
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inconsistency can also apply to propositional attitude tokens whose propositional contents 

are themselves inconsistent, e.g., the belief that p and the belief that not p.65

 

 

Another s ort of  i nconsistency c an be e xplained by t he f act t hat s ome phe nomenon or  

entity r uns c ounter t o s ome t endency or  t rend.  We c an c all t his dispositional 

inconsistency.  Dispositional inconsistency i s a  relation t hat c an oc cur between a  wide 

range of phenomena.  For example, a drop in stock prices might be inconsistent with the 

market’s ge neral b ehavior ove r the pa st s everal m onths, be cause du ring t hat time t he 

market t rended upw ard.  O r, making a  f rugal d ecision m ight be  i nconsistent w ith my 

personality, be cause I  us ually t end not  to be  f rugal.  I n ge neral, di spositional 

inconsistency i nvolves t he f ailure of s omething pa rticular t o mesh with s omething 

general.66

 

   

For w hat it’s w orth, I believe th at a ll in consistencies m ust b e e ither p ropositional o r 

dispositional; indeed, I cannot conceive of an inconsistency that does not fall under one 

of those categories.  I f this is correct, then P3 must be true.  Now, one way to argue that 

there is no other sort of inconsistency would be to show that that thesis plausibly follows 

                                                           
65  This is not to say that any two attitude tokens that have inconsistent propositional contents are 
themselves inconsistent.  Intuitively, the desire that p and the belief that not p are not inconsistent, 
and nothing I have said thus far should suggest that that is mistaken.  Although inconsistency 
between propositional attitude tokens, when it occurs, is explained by the inconsistency of their 
contents, h aving i nconsistent co ntents i s n ot su fficient f or i nconsistency b etween propositional 
attitude tokens. 
66  Note, d ispositional an d p ropositional i nconsistency ar e n ot n ecessarily m utually ex clusive; 
perhaps one is even reducible to the other.  The point is just that inconsistency is a phenomenon 
that admits o f explanation, and that propositional and dispositional inconsistency represent two 
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from a p lausible general theory of inconsistency.  T his would be an instance of a  more 

general sort of argument that aims to demonstrate the truth of P3 based on its likelihood 

given such a theory; and any plausible version of such an argument would suffice for my 

purposes.  But a lthough I b elieve th at P 3 is tru e, I a m s keptical that th ere e xists a 

plausible general account of inconsistency.  To be sure, we can describe inconsistency in 

general terms: we can say that inconsistency involves a lack of harmony or fit, that it is a 

matter of  some kind of  mismatch, o r that it entails some sort o f opposition.  B ut these 

kinds of description get us no further along.  However, since we have in hand schema for 

explaining common c ases of  i nconsistency, t he bur den i s on one  w ho r ejects P 3 to 

provide an example of  inexplicable inconsistency -- given our ability to explain a  wide 

range of inconsistencies (propositionally and dispositionally), in the absence of such an 

example -- and I would submit that such an example is conspicuously absent -- we have 

very good reason to believe that all inconsistencies must indeed be explicable. 

 

6.  Irrationality and Inconsistency 

In this section I defend P2, the thesis that irrationality is necessarily a matter of some sort 

of internal i nconsistency.  As I u nderstand i t, irr ationality is  n ot s imply a  m atter o f 

conforming or responding to reasons; e.g., if there is no way for one to know about some 

of one ’s r easons, t hen t here i s n othing i rrational a bout failing to c onform t o t hem.  

Rather, irrationality is an entirely internal phenomenon -- it is a m atter of one’s mental 

                                                                                                                                                                             
forms that explanation often takes. 
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states or attitudes standing in a certain relation to one another;67 and although I will not 

theorize a s to  ju st w hat th at r elation c onsists in , I w ill s uggest th at p rominent, 

paradigmatic kinds of irrationality all involve internal inconsistency.  The result will be a 

defeasible yet highly suggestive inductive argument for P2.  B ut it is  important to  note 

that several philosophers have adopted the view of  i rrationality described in P2 despite 

the lack of a compelling argument for it.68

 

  Thus, I take the argument in this section to be 

an a ttempt to bolster the p lausibility o f a  thesis that i s a lready fairly compelling on an 

intuitive level. 

6.1  Epistemic irrationality 

Epistemic irrationality is the sort of irrationality involved in having irrational beliefs, as 

well as other similarly truth-directed attitudes (e.g., credences, i .e., degrees of belief, or 

levels of  c onfidence i n pr opositions).  I sh all co nsider t wo p aradigmatic t ypes o f 

epistemic irrationality, and argue that each involves internal inconsistency on the part of 

the i rrational a gent.  I will th en c onsider w hat m ay s eem to  b e a  ty pe o f e pistemic 

irrationality that does not involve internal inconsistency, and I w ill suggest that the kind 

                                                           
67  This general “internal” conception of rationality is commonplace in moral philosophy, yet it is 
controversial i n ep istemology; b ut t hat i s b ecause t he u se o f ‘ rationality’ ( and co gnate t erms) 
differs between moral philosophers and epistemologists.  E pistemologists often use ‘rational’ to 
mean ‘ justified,’ w here j ustification i s b y de finition a  ne cessary c ondition of kn owledge; a nd 
since k nowledge, so me t hink, h as cer tain “ex ternal” co nditions ( even o ther t han t ruth), 
justification, and thus rationality, is often taken by epistemologists to have external conditions as 
well.  T he sort of rationality I have in mind, on the other hand, has (even in its epistemic guise) 
no obvi ous c onnection t o knowledge.  M oreover, t he f eature t hat I  ( and s ome e pistemological 
internalists, e .g., F oley ( 1987), ( 2002) a nd W edgwood ( 2001), (2002a))) us e ‘ rationality’ t o 
denote is simply not a candidate for an externalist account.  With (this kind of) rationality, it is a 
desideratum that rationality is just a matter of internal relations between mental states. 
68   See, e.g., Davidson (1985), (1997), Smith (1994), (1997), and Wedgwood (2001).   
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of c ase a t i ssue e ither doe s no t i nvolve irrationality, or  doe s i nvolve i nternal 

inconsistency. 

 

First, there is  th e type o f e pistemic irra tionality th at d erives f rom probabilistic 

incoherence between credences, i .e., having credences that fail to satisfy the axioms of  

the pr obability c alculus.  S ome e xamples of  t his s ort of  i rrationality a re: ha ving 0.8 

credence in p and 0.7 credence in not p; having 0.8 credence in p and and 0.5 credence in 

p or q; having 0.9 credence in p, 0.9 credence in if p then q, and 0.5 credence in q; having 

0.7 credence in p, 0.7 c redence in q, and 0.7 c redence in p and q.69  The upshot is that a 

key s ort o f e pistemic i rrationality involves in ternal in consistency, s ince p robabilistic 

incoherence is a form of inconsistency.70

 

 

Second, th ere is  th e type o f e pistemic irra tionality th at derives f rom d enying w hat 

                                                           
69  To b e clear, th is is  not to  s ay th at al l c ases of p robabilistic i ncoherence ar e c ases of 
irrationality.  S uppose t hat y ou ha ve 1 c redence i n p, a nd th at p logically im plies q.  Fu rther, 
suppose that any inference from p to q would be extremely complex; so complex, i n fact, that 
only a genius could make it.  Additionally, suppose that you have 1 credence in John, who is (a) 
fully honest and (b) correct 90% of the time, insists that q is false.  Fin ally, suppose that on the 
basis of John’s testimony and your belief about his reliability, you have 0.9 credence in not q.  In 
this case,  y ou ar e p robabilistically i ncoherent -- to be  c oherent, you w ould ne ed t o ha ve 1  
credence in q, since you have 1 credence in a proposition that logically implies q; but intuitively, 
you are not irrational in having the credences you do. 
70  Indeed, is plausible that probabilistic incoherence is a form of propositional inconsistency, as I 
have defined it.  F or example, suppose that I  have 0.8 credence in p and 0.7 credence in not p.  
Intuitively, my credences are inconsistent; and we can explain that inconsistency by considering 
the pr opositions t hat r esult f rom t aking t he pr opositions I  ha ve c redence i n, p and not p, a nd 
qualifying each with a  probability-operator corresponding to the degree of  c redence to which I  
hold that proposition: the probability that p is 0.8, and the probability that not p  is 0.7.  These 
propositions cannot b oth be t rue, an d t hat f act can  ex plain how i t i s t hat my cr edences ar e 
inconsistent.  Sin ce th is is  an explanation in  te rms o f the fact that the members o f some set o f 
propositions cannot all be true, this is an example of propositional inconsistency. 
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nevertheless appears or seems to oneself t o be t rue, i n certain c ircumstances.  F or 

example, if it appears to me as i f there is a glass on the table, and I believe nothing that 

would suggest (a) that that appearance is not veridical, or (b) that there is no such glass, 

then, plausibly, I am irrational in having high credence in the proposition that there is not 

a glass on the table.71  And there is a kind of inconsistency between the appearance that 

there is a glass on the table and the (high) credence that there is not a glass on the table.  

In general, when it appears or seems to one that p, and one has no reason to distrust that 

appearance nor reason to reject p, one is irrational in rejecting p, and one manifests a sort 

of internal inconsistency in doing so.72

 

 

It m ight b e argued th at although m ost f orms o f e pistemic irra tionality i nvolve in ternal 

inconsistency, t here a re ki nds t hat do not .  C onsider, f or e xample, t he f ollowing case.  

John has observed one million ravens between times t1 and t2, all of which he observed 

to be black.  At t3, John is given an opaque box, inside which is a raven that (he knows) 

has never been observed.  He then forms the belief, with a high degree of credence, that 

the raven in the box is black.  John’s belief is rational.  But Jane, who has also observed 

one million r avens be tween t1 and t2, a ll of  w hich s he obs erved t o be bl ack, f orms a  

different belief about the raven in the box -- she believes, with a high degree of credence, 

                                                           
71  The appearance that there is a g lass on the table is a perceptual appearance, but  the type of 
irrationality at issue plausible occurs with other sorts of appearances as well, such as intellectual 
appearances (e.g., i t seems to me that 13 is prime) and mnemonic appearances (e.g., i t seems to 
me that I had pancakes for breakfast yesterday). 
72  We might explain the inconsistency between the appearance or seeming that p and the (high) 
credence in not p in terms of the inconsistency of the contents of those attitudes.  I believe this is 
plausible, but I am not committed to this sort of explanation.  The point is simply that intuitively, 
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that the raven in the box is white.  J ane, unlike John, is predisposed against hypotheses 

involving black, but rather is predisposed in favor of those involving blite, which denotes 

the property of being black and first observed before t2 or white and first observed after 

t2.73

 

  So based on he r observations, Jane believes that the raven in the box is blite, and 

thus infers that it is white (as it will first be observed after t2).  I t certainly seems as if 

Jane is epistemically irrational. 

Now, it is  w ell-established that probabilistic co herence can  b e maintained w ith 

hypotheses involving blite to the exclusion of those involving black.74

 

  Thus, Jane’s belief 

does not  render her probabilistically incoherent, so she i s not ir rational for that reason.  

But w hat a bout t he ot her s ort of  e pistemic i rrationality w e’ve c onsidered?  A re Jane’s 

beliefs consistent with what appears or seems to her to be true? 

I would contend that if her beliefs are consistent with what appears or seems to her to be 

true, then she is not irrational in holding those beliefs.  For example, perhaps it strongly 

seems to Jane as if hypotheses that attribute bliteness are more likely to hold than those 

that attribute b lackness (is  th e c onverse n ot the re ason w hy we are i nclined t owards 

hypotheses i nvolving black rather t han t hose i nvolving blite?).  G iven t hat i t doe s not  

also seem as t he converse is true, it is plausible that Jane is rational in believing as she 

does.  A fter a ll, what should she believe, given that eccentric seeming -- indeed, given 

                                                                                                                                                                             
there is a sort of inconsistency between the appearance or seeming that p, and the rejection of p. 
73   I take the term ‘blite’ from Michael Strevens (2008), although the kind of property at issue -- 
so-called ‘grue-like’ properties -- was introduced by Goodman (1955). 
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that s eeming ( and the lack of  a  contrary seeming), i t would be  irrational of he r not to 

have the beliefs she does.  Thus, the case of Jane is not a serious threat to P2. 

 

6.2  Practical irrationality 

Practical irrationality is  the sort o f irra tionality involved in  irrational action, a s well a s 

irrational desires (or lacks of desire) and other similarly motivational attitudes or mental 

states (e.g., intention).  Many believe that key instances of practical irrationality involve 

propositional inconsistency.  In particular, some argue that inconsistency between beliefs 

plays a central role in explaining the following rational requirements on intention: 

 

Intention Consistency: Necessarily, for all A, x: if A intends to do x, intends to do y, 

and believes that she cannot do both, then A is irrational. 

 

Means-End Coherence: Necessarily, for all A, x, y: If A intends to do x, believes that 

doing y is a n ecessary means t o d oing x, a nd doe s not  intend t o d o y, t hen A  i s 

irrational. 

 

The general program that aims to explain these principles in terms of belief-inconsistency 

is know n a s cognitivism about p ractical re ason, a nd w hile it is  c ontroversial, it is 

appealing precisely because of the ease with which it accounts for inconsistency in these 

                                                                                                                                                                             
74  For a nice exposition of this point, see Strevens (2008). 
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kinds of practical irrationality.75

 

  The program itself is testimony to the plausibility of P2, 

even if it is not ultimately successful. 

Furthermore, t he most pr ominent non -cognitivist e xplanations of  I ntention C onsistency 

and Means-End Coherence -- those offered by M ichael Bratman -- invoke dispositional 

inconsistency.  B ratman be lieves t hat t hose p rinciples c an and s hould be e xplained i n 

wholly p ractical te rms, without r eference to b elief.  A ccording to  B ratman’s planning 

theory of i ntention, i t i s pa rt of  t he f unction of  i ntentions t o c oordinate w ith other 

intentions i n a  w ay t hat r ules out  ha ving i nconsistent i ntentions a nd means-end 

incoherence -- to ha ve an i ntention i s, i n p art, to be  di sposed t owards satisfying those 

norms, and that disposition explains the rational authority of the norms in question.  O n 

this view, when one violates Intention Consistency and Means-End Coherence one fails 

to realize the d ispositions that a re constitutive of having in tentions; and th is is  a  prime 

example of dispositional inconsistency.76

 

 

To c onclude: I  do n ot i ntend to e xplain why irrationality necessarily in volves 

inconsistency; to do s o would require a general theory of irrationality, one that I am not 

prepared to offer.  But P2 is compelling nevertheless, because prominent, paradigm types 

of irrationality each involve internal inconsistency, and none seem not to. 

 

                                                           
75  For de fenses of  c ognitivism, s ee, e .g., W allace ( 2001), S etiya ( 2007), H arman ( 1976), a nd 
Velleman (1989).  For objections, see, e.g., Bratman (2009), Brunero (2009). 
76  See Smith (2004) for a similar account of inconsistency with someone whose desires fail to 
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7.  Explaining the relevant inconsistency 

Thus far, I have argued that irrationality is always a matter of internal inconsistency (P3), 

and t hat i nconsistency i s a  phe nomenon t hat a lways admits of  e xplanation (P2).  

Therefore, since the m-akratic is irrational (P1), she must be internally inconsistent, and it 

must be explicable how she is so (C2). 

 

But how might we explain the inconsistency that manifests in the m-akratic?  T he most 

straightforward w ay w ould be  t o d o s o directly -- to e ndorse a n a ccount a ccording t o 

which the belief that one has most reason to do x is inconsistent with the lack of desire to 

do x.  N ow, it is  not immediately obvious how there could be inconsistency between a  

belief w ith a  p articular p ropositional c ontent, a nd a  la ck o f d esire w ith d istinct 

propositional content.  But perhaps progress can be made.  Consider what Wedgwood has 

to say about akrasia in general: ‘…akrasia seems to involve a sort of internal incoherence: 

one’s beliefs ‘condemn’ a certain course of action [i.e., not doing x], while the very same 

course of action is actively ‘embraced’ by one’s will.’77

 

  Alternatively, but in  the same 

spirit, we might say that by believing that one has most reason to do x one endorses doing 

x in one’s belief, and that by lacking the desire to do x one fails to endorse doing x in 

one’s motivation.  Thus, one endorses doing x in one way and fails to endorse doing x in 

another way, and that is an inconsistent way to be. 

The problem with this attempted explanation is that talk of endorsement is metaphorical 

                                                                                                                                                                             
conform to mean-end coherence. 
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in a way that provides no insight into what is supposed to be explained -- we get no new 

information from couching akrasia in those terms.  To endorse doing x in one’s belief, in 

this c ontext, ju st is to believe t hat one ha s most r eason t o do x, a nd t o f ail t o e ndorse 

doing x in one’s motivation just is to fail to desire to do x; or, at least, we have no reason 

to think that there is a deeper, more explanatorily helpful sense of endorsement at issue.  

The f act that we can legitimately f rame t he i ssue i n t erms o f i nconsistent endorsement 

shows, pe rhaps, that the m -akratic i s i nconsistent.  B ut w e a lready k now t hat t he m-

akratic must be inconsistent -- the problem is explaining how she is so.   

 

The upshot is that the inconsistency within the m-akratic must involve at least one mental 

state or at titude other than the ones that define m-akrasia ( the belief that one has most 

reason to do x, and the lack of desire to do x).  I believe that there is  a straightforward 

way in which this can be explained.  F irst, consider in general someone, let us call him 

John, who be lieves that doing x has property F , while l acking any desire to do x.  But 

now s uppose t hat J ohn i s disposed to de sire t o do t hings t hat ( he be lieves) a re F -- 

normally, i f s ome a ction w ould be  F  t hen J ohn w ould w ant t o do i t.  I n t his c ase, 

intuitively, John is (dispositionally) inconsistent: his disposition to desire to do things that 

are F is inconsistent with his lack of desire to do this thing that is F.  It i s my contention 

that the inconsistency that manifests within the m-akratic can be  accounted for via this 

model.  We can specify F as the property of being what one has most reason to do, a nd 

thereby a rrive a t a  pl ausible e xplanation of  t he r elevant i nconsistency.  I n t his c ase, 

                                                                                                                                                                             
77   Wedgwood (2002b), p. 351. 
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inconsistency in the m-akratic would derive from her disposition towards desiring to do 

what ( she b elieves) sh e h as m ost r eason to d o, a nd he r lack of  de sire t o p erform a  

particular such act.78

 

   

To be sure, this explanation commits us to the view that the m-akratic must (as a matter 

of necessity) be disposed to desire to do w hat (she believes) she has most reason to do; 

and t his m ight be  questioned.  B ut i t is di fficult t o s ee h ow e lse w e m ight pl ausibly 

explain t he i nconsistency t hat m anifests i n t he m-akratic.  T he m-akratic i s si mply 

someone with the belief that she has most reason to perform some action x, and a lack of 

desire (yet the capacity to desire) to do x; but obviously, she need not have a belief that is 

inconsistent w ith h er b elief t hat sh e h as m ost reason t o d o x.  T hus, t he i nconsistency 

must be with her lack of desire to do x.  Now, a lack of desire cannot enter into a relation 

of propositional inconsistency; at least, it is extremely difficult to imagine how it could.  

But a l ack of d esire ca n en ter into a r elation of d ispositional i nconsistency, w ith a 

disposition to have such a desire.  This explanation fits the bill, and seems to be the only 

one that does. 

 

Furthermore, the thesis that the m-akratic must have the disposition at issue is plausible 

in its own right.  After all, we are all disposed to desire to do what is in accordance with 

our be st r easons, a nd i t i s not  i mplausible t hat t hat i s s o due  t o other features o f u s, 

                                                           
78   The phrase ‘disposition to desire to do what (one believes) one has most reasons to do’ should 
be taken de re.  The idea is that one is disposed to desire to do x when one believes that one has 
most reason to do x, and not necessarily that one is disposed to have a desire whose object is that 
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perhaps constitutive features of rational agency that the m-akratic must possess as well.79

 

   

Thus, w e s eem t o h ave ar rived a t a f elicitous ex planation o f t he m -akratic’s in ternal 

inconsistency: she is disposed to desire to do what (she believes) she has most reason to 

do, but fails to desire to do what (she believes) she has most reason to do in a particular 

instance; and this is a case of dispositional inconsistency. 

 

But t here i s s omething m ysterious here, na mely why it is that th e m-akratic m ust b e 

disposed to desire to do w hat ( she believes) she has most reason to do.  A gain, the m-

akratic is merely one with a b elief about her best reasons for action, a l ack of desire to 

perform the action she should, and the capacity to have that desire.  I s it really plausible 

that simply ha ving t hese f eatures r equires be ing di sposed to de sire t o do what one ha s 

most r eason t o do?   W hat doe s a  disposition about one ’s r easons ha ve t o do w ith t he 

features possessed by the m-akratic?  And why is it that one cannot lack that disposition 

while having those features?   

 

I believe that we can offer a plausible explanation here -- one that entails Humeanism.  I  

will not claim definitively that there is no alternative anti-Humean explanation of why the 

m-akratic must be disposed to desire to do what (she believes) she has most reason to do, 

although I will suggest that it is difficult to see how such an explanation would go.  A t 

the very least, the burden will be on the anti-Humean to provide such an explanation, and 

                                                                                                                                                                             
one does what one believes one has most reason to do. 
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to show that the plausibility of  that explanation is comparable to that of  the one I shall 

offer. 

 

8.  Explaining the relevant disposition 

My explanation involves two theses: 

 

T1: The m-akratic must be disposed to desire to do what (she believes) will maximize 

her desire-satisfaction.80

 

 

T2: Believing that one has most reason to do x necessarily entails believing that doing 

x will maximize one’s desire-satisfaction.81

 

 

These two theses jointly entail that the m-akratic must be disposed to desire to do w hat 

(she believes) there is most reason for her to do, since by T2 if she believes that she has 

most reason to perform some action x then she must believe that doing x will maximize 

her desire-satisfaction, and thus by T1 she must be disposed to perform that action.   

                                                                                                                                                                             
79   I will subsequently offer a more detailed version of this sort of explanation. 
80  I w ish t o l eave t he not ion of  maximizing desire-satisfaction at a p re-theoretical le vel, n ot 
because I  be lieve t here i s no a dequate theory i n t he of fing, but  because f or m y pur poses he re 
nothing will hinge upon which theory we adopt.  H owever, I  wish to make clear that I  have in 
mind objective desire-satisfaction, where one’s desire is objectively satisfied just in case what one 
desires i ndeed h appens, becomes t rue, et c., as o pposed t o subjective desire-satisfaction, w hich 
requires only that one believes that one’s desire has been objectively satisfied. 
81  How can it be that believing that p necessarily entails believing that q?  There are (at least) two 
quite p lausible p ossibilities h ere.  Fi rst, th e proposition t hat p might b e the sa me a s t he 
proposition that q.  Second, the proposition that p might be a conjunctive proposition that includes 
q as one of its conjuncts, since it is  plausible that believing that q and r entails believing that q.  
Although I will argue that T2 is true, I will remain agnostic about the particular way in which T2 
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The strength of this explanation derives from the fact that T1 is plausible in its own right.  

In particular, it is plausible that having the disposition to desire to do what (one believes) 

will m aximize o ne’s d esire-satisfaction i s a n ecessary f eature o f h aving d esires at  al l.  

Consider: having a desire entails being disposed to desire to do w hat (one believes) will 

aid in its satisfaction -- if one desires that p, and believes that doing x will aid in bringing 

it about that p, then one must be disposed to desire to do x.  It is at least highly plausible 

that this is  a constitutive feature of desires -- it is counterintuitive that one could desire 

that p, yet have no disposition whatsoever to want to take steps to make it the case that p.  

But i t is o bvious t hat m aximizing one ’s de sire-satisfaction w ill always aid i n t he 

satisfaction of (at least) one  of  one’s desires, and thus i f one  believes that doing x will 

maximize one’s desire-satisfaction, one  must be  disposed to do x.82

 

  The upshot i s that 

that anyone in the business of desiring must have the disposition to desire to do what will 

maximize her desire-satisfaction; or at least, that thesis is quite plausible. 

The astute reader might notice that what I  have said does not support T1, but  rather an 

amended version of T1 according to which the m-akratic in question has desires.  Since it 

                                                                                                                                                                             
is to be explained. 
82  In p articular: ei ther o ne believes t hat a certain desire w ill be  s erved by  m aximizing one ’s 
desire-satisfaction, or one does not.  I f one does have such a belief, then one will be disposed to 
desire to maximize one’s desire-satisfaction due to one’s disposition to desire to do what will aid 
in that desire’s satisfaction.  If, on the other hand, one does not have a belief about which 
desire(s) will be satisfied by maximizing one’s desire-satisfaction, then one will still be disposed 
to desire to maximize one’s desire-satisfaction, since by doing so one increases the chance that 
each of one’s desires wi ll be sat isfied, and thus (with respect to one’s l imited information) one 
aids in the satisfaction of each of one’s desires.   
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is possible that the m-akratic lacks any desires (while maintaining the capacity to have 

desires), if the disposition to desire to do what will maximize one’s desire satisfaction is 

grounded in having desires (as I suggested), then it must be possible that the (desireless) 

m-akratic lacks the disposition at issue, and thus is not irrational.  I have two things to say 

here.  First, it is not obvious that an m-akratic who lacks any desires is irrational; at least, 

my i ntuitions a re m urky he re.  S econd, a ccepting t hat t he desireless m -akratic is  not 

irrational, even if intuitions suggest otherwise, would be a relatively minor bullet to bite, 

and I am content to do so.  The explanatory power of the account I am offering needs to 

be weighed against any counterintuitive implications; and I believe that the advantages 

here f ar o utweigh t he c osts.  I f w e n eed t o a ccept t hat d esireless m-akratics are n ot 

irrational in  o rder to  e xplain h ow it  is  th at a ll other m -akratics are irrational, th en w e 

should be willing to do so.83

 

 

9.  A Humean explanation 

The above account is Humean because T2 strongly suggests that Humeanism is true.  To 

see t his, f irst re alize that if  b elieving th at p necessarily entails believing t hat q, t hen p 

necessarily en tails q.84

                                                           
83  Thus, I  shall add another tacit qualification to our description of the m-akratic: she does not 
merely have the capacity to desire, but has at least one actual desire as well. 

  Thus, gi ven T 2, t hat one  ha s m ost reason t o d o x necessarily 

84  This pr inciple might seem contentious to some.  I ndeed, I  have no pos itive argument for i t.  
But we sh ould accep t i t b ecause i t h as n o p lausible co unterexamples.  C onsider so me p utative 
(schematic) cases in which (it would be plausible to suggest) believing that p necessarily entails 
believing that q: p just is q;  p is of the form r & s, and q is r (or s); q is of the form p or r; p is of 
the form Fa, and q is of the form (∃x)Fx.  Of course, it may be controversial whether these are all 
cases in which believing that p entailing believing that q; but these are all cases in which p entails 
q, and thus none can serve as a p lausible counterexample to the principle at issue.     P erhaps the 
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entails that one’s desire-satisfaction will be maximized by doing x.  But then it becomes 

highly implausible that one can have a reason to do x yet no desire that will be served by 

doing x, since such reasons could never be decisive, and i t would be ut terly mysterious 

why this would be so.  It seems inexplicable that having a reason to do x yet no de sire 

that will be served by doing x necessarily entails that one has stronger reason not to do x.  

And it seems equally inexplicable that were we to destroy the latter reasons, one would 

automatically acquire a desire that would be served by doing x. 

 

To be sure, T2 will be controversial.  I  will even grant that it seems like one can believe 

that one  ha s m ost r eason t o do  x yet no t be lieve t hat one ’s de sire-satisfaction w ill b e 

maximized by doing x.  But whatever the prima facie or intuitive implausibility of T2, it 

must be weighed against the considerable explanatory power of that thesis.  Recall where 

we are: due to the strong plausibility of P2 (irrationality is necessarily a matter of some 

sort of internal inconsistency) and P3 (inconsistency must always be explicable), it must 

be explicable how the m-akratic is internally inconsistent.  And it seems that the only way 

to e xplain that i nconsistency i s vi a t he ( plausible) thesis t hat t he m -akratic m ust b e 

disposed to desire to do what (she believes) she has most reason to do.  But that thesis is 

                                                                                                                                                                             
most plausible sort of  counterexample to the principle in question requires a p articular v iew of 
(e.g., r acial) epithets, ac cording t o which b elieving t hat so meone i s H ( where ‘ H’ i s t he 
appropriate kind of epithet) entails believing that she is (e.g.) morally inferior, but being H does 
not entail that one is inferior, since ‘H’ denotes only the non-evaluative feature in question (e.g., 
the r ace at  i ssue).  B ut t his v iew wi ll be h ighly co ntentious, an d f or good r eason -- if b eing 
inferior i s not  pa rt of  t he content of  ‘ H’, t hen w hy w ould be lieving t hat s omeone i s H entail 
believing that she is inferior?  In any case, ‘having most reason to do x’ is not an epithet, and so 
the kind of counterexample in question does not threaten the principle as it applies in cases like 
the one at issue in my argument. 
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itself in need of explanation -- there must be a r eason why the m-akratic necessarily has 

the di sposition a t issue.  T he c onjunction of  T 1 a nd T 2 pr ovides s uch a n e xplanation.  

And if we cannot explain in another way why the m-akratic must have that disposition, 

then despite the fact that it may seem as if beliefs about one’s best reasons for action can 

come a part from be liefs a bout w hat w ill be st s erve one ’s desires, t here i s ve ry g ood 

reason to believe that they cannot.85

 

 

10.  An anti-Humean explanation? 

Can the anti-Humean offer an account of why the m-akratic must be disposed to desire to 

do what (she believes) she has most reason to do?  I believe that she cannot.  Consider in 

general how  w e m ight e xplain w hy t he m -akratic m ust h ave t he d isposition at  i ssue.  

Since that disposition is not  one of the explicit features of the m-akratic, i t must derive 

from s ome o ther d isposition th e m-akratic must h ave.  A t l east in that regard, an  anti-

Humean explanation must be similar to the Humean explanation I offered.  T he form of 

such an explanation is as follows: 

 

(1) The m-akratic must be disposed to desire to do what (she believes) is G. 

(2) Believing that one has most reason to do x entails believing that x is G. 

(3) Therefore, t he m-akratic must b e d isposed t o d esire t o d o w hat ( she b elieves) 

                                                           
85  The following sort of case might be offered as a counterexample to T2: someone believes that 
she has most reason to do what is morally required, yet believes that her desire-satisfaction will 
be maximized by doing something else.  But this sort of case does not rule out T2, since believing 
that o ne’s d esire-satisfaction wi ll b e m aximized b y performing a  cer tain act  x does not  e ntail 
lacking the belief that one’s desire-satisfaction will be maximized by performing a different act y 
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 she has most reason to do. 

 

The problem for the anti-Humean is that it will be extremely difficult to come up with a 

plausible c andidate f or G other than w hat w ill maximize o ne’s d esire-satisfaction.  I n 

particular, it seems unlikely that there is another candidate kind of action that (a) the m-

akratic must possess a disposition to perform, and that (b) is plausibly related to reasons 

in the way required by (2).   

 

Consider David Velleman’s suggestion that it is a necessary condition of being an agent 

that one  po ssesses a n ‘inclination t owards a utonomy.’86

                                                                                                                                                                             
--  one might have contradictory beliefs.   

  This i s perhaps t he m ost 

promising place to look for an a lternative specification of  (1).  T he inclination towards 

autonomy is essentially the disposition to desire that one is in conscious control of one’s 

behavior.  Now, as i t s tands this i s not  a  candidate for the disposition described in (1), 

since the inclination towards autonomy is not a disposition to desire to do anything (only 

a di sposition t o de sire that one’s be havior i s unde r one ’s c onscious c ontrol); but i t 

plausibly entails having a  disposition to desire to do s omething, namely, to make it the 

case that one’s behavior is under one’s conscious control.  T hus, if Velleman is correct, 

and i f the corresponding specification of  (2) i s true, i.e., i f believing that one  has most 

reason to do x entails believing that x would be under one’s conscious control, then we 

have e xplained w hy t he m -akratic must be  di sposed t o do w hat ( she believes) sh e h as 

most reason to do in a way that does not entail Humeanism. 
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But th ere is  a  p roblem.  S ince any action i s (at l east t o so me d egree) u nder o ne’s 

conscious c ontrol, t he argument unde r c onsideration implies that a ll agents m ust be 

disposed to desire to perform any action whatsoever.  But surely this cannot be r ight -- 

for example, I am not disposed towards desiring to murder my family just because if I did 

perform such an act it would be under my conscious control.  T his suggests that agents 

are not necessarily disposed to desire that their behavior is under their conscious control.  

To b e su re, ag ents see m t o h ave t hat d esire i n a w ide r ange o f cases.   B ut a b etter 

explanation of that fact is that by consciously controlling our behavior we are best able to 

ensure that our behavior serves our best reasons -- we want to be in conscious control of 

our behavior because we know that doing so is the best way to promote the outcomes that 

we have most reason to promote.  B ut the relation between consciously controlling our  

behavior, and the success of  t hat behavior (with r egard to serving our best r easons), i s 

contingent.  I t is possible that for some group of agents, the best way for them to serve 

their b est r easons i s not to c onsciously control t heir be havior, be cause f or t hem ( for 

whatever reason) consciously controlled behavior has a low success-rate while allowing 

their be havior t o o ccur unc onsciously or  un controlled has a  hi gher s uccess-rate.  

According to Velleman, one  cannot be  an agent without having the inclination towards 

autonomy b ecause consciously c ontrolling one ’s be havior i s t he ‘constitutive go al’ of  

action.  But even if Velleman is right about the constitutive goal of action, merely being 

an agent does not entail that one has a disposition in service of that goal, since being an 

                                                                                                                                                                             
86   Velleman (1996). 
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agent does not entail that one is disposed to act per se (only that one can act).  Indeed, it 

is no t pl ausible t hat on e m ust be  disposed to a ct per se, but  on ly that one  m ust be  

disposed to act in service of what (one believes) one has most reason to promote. 

 

The upshot is that the burden is on the anti-Humean to explain why the m-akratic must 

have the disposition described in (1) -- and that burden appears to be very difficult for the 

anti-Humean to meet.  If this is correct, then we have very good reason to accept P4 -- 

that t he H umean, but  n ot t he a nti-Humean, c an of fer a  pl ausible e xplanation of  how 

inconsistency manifests in the m-akratic. 

 

Thus, since we have very good reason to accept each of P1 through P4, and we have good 

reason to prefer Humeanism to anti-Humeanism.  T his is not to say that Humeanism is 

demonstrably t rue.  P erhaps t here ar e st rong r easons t o r eject H umeanism.  B ut t he 

strength of those reasons will have to be weighed against the plausibility of P1 through 

P4 -- premises which I have suggested enjoy considerable support.  Thus, in the absence 

of extremely compelling reasons to reject Humeanism, we should think that Humeanism 

is more likely than the alternative. 

 

11.  A counterexample to Humeanism? 

But is there a good reason to reject Humeanism?  Perhaps the most compelling argument 

against Humeanism comes from the sense that there are moral reasons that do not depend 

upon one’s desires.  F or example, even if one lacks any desire that would be served by 
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refraining from murdering me for money, it still seems as if you have a reason to refrain 

from murdering me for money.  What that reason is is perhaps unclear -- perhaps it is the 

fact that murdering me for money would be immoral, or the fact that it would be a callous 

act, or  that a virtuous person would not perform such an action, or that i t would thwart 

my autonomy, or my well-being, or result in a decrease in aggregate happiness.  But the 

nature of  t he r eason i s not  important he re, s ince as  l ong as there is such a  r eason, 

Humeanism i s in trouble -- for it  does seem possible that someone can  lack any desire 

that w ould be  s erved by r efraining f rom murdering m e for money, w ithout t hat l ack 

changing the fact that one has a reason to refrain from murdering me for money; at least, 

we can grant the opponent of Humeanism that much. 

 

Some H umeans w ill respond t o t his w orry by c laiming t hat e veryone must ne cessarily 

have a desire that will be served by refraining from murdering me for money.87

 

  I believe 

that th is s ort o f p roposal is  a  n onstarter, a nd I a rgue a gainst i t in  th e n ext c hapter.  

Furthermore, i f e veryone m ust ha ve s uch a  de sire, there i s s omething pe culiar a bout 

explaining our reasons not to murder in terms of our desires that would be served by not 

murdering.  We have a  reason to refrain from murder s imply because i t i s murder, and 

not be cause i t w ould s erve our  de sires t o do so.  H umeans a re s imply l ooking i n t he 

wrong place for moral reasons.  Thus, it seems, if there are indeed reasons for everyone 

not to murder me for money, they cannot be Humean reasons. 

                                                           
87   See, e.g., Schroeder (2007a), Korsgaard (1996). 
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My response, on t he other hand, i s to deny that one  necessarily has a  reason to refrain 

from murdering m e for money.  As I  a rgue i n t he f ollowing c hapter, t his doe s no t 

necessarily impugn the genuine normativity of morality -- moral reasons, I w ill suggest, 

are not reasons for action, but  rather reasons for having sentiments of a certain type.  I 

will s uggest th at th e in tuition that compels s o m any to  b elieve th at m oral r easons a re 

reasons to refrain from immoral behavior in fact suggests a more general thesis about the 

normativity of morality, and that that thesis can plausibly be specified in terms of reasons 

for having sentiments rather than reasons for action.  If this is correct, then the objection 

to Humeanism under consideration evaporates -- for Humeanism i s only a  thesis about 

reasons f or a ction, a nd not a bout r easons f or ha ving s entiments.  ( More s pecifically, 

Humeanism is not about right-kind reasons for having sentiments.  This will be discussed 

in the next chapter.)  T hus, in response to the this objection, I defer to my discussion of 

moral reasons in the following chapter, for there the objection will be fully answered. 
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CHAPTER THREE: MORALITY, REASONS, AND 
SENTIMENTS 
 

1. Introduction 

It is c ommonly be lieved t hat morality i s ne cessarily, uni versally, a nd ge nuinely 

normative.  The standard way of understanding that thesis is as follows: 

 

Practical Moral Normativity (PMN): Necessarily, for all A, x: if A’s doing x was 

morally wrong, then when A did x, there was a reason for A not to do x. 

 

As i t stands, P MN d oes n ot sp ecify w hether t he reasons at  i ssue are o bjective o r 

subjective.88

 

  Thus, there are two possible specifications of PMN: 

 PMNO:  Necessarily, for all A, x: if A’s doing x was morally wrong, then when A 

 did x, there was an objective reason for A not to do x. 

                                                           
88   Both specifications are prima facie plausible, and they are not mutually exclusive.  Suppose, 
for example, that I commit the following immoral act: I knowingly pick up a loaded gun, point it 
at an i nnocent pe rson, and pul l the t rigger; and I  am certain t hat pul ling the trigger w ill c ause 
serious harm to that person.  Furthermore, suppose that unbeknownst to me, the gun is defective, 
and is incapable of firing a shot.  I t is plausible that my pointing the gun a t an innocent person 
and pulling the trigger was morally wrong; and it is plausible that if that is the case, then I had the 
following subjective reason not to pull the trigger: that pulling the trigger will cause serious harm 
to an innocent person.  It is plausible that I have this subjective reason because (a) the proposition 
that pulling the trigger will cause serious harm to an innocent person is entailed by a co nsistent 
subset of my α, and (b) plausibly, if it is true that pulling the trigger will cause serious harm to an 
innocent person, then that fact is an objective reason for me not to pull the trigger.  But, it is also 
plausible that some facts about my action were (objective) reasons not to pull the trigger.  Two 
plausible candidates are the fact that it would be morally wrong to do so, and the fact that doing 
so would be an attempt to cause serious harm to an innocent person. 
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 PMNS:  Necessarily, for all A, x: if A’s doing x was morally wrong, then when A 

 did x, there was a subjective reason for A not to do x. 

 

In a ddition, t here is t he pos sibility of  a  f undamentally disjunctive version of  P MN, 

according t o w hich c ommitting a  m orally w rong a ct e ntails either that on e ha d a n 

objective reason not  to do so, or that one  had a subjective reason not  to do s o, but  not  

necessarily a su bjective r eason, and n ot n ecessarily an  o bjective r eason.  T hat v iew i s 

captured by the following thesis: 

 

 PMND:  Necessarily, for all A, x: if A’s doing x was morally wrong, then when A 

 did x there was either a subjective reason for A not to do x, or an objective reason 

 for A not to do x, and PMNO and PMNS are both false. 

 

Humeanism, how ever, pos es a  pr oblem for ( all t hree ve rsions of ) P MN, be cause t he 

following thesis is highly plausible: 

 

Possibility: It is possible for there to exist an agent-act pair <A, x> such that x was 

morally wrong, and such that (1) when A did x, A did not  have any desire that 

would have been served by r efraining from doing x, and (2) when A did x, there 

was n o co nsistent subset o f A’s α whose members j ointly e ntail t hat A  has a 

desire that would be served by refraining from doing x. 
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Because Possibility is incompatible with the conjunction of  Humeanism and PMN, and 

because Possibility seems to be true, Humeans are led to reject PMN.89

 

   

My goal in this chapter is to offer a defense of the normativity of morality in the face of 

the challenge posed by Humeanism.  That is, I intend to show how Humeans can accept 

that m orality i s ne cessarily, uni versally, a nd ge nuinely nor mative, e ven t hough 

Humeanism forces one to reject PMN.  To be sure, morality is normative in the anemic 

sense of being codified as a sy stem of rules.  I f the realm of the normative includes any 

realm o f f acts t hat entails o ughts, t hen m orality i s n ormative m erely o n t hat b asis, 

precisely because any system of rules entails oughts: the fact that the rules require that 

one φ just is the fact that according to the rules one ought to φ.  Along these lines, Derek 

Parfit distinguishes between two conceptions of normativity: 

 

On t he reason-involving conception, nor mativity i nvolves nor mative 

reasons. O n t he rule-involving conception, nor mativity i nvolves 

requirements of  s ome ki nd, or  r ules t hat di stinguish be tween w hat i s 

                                                           
89   One might a ttempt t o salvage t he c onjunction of  H umeanism a nd P MN by  e ndorsing t he 
thesis that whether an act is wrong always depends upon the agent’s contingent desires, such that 
if an agent happens to lack a d esire that would be served by committing a cer tain act, then ipso 
facto that act is not morally wrong (see, e.g., Harman (1975)).  I view this proposal as a nonstarter 
-- at t he r isk o f f ist-pounding, i t s imply s eems obvi ous t hat m orally w rong a cts a re not  
constrained by the agent’s contingent desires.  C onsider any heinous act, such as the torture and 
murder of a child.  It is reasonable to believe that most humans have some contingent desire that 
would b e sat isfied b y r efraining f rom such an  act .  Ho wever, were w e t o l earn t hat so meone 
committed such an act yet lacked such a desire, we would not feel at all compelled to retract our 
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correct and incorrect.  Certain acts are required, for example, by the law, 

or by t he c ode of  ho nour, or  by e tiquette, or  by c ertain l inguistic 

rules…Such r equirements o r r ules ar e so metimes cal led ‘ norms’.  ( CM, 

72) 

 

To s ay t hat one ought  t o φ, on t he r eason-involving c onception, i s to s ay t hat one  has 

most r eason t o φ.  O n the r ule-involving c onception, it is s imply t o s ay t hat on e i s 

required, according to the rules, to φ, or  that φ-ing would be correct in some way.  We 

know that morality is normative in the rule-involving sense.  T he question is, if PMN is 

false, how can it be that morality is normative in the reason-involving sense?  The answer 

I will propose is that morality involves sentiment reasons.  Because PMN involves only 

reasons for action, it can be false even if sentiment reasons are in some way internal to 

moral d emands.  It is r easons f or h aving c ertain m oral s entiments, I  w ill c laim, ra ther 

than re asons f or c ommitting th e a cts th at morality p rescribes, th at g rounds th e re ason-

involving normativity of morality. 

 

2.  Salvaging PMN? 

One might t hink t hat H umeanism an d P MN ar e co mpatible af ter al l, because, d espite 

appearances, Possibility is false.  T he following thesis represents one way in which this 

might work: 

 

                                                                                                                                                                             
view that that act was morally wrong. 
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Necessary Desire: There is some p such that necessarily, for all agents A, and for 

all x: A desires that p, and if A’s doing x was morally wrong, then when A did x, 

A’s desire that p would have been served by not doing x. 

 

The i dea i s t hat t here i s so me d esire sh ared b y al l p ossible ag ents that i s n ecessarily 

served by refraining from committing any morally wrong act.  The problem with this way 

of salvaging PMN is that it is  extremely difficult to locate a plausible candidate for the 

desire that all agents must have, such that refraining from committing a morally wrong 

act n ecessarily entails s erving that desire.  C onsider, f or example, D avid V elleman’s 

suggestion that all agents must possess an ‘inclination towards autonomy’ -- essentially, 

the de sire t o a ct a utonomously, i .e., t o be  i n conscious c ontrol of  one ’s a ctions.90

 

  If 

refraining f rom c ommitting a  m orally w rong a ct s erves s uch a  de sire, t hen i t m ust be  

either that refraining from such an action would itself be more autonomous than would be 

committing the act, or that refraining from such an action would promote the autonomy 

of subsequent actions of the agent.  Both of these views are quite hard to defend.  Despite 

Kant, immoral acts can, it seems, be committed with full awareness of and control over 

what one is doing; and there seems to be no plausible connection between refraining from 

committing morally wrong acts and one’s subsequent autonomy.  At the very least, these 

positions are extremely controversial.  The Humean has more promising options. 

I think it is fairly plausible that there are desires that all agents must have.  In particular, it 

                                                           
90   Velleman (1996). 
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seems reasonable that any agent must have some desire to do what she has most reason to 

do.  B ut can this desire vindicate PMN?  P lausibly, Humeanism should be  extended to 

what one has most reason to do in the following way: one has most reason to do x just in 

case doing x will maximize one’s desire-satisfaction.  Thus, any act that serves the desire 

to do w hat one  ha s m ost r eason to do w ill s erve t he m aximization of  one ’s de sire-

satisfaction.  B ut if  re fraining f rom committing a  morally wrong act necessarily serves 

the maximization of one’s desire-satisfaction, then i t is impossible that the act that one 

desires m ost t o c ommit ( in c omparison w ith a ny i ncompatible a ct) i s morally w rong; 

otherwise, r efraining f rom d oing what is  re quired in o rder to  m aximize o ne’s desire-

satisfaction will serve the maximization of one’s desire-satisfaction, which is impossible.  

But, it seems, one can desire most to do what is morally wrong.  At the least, it would be 

highly c ontentious t o s uggest t hat one  c annot do s o.  Again, t he H umean s hould l ook 

elsewhere for vindication of PMN. 

 

Instead of endorsing Necessary Desire, the Humean might at tempt to salvage PMN via 

the following thesis: 

 

  Any D esire: N ecessarily, f or al l A , x: if  A ’s d oing x was morally w rong, t hen 

 when A did x,  each o f A ’s d esires w ould ha ve be en s erved b y r efraining f rom 

 doing x. 

 

The i dea i s that r efraining f rom co mmitting morally wrong act s necessarily ser ves any 
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possible desire.  Mark Schroeder has recently argued that Any Desire is plausible -- he 

argues for ‘restrained optimism’ that the normativity of morality can be explained in this 

way.91

 

  But Schroeder a lso r ecognizes t hat there i s a n e xplanatory b urden t hat the 

defender of  Any Desire must pick up:  i f we a re to t ake Any Desire seriously, then we 

must be able to explain, at least to some degree, the relevant connection between an agent 

refraining from committing a morally wrong act on the one hand, and the serving of any 

possible de sire of  t hat a gent on the ot her.  T he r eason this i s a  bu rden i s t hat w e can 

readily i magine ag ents with d esires su ch t hat t he co nnection b etween their sat isfaction 

and the agent refraining from committing morally wrong acts appears unobvious at best, 

and utterly mysterious at worst.  H ow is it, for example, that the desire to scratch one’s 

nose is served by r efraining from murdering?  Moreover, there appear to be desires that 

cannot be served by refraining from committing morally wrong acts.  How can it be, for 

example, that refraining from murdering serves the desire to murder?   

Schroeder does not attempt to provide a complete explanation of how Any Desire is true.  

Instead, he provides a model for how such an explanation would go, and argues that that 

is enough to warrant taking Any Desire to be a plausible thesis, given that PMN enjoys a 

respectable l evel of prima facie support.  S o let us  look a t hi s m odel.  A ccording t o 

Schroeder, i t is plausible that for any possible agent, believing an arbitrary proposition 

only if it is true will serve each of that agent’s desires.  The idea is that belief-formation is 

holistic e nough t hat ha ving a  f alse be lief a bout a ny gi ven pr oposition c ould l ead t o 

                                                           
91   Schroeder (2007a), p. 113. 
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having a  f alse be lief a bout a ny ot her; t hus, s ince for a ny possible desire t here a re t rue 

propositions be lief i n w hich w ould aid i n s atisfying t hat d esire, be lieving a n a rbitrary 

proposition only i f i t i s t rue w ill s erve a ny po ssible d esire.  S o, t o us e S chroeder’s 

example, being in error about how many moons circle Juipter could lead to being in error 

about another proposition, which itself could lead to being in error about another, and so 

on.  S chroeder thinks i t i s reasonable that ‘ the closure of  t his pr ocess will include a ny 

proposition.’92  Thus, ha ving a  f alse be lief a bout t he number of  moons circling J upiter 

could lead to having a false belief about how to acquire new shoes; and so if I desire to 

acquire new shoes, lacking a false belief about the number of moons circling Juipter will 

serve that desire.93

 

  The idea is that the same phenomenon will occur with respect to any 

potential false belief and any desire. 

Schroeder’s model i s supposed t o e xemplify w hat he  c alls genuinely agent-neutral 

reasons -- reasons that apply to any possible agent, irrespective of her particular desires.  

The moral of the story is supposed to be that it is plausible that there are genuinely agent-

neutral r easons that derive f rom their role in explaining how the act in question serves 

any p ossible d esire; t hus, g iven t hat P MN en joys a respectable l evel o f prima facie 

support, it is plausible that there are genuinely agent-neutral moral reasons of the same 

sort, i.e., it is plausible that Any Desire is true. 

                                                           
92  Ibid., p. 114. 
93  Schroeder’s not ion of  what i t i s t o s erve (or t o use hi s t erminology, ‘promote’) a  de sire i s, 
rightly I think, extremely weak (indeed, maximally weak).  The idea is that a desire D is served 
by φ-ing just in case the probability that D is satisfied is higher given that one φs than given that 
one does not φ. 



 
 

 
 

93 

 

But t here i s a  pr oblem.  I n or der t o s how t hat A ny D esire i s pl ausible, i t w ill no t do 

merely to show that there can be genuinely agent-neutral reasons that derive from their 

role i n e xplaining how  the a ct i n q uestion serves a ny pos sible de sire.  I f w e l ack a n 

explanation of how that kind of moral reason can exist, then the fact that there can exist 

other reasons of  t hat kind s hould not  i ncrease our  op timism a bout t he t ruth of  Any 

Desire.  W hether A ny D esire is  plausible turns o n the likelihood that th e r elevant 

explanation is in the offing; and here, Schroeder’s model is insufficient for the task.  Any 

model that purports to explain how Any Desire is true must model the way in which the 

desire to scratch one’s nose is served by refraining from murdering, and the way in which 

refraining from murdering serves the desire to murder; and Schroeder’s model is simply 

deficient in this regard.  Moreover, these sorts of cases see m to be genuine, entrenched 

problems f or A ny D esire; a nd i n t he f ace of  t his s ort of  di fficulty, w e s hould not  be  

optimistic that Any Desire is true, even if PMN does enjoy a respectable level of prima 

facie support. 

 

Finally, there is a further problem for the Humean who wishes to capture the normativity 

of morality via PMNO.  According to a plausible view, the reasons that issue in morality 

must not  merely be  agent-neutral, but  non-desire-based as well.  T hat is, on t his v iew, 

moral r easons must not  de pend upon de sires at a ll.  R easons n ot to  c ommit morally 

wrong a cts a re no t t o be  e xplained by r eference t o the f act t hat r efraining f rom 

committing su ch ac ts w ill ser ve so me d esire o f t he ag ent’s, w hether or n ot r efraining 
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from d oing so  must i ndeed ser ve so me su ch d esire -- that f act is  irrelevant t o th e 

explanation of the existence of moral reasons.  This seems to be Mackie’s view of moral 

normativity.  M ackie b elieves th at a n a ct b eing m orally w rong im plies a  ‘categorical 

imperative’ not to commit that act, which for Mackie entails ‘a reason for acting which 

[is] unc onditional i n t he s ense of  not  be ing c ontingent up on a ny pr esent de sire o f t he 

agent…’  (1977: 2 9)  When Mack ie say s t hat i t i s essential t o morality that i t i s 

‘objectively p rescriptive’, he means that moral reasons ‘are i ndependent of  t hat agent's 

desires or purposes.’ (1977, 1982: 115)  Thus, Mackie does not believe merely that moral 

reasons must be agent-neutral, but  that such reasons must not depend upon the agent’s 

desires at all.94

 

 

3.  Error theory and moral normativity 

Mackie and o thers a rgue on the basis o f Humeanism, PMNO, and the non-desire-based 

view of  m oral nor mativity f or error theory about m orality, a ccording t o w hich i t i s 

impossible t hat moral p roperties a re e ver in stantiated.95

                                                           
94   See also Scanlon (1998, pp. 150, 367), and Shafer-Landau (2003). 

  A s tandard a rgument f or e rror 

theory is essentially as follows: since the conjunction of PMNO and Humeanism entails 

that the reasons that derive from moral wrongs must be desire-based, and since the non-

desire-based view of moral normativity entails that those reasons cannot be desire-based, 

it must be that there cannot be moral wrongs.  Thus, error theory represents another way 

in which Humeanism and PMN can be reconciled: the error theorist rejects Possibility on 

the grounds that its first conjunct (‘x is morally wrong’) can never be satisfied. 



 
 

 
 

95 

 

But t here i s a  c ompelling a rgument f or e rror t heory t hat i nvokes P MN i n ge neral, a nd 

does not  r equire the non-desire-based view of  moral normativity.  T hat i s, Humeanism 

and any version o f PMN themselves r aise the specter o f e rror theory.  The a rgument I  

have i n m ind i s a s f ollows: t he conjunction of  P MN a nd H umeanism e ntails t hat 

Possibility is false; but if moral wrongness can be instantiated, then Possibility is true -- 

that is, if there can indeed be morally wrong acts, then there can be some such acts such 

that (1) the immoral actor had no desire that would have been served by refraining from 

such behavior, and (2) there was no  consistent subset of  he r α whose members j ointly 

entail that she has a d esire that would have been so served.  T hus, plausibly, PMN and 

Humeanism jointly entail error theory. 

 

Now, if the argument for error theory is sound, it must be that the falsity of error theory is 

not at least as well-supported as is the conjunction of Humeanism and PMN.  Although I 

agree with the error theorist that Humeanism is true, and also that there is some reason to 

accept PMN, I  do not believe that PMN is particularly well-supported, and I  think i t i s 

certainly l ess well-supported t han i s t he cl aim that t here c an i ndeed b e m orally w rong 

acts.  B ut I  do not  r eject t he contention t hat morality is necessarily, uni versally, a nd 

genuinely normative -- although that t hesis i s usually t aken to be  i dentical t o PMN, in 

fact PMN i s only a p articular specification o f t hat (more general) thesis, which can be 

stated as follows: 

                                                                                                                                                                             
95   See Mackie (1977) and Joyce (2001), (2006). 
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MORAL NORMATIVITY ( MN): Necessarily, f or a ll A,  x: if  A ’s d oing x was 

morally wrong, then when A did x, there was some φ such that A failed to φ and A 

had a reason to φ. 

 

There is no inconsistency in the Humean accepting MN -- after all, MN does not entail 

PMN; rather, PMN is the specification of MN that takes A’s φ-ing to be identical to A’s 

not-doing-x.  And I believe we do have good reason to accept MN.  Indeed, I believe that 

the reasons adduced in support of PMN in fact are reasons to accept PMN only because 

they a re reasons to  a ccept M N.  If  this is rig ht, th en if  th ere is  a  p lausible a lternative 

specification o f M N th at is  c ompatible w ith b oth H umeanism a nd th e f alsity o f e rror 

theory, then the a rgument for e rror theory loses its  b ite -- we then have no c ompelling 

reason to accept PMN, and thus no compelling reason to accept error theory.  I n section 

4, I suggest that the appeals commonly offered in favor of PMN are really only reasons to 

accept MN in general.  In section 5 , I a rgue that there i s indeed a  p lausible a lternative 

specification of MN that is compatible with Humean and the falsity of error theory -- one 

according t o w hich t he ‘φ’ c omponent of  M N denotes h aving a  sentiment of  a  c ertain 

sort.  If this version of MN is correct, then the normativity of morality involves reasons 

for having sentiments, rather than reasons for action.   

 

4.  In favor of MN, but not PMN 

I believe that PMN is not highly plausible in its own right; that is, I do not think PMN is 
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plausible i ndependent o f t he ge neral t hesis t hat morality involves ne cessary, uni versal, 

genuine no rmativity.  O f c ourse, i f, a s I  be lieve, t he more general t hesis e njoys s trong 

independent support, then to the extent to which PMN is more plausible than competing 

specifications of that thesis, PMN will inherit that support.  In the next section, I  argue 

that t here is i ndeed a  p lausible co mpeting sp ecification t hat h as a k ey advantage o ver 

PMN: it does not force us, given Humeanism, into error theory.  I n this section, I argue 

that PMN lacks strong independent support. 

 

Surprisingly little has been said by way of a positive argument for PMN;96 but if this is 

the case,  t hen w hy i s P MN t aken t o b e so  p lausible?  T he an swer must b e t hat PMN 

strongly seems to be  true -- it is  intuitively plausible t hat P MN i s t rue.  Indeed, 

philosophers who defend PMN often appeal to its intuitive force; but the intuitive force of 

PMN derives f rom its  relation to  reasons, not  to r easons for action, per se.  P arfit, for 

example, a rgues th at ‘[ f]or morality t o matter, w e must h ave r easons t o car e ab out 

morality, a nd t o a void a cting w rongly.’97

                                                           
96  One n otable e xception i s S mith ( 1994), w ho a rgues t hat P MN f ollows f rom t he be st 
explanation of the fact that we expect people to be motivated to do what they believe is morally 
required.  F or c ompelling obj ections t o t his a rgument, s ee B rink ( 1997, pp. 26-30) and C opp 
(1997, pp. 48-51). 

  The cl aim see ms t o b e t hat P MN i s a 

consequence o f t he t hesis t hat m orality m atters -- it is  that thesis th at is  intuitively 

plausible, and from which PMN is supposed to follow.  The thesis that morality matters, 

however, j ust i s t he m ore ge neral thesis a bout morality’s nor mativity; a nd, a s I  ha ve 

attempted to show, we should not think that PMN follows from the more general thesis.   

97   Parfit (forthcoming). 
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Richard Joyce makes a similar appeal.  He considers what sort of criticism is appropriate 

in response to a cr iminal (we may assume that he means to discuss one who’s criminal 

behavior w as a lso m orally w rong), a nd m akes t he f ollowing obs ervations: ‘We s eek 

something that might engage the criminal.  Even if it is something that does not succeed 

in actually persuading her, we want something the ignoring of which would be in some 

manner illegitimate on h er part.  L ooking to provide her with a reason appears the only 

possibility.’98

 

  Joyce then slides into talk of reasons for action; but the above remarks, and 

the intuitive appeal they occasion, are not confined to reasons for action, but to reasons 

generally -- as with Parfit, the normative significance of morality that Joyce cottons on to 

is more general than is PMN. 

Remarks like Parfit’s and Joyce’s suggest that implicit in an appeal to the intuitive force 

of PMN lies an appeal to the intuitive force of the more general thesis about morality’s 

normativity.  A nd it is  not a t a ll surprising that PMN is  taken to  follow from the more 

general th esis; a fter a ll, if  c ommitting a  p articular s ort o f act entails t he p resence of a 

reason, it is natural to assume that the relevant reason is a r eason to act.  But the move 

from moral normativity in general to practical moral normativity, although natural, is not 

the only option.  In the next section, I show that there is indeed a plausible non-practical 

view of moral normativity. 

 

                                                           
98   Joyce (2001), p. 44. 
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5.  Sentiment-based moral normativity: Part one 

An i mportant f eature o f my acco unt i s that the r easons i t i nvolves are n ot wrong-kind 

reasons.  T his feature provides a key advantage of my account, because plausibly, error 

theory is a  consequence of  t he c onjunction of  Humeanism a nd a ny ve rsion of  M N i n 

which the r easons a t issue a re of  the wrong kind.  I  t ake i t t hat Humeanism applies t o 

wrong ki nd r easons f or ha ving m ental s tates o r a ttitudes.  T hat is, H umeanism a bout 

reasons is more general than I have framed it -- it is about wrong-kind reasons in addition 

to r easons for a ction.  A ccording t o H umeanism br oadly c onstrued, i f t here i s a n 

objective wrong-kind reason for one to φ,  whether or not φ-ing is an action, then one has 

a desire that will be served by φ-ing.   

 

But now an issue arises with respect to MN that is  analogous to the one that raised the 

specter of error theory with PMN: if there can indeed be morally wrong acts, then it is 

implausible t hat i t i s a  c onstraint on r ational a gency t hat w hen a n a gent c ommits a  

morally wrong act, that agent fails to do something (or fails to have some attitude, etc.) 

such that either (1) she has a desire that would be served by doing that thing (or having 

that attitude, etc.), or (2) the members of some consistent subset of that agent’s α jointly 

entail that she has some such desire.  T hat is, it is plausible that if there can be morally 

wrong acts, then the following must be true: 

 

Possibility*: It is  possible for there to exist an agent-act pair <A, x> such that x 

was morally wrong, and such that there is no φ such that when A did x, A failed to 
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φ, and A had a desire that would have been served by φ-ing, and no φ such that 

when A did x, there was some consistent subset of A’s α whose members jointly 

entail that A has some desire that would be served by φ-ing. 

 

At the very least, we have no reason to accept the sort of modal constraint on desires and 

beliefs that would be required in order to legitimately deny Possibility* while endorsing 

the thesis that there can be morally wrong acts.  The upshot is that in order to avoid error 

theory, the Humean who accepts MN must endorse a version of MN that does not invoke 

wrong-kind r easons f or at titudes or reasons f or action -- it m ust i nvolve r ight-kind 

reasons for attitudes.  The specification of MN that I defend99

 

 involves sentiment reasons, 

i.e., right-kind reasons for having sentiments.   

As I ta ke it,  there are three possible sorts of attitudes for which there can be right-kind 

reasons: ep istemic at titudes ( e.g., b elief, cr edence), m otivational at titudes ( e.g., d esire, 

intention), and s entiments ( e.g., f ear, a nger, j oy).  N ow, i t i s i mplausible t hat t he 

normativity of morality derives from right-kind reasons for epistemic attitudes -- the sort 

of normative failure that occasions immoral behavior is not an epistemic failure.  Nor can 

it be t hat t he relevant a ttitudes are motivational, because a r ight-kind reason t o ha ve a  

motivational a ttitude is  a lso a  re ason to  act so a s t o br ing a bout t he obj ect of  t hat 

motivation -- a right-kind reason to desire or intend to do x (or that p) is also a reason to 

                                                           
99  Technically, my view is not a sp ecification of MN, but of an amended version of MN.  T his 
will be explained subsequently. 
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do x (or to bring it about that p) -- in which case committing a morally wrong act would 

again e ntail, i n c onjunction w ith H umeanism, t hat t he agent’s de sires a re i mplausibly 

modally constrained, and that morality’s normativity is entirely desire-dependent.  Thus, 

the onl y p lausible opt ion f or t he Humean i s t hat the relevant a ttitude i s a  c ertain 

sentiment (or group of sentiments), and that the reasons at issue are sentiment reasons. 

 

Thus, t aking ( 2) i nto a ccount, φ must b e sp ecified as h aving a p articular sen timent o r 

group of sentiments that rules out morally wrong action.  But as it stands, this cannot be 

correct, b ecause t here ar e n o sen timents t he mere h aving o f which r ules o ut i mmoral 

action.  What is plausible, however, is that having certain sentiments to certain degrees of 

strength rules out immoral action.  In  particular, the sentiments I w ill refer to as moral 

sentiments --  compassion and respect -- can play the relevant role.  The idea is that while 

one can  h ave some compassion an d r espect y et st ill co mmit i mmoral act s, i f o ne has 

enough compassion and respect, one simply cannot do s o.  It is having those sentiments 

to that degree that plays the role of φ in the specification of MN that I defend. 

 

6.  Moral sentiments 

In this section, I wish to clarify some important features of moral sentiments.  My goal is 

not to provide or defend a theory of the nature of compassion and respect, but rather to 

describe some key features of those sentiments, so that we have an adequate grasp of the 

sentiments at issue in the view I propose. 
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6.1  Compassion 

Compassion is not to be confused with pity.  A lthough pity, like compassion, involves a 

sort of emotional pain directed at the misfortune of another, the unique characteristic of 

pity is that it is a response to pathetic or shameful misfortune.  When pain at the suffering 

of another is born out of compassion, on t he other hand, one does not necessarily t ake 

that person’s suffering to be pathetic. 

 

Another ke y di fference be tween pi ty a nd c ompassion i s t hat pity i s a sentiment that 

occurs on ly i n response to s omeone’s m isfortune.  A s I  conceive i t, c ompassion i s a  

sentiment t hat one  can have t owards s omeone one doe s no t t ake to be  s uffering.100

                                                           
100   See, e.g., Nussbaum (2001) and Blum (1980).  I t is unclear to what extent ‘compassion’ in 
normal usage follows the philosophical trend.  I  suspect that ‘compassion’ is commonly used to 
refer both to the feeling of emotional pain in response to another’s misfortune, and to the broader 

  In 

holding this vi ew, I  differ f rom w hat a ppears t o be  the pr evailing phi losophical 

understanding of  c ompassion; but  there a re c ompelling reasons t o ho ld m y vi ew.  A  

compassionate person is disposed to refrain from causing the misfortune of others; but a 

compassionate pe rson j ust i s s omeone w ho i s disposed t owards f eeling co mpassion, i n 

certain circumstances.  Thus, if compassion just is a response to the misfortune of others, 

then one who is disposed towards such a response must also be disposed to refrain from 

causing s uch misfortune.  B ut t he connection between be ing di sposed t owards c ertain 

responses to misfortune, and the motivation not  to cause such misfortune, i s, a t best, a  

contingent ps ychological one .  T hus, s ince t he c onnection be tween be ing a  

compassionate pe rson a nd be ing di sposed not  t o c ause others misfortune i s not  
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contingent, compassion cannot merely be a response to the misfortune of others. 

 

Furthermore, pleas for compassion would make little sense if compassion were merely a 

response to misfortune.  Such appeals are a ttempts to persuade a  potential tormenter to 

refrain from causing misfortune -- they are not  requests that the potential tormentor have 

a particular attitude after causing misfortune, but rather that she have compassion now so 

that she doesn’t cause misfortune in the first place.  Compassion is therefore prior to and 

independent of  a ny pa rticular r esponse t o a ctual m isfortune, e ven i f i t involves b eing 

disposed t owards su ch a r esponse.  R ather, c ompassion i s a r esponse t o so meone’s 

potential for m isfortune -- it is  a s entiment that gr ounds concern f or t he s uffering o f 

others, even when no one is in fact suffering. 

 

6.2  Respect 

The type of respect relevant to morality is a  form of recognition respect, as o pposed to 

appraisal respect.101

                                                                                                                                                                             
sentiment I use the term to denote. 

  Appraisal respect i nvolves t hinking hi ghly of someone.  

Recognition r espect d oes not  i nvolve pos itive a ppraisal, but  r ather i nvolves due 

consideration and the disposition to curtail behavior one would otherwise engage in.  The 

distinction is best borne out through examples of what we respect in those two ways.  We 

generally have recognition respect for the law, for dangerous things, for other people’s 

feelings, and for people in positions of authority.  We generally have appraisal respect for 

those w ith t alent, t hose w ith hi gh a chievements, t hose w ith i ntegrity, and t hose w ho 
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perform supererogatory acts. 

 

The type of respect relevant to morality (henceforth, ‘respect’) involves due consideration 

of other people’s interests and desires, and the disposition to curtail selfish behavior.  I t 

assigns to the interests and desires of others a baseline level of importance.  When I have 

respect for someone, the desires and interests of that person matter to me.  That is not to 

say that respect compels towards selfless or generous behavior.  O ne with respect need 

not be  m otivated t o do  a nything for another person; bu t r espect doe s r equire s ome 

minimal degree of motivation to take into account the desires and interests of others. 

 

7.  Sentiment-based moral normativity: Part two 

Here i s w here w e are: i n o rder t o avoid error t heory, t he H umean m ust s pecify φ as 

having m oral sen timents t o a ce rtain d egree, a nd t he r easons at  i ssue i n MN  m ust b e 

sentiment reasons.  From this it follows that MN must be specified as follows: 

 

Necessarily, for all A, x: if A’s doing x was morally wrong, then when A did x, A 

failed t o ha ve m oral s entiments w ith c ertain d egrees of  s trength, and A  ha d 

sentiment reason to have those sentiments to those degrees. 

 

But there is a problem.  I t is implausible that one can have a right-kind reason to φ-to-a-

degree -- one can only have a right-kind reason-to-a-degree to φ.  Epistemic reasons are 

                                                                                                                                                                             
101   This distinction is from Darwall (1977). 
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a case in point.  P lausibly, an  epistemic r eason t o b elieve t hat p is ( roughly) a  

consideration that raises the probability that p is true (with respect to relevant background 

propositions).  Thus, right-kind reasons to believe favor beliefs simpliciter, not beliefs-to-

a-degree.  C onsider, for example, a case in which I have an epistemic reason to believe 

that not-p, but more epistemic reason to believe that p, such that I  have most epistemic 

reason to b elieve t hat p.  I f ep istemic r easons ar e r easons t o b elieve-to-a-degree, t hen 

there m ust be so me d egree t o w hich I  h ave a  r eason to b elieve t hat not-p.  B ut there 

appears to be no such degree -- I simply have a reason to believe that not-p, and we are at 

a loss when asked to identify the degree of credence to which that reason attaches.102

 

   

It can be , however, t hat one  has most reason t o φ-to-a-degree.  I f, for example, I have 

most epistemic reason to believe that p, then there is some degree to which I have most 

reason to believe that p.  B ecause having most reason is a verdictive notion, we can ask 

what the ultimate weight of the verdict is, i.e., how strongly one option is favored over 

the others; and that is just to ask to what degree one has most reason to φ, where φ-ing is 

whatever the verdict demands.  Thus, the Humean can capture morality’s normativity via 

the f ollowing r evised v ersion of  M N t hat t akes i nto a ccount t he f act t hat ha ving most 

reason can play the relevant normative role: 

 

 

                                                           
102  We can, of course, identify (in principle) the degree of weight of that reason -- the degree to 
which that reason affects the overall balance of reasons for and against believing the proposition 
in question by contributing to its side of the issue. 
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MN*: Necessarily, for al l A, x: i f A’s doing x was morally wrong, then there is 

some φ such that when A did x, A failed to φ and either (a) A had a reason to φ, or 

(b) A had most reason to φ. 

 

And t he pr eviously de tailed c onstraints on s pecifying M N t ransfer t o s pecifying M N*; 

thus, in order to avoid error theory, the Humean must specify MN* as follows: 

 

Sentimentalist Moral Normativity (SMN):  Necessarily, for all A, x: if A’s doing x 

was morally wrong, then when A did x, A failed to have moral sentiments with 

certain d egrees of  s trength, a nd A  ha d m ost sentiment r eason to ha ve t hose 

sentiments to those degrees. 

 

Put slightly differently, the idea is that if A’s doing x was morally wrong, then A’s doing 

x would have been ruled out by A having the moral sentiments that A had most reason to 

have had, to the degree to which A had most reason to have had them.103

 

 

There is no tension between Humeanism and SMN, because the reasons at issue in SMN 

(sentiment reasons) are not those at issue in Humeanism (wrong-kind reasons); and the 

thesis that SMN e ntirely c aptures morality’s n ormativity i s c ompatible w ith th e non-

desire-based view of moral normativity, because sentiment reasons do not  depend upon 

                                                           
103   In the following chapter, I use a more general argument to suggest that only a version of MN 
in which the reasons are decisive will be adequate.  This is because morally wrong action always 
justifies moral criticism, and criticizability involves the failure to respond to one’s best reasons, 
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desires.  Thus, by endorsing SMN the Humean is free to accept the necessary, universal, 

and genuine normativity of morality while rejecting error theory.  C ombining this result 

with that of the previous chapter (i.e., that we should all be Humeans about reasons), we 

should accept the following view: given the plausible thesis that morality is necessarily, 

universally, and genuinely normative, it is not the case that one necessarily has reason to 

refrain f rom doing the morally wrong thing; rather, one  necessarily has most r eason to 

have moral sentiments to a degree that would rule out doing the morally wrong thing. 

 

8.  Ruling out action 

One may be skeptical that having certain sentiments to certain degrees can actually rule 

out certain behavior.  I believe such a phenomenon is quite plausible.  Here is an account 

of how this works.  Being motivated more strongly not to commit a certain act than one is 

motivated to commit that act is to have a motivational profile -- a set of motivations held 

to p articular d egrees o f st rength -- that ru les out c ommitting th at a ct.  F urthermore, 

anything that entails having such a motivational profile will also rule out committing that 

act.  My  proposal is that having moral sentiments to certain degrees does just that, with 

respect t o morally w rong a cts.  The i dea i s t hat m oral s entiments ha ve m otivational 

components t hat gr ound a  t ype of  motivational pr ofile t hat i s c haracteristic of  h aving 

those sentiments.  But the particular motivational profiles that result from having moral 

sentiments will be tied to the degree to which those sentiments are had; and when they 

are h ad to  a  g reat e nough d egree, th e motivational p rofile th at re sults w ill ru le o ut 

                                                                                                                                                                             
not merely some reason or another. 
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immoral behavior.   

 

But there is a potential worry.  One might wonder, is it not the case that one can commit a 

morally wrong act while having any degree of compassion and respect, so long as one is 

motivated to a strong enough degree to commit that act?  T ake, for example, the act of 

murder.  A lthough ha ving a  c ertain de gree of  c ompassion a nd r espect may ne cessitate 

having a  c ertain s trength o f m otivation to r efrain f rom m urder, it  s eems th at th at 

motivation might be overridden by a stronger motivation to murder.  On my view, that is 

impossible; but why would that be the case?  More generally, on my view it must be that 

having c ertain s entiments to  c ertain d egrees rules o ut h aving c ertain motivations w ith 

certain degrees of strength; but if the source of a motivation is external to the sentiments 

at i ssue, then, i t seems, t he s trength of  t hat m otivation cannot be  constrained by t hose 

sentiments. 

 

This obj ection r elies on  t he a ssumption t hat moral s entiments i nvolve m erely having 

certain m otivations, a nd do not  a lso i nvolve t he regulation of one ’s motivations i n 

general; a nd t his a ssumption i s un warranted.  In pa rticular, m oral sen timents p lausibly 

involve a  suppression of t he s trengths of  m otivations to do t hings t hat c ause h arm t o 

sentient beings.  T he idea is that when one comes to have more compassion and respect 

towards s omeone, one  i s not  s imply more s trongly motivated n ot t o ha rm t hat pe rson; 

additionally, one is less strongly motivated to harm that person -- there is a weakening of 

any m otivation one  ha s t o ha rm t hat pe rson, i n a ddition t o a  s trengthening of  t he 
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motivation one ha s not  t o ha rm t hat pe rson.  And t he gr eater one ’s compassion a nd 

respect, t he greater t his ‘suppression ef fect’ b ecomes.  I f t his i s the cas e, t hen a g reat 

enough degree of moral sentiment might involve (a) a certain strength of motivation not 

to m urder, a nd ( b) a s uppression of t he m otivation to murder to be low t he l evel of  

strength of one’s motivation not to murder; and this is a motivational profile that rules out 

murder. 

 

9.  An objection 

A pos sible line of  r esistance to m y vi ew h as t o do w ith t he f act t hat M N*, a nd 

consequently SMN, deals only with reasons that a ttach to  morally wrong acts, and not  

with re asons th at a ttach to  morally required acts.  A lthough MN * i s a p articular 

specification of  t he vi ew t hat m orality i s n ecessarily, uni versally, a nd ge nuinely 

normative, MN* i s a r estricted v ersion of i t, because t he f ollowing thesis i s a lso a  

specification of that view: 

 

MN*+: Necessarily, for all A, x: if A’s doing x was morally required, then there is 

some φ such that when A did x, A φ-ed and either (a) A had a reason to φ, or (b) A 

had most reason to φ. 

 

Realize, P MN en tails b oth MN * an d MN *+ -- PMN thus a ims t o cap ture, in an  

importance sense, the full range of moral normativity.  S MN, on t he other hand, entails 

MN* but not MN*+.  But, one might claim, moral normativity must attach to acts that are 
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morally required, not merely to those that are morally wrong. 

 

I believe that once we reject PMN, and with it the claim that necessarily, one has a reason 

to do w hat is m orally r equired, w e a re l eft w ith no c ompelling reason t o be lieve that 

morality’s normativity m ust be  c aptured vi a M N*+.  T he t hesis t hat m orality is 

necessarily, universally, and genuinely normative just is the thesis that at least one of the 

MN*’s ( either M N* o r M N*+ ( or bot h)) i s true.  T herefore, t he H umean f louts no 

compelling thesis in failing to capture morality’s normativity via MN*+. 

 

This may seem less than fully satisfying, because it may seem as if we should be able to 

say something normative about one who does what is morally required.  But, realize, in 

accepting SMN we can say something normative about such a person: that she avoided 

acting i n a  way t hat w ould ha ve e ntailed l acking t he moral s entiments s he ha d m ost 

reason to have to the degree to which she had most reason to have them.  A nd, perhaps 

more importantly, we can say something normative about one who is faced with a choice 

between exclusive actions one of which is morally obligatory: that i f she has the moral 

sentiments she has most r eason to have to t he degree to which she has most r eason to 

have them, then she will do what is morally required. 

 

10.  The supererogatory 

In this section, I describe a further advantage of SMN: that it allows for a unified account 

of the normativity of supererogatory action and morally wrong action, and so allows for 
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a more cohesive explanation of moral normativity in general. 

 

Consider how we are inclined to react to those who fail to do what is supererogatory.  We 

are not inclined to say that such a person should have had more compassion or respect, 

but onl y t hat s uch a  p erson could, i n t he nor matively l oaded s ense, ha ve ha d m ore 

compassion, or more respect -- that it would have been permissible, and perhaps a good 

thing.  But we are, I believe, inclined to chastise those who have so little compassion and 

respect that they feel no pull whatsoever towards committing supererogatory acts -- that 

person, we be lieve, should have more compassion, or  more respect.  F urthermore, i t i s 

plausible that the relevant ‘should’ is the ‘should’ of most reason.  If this is correct, then 

we can account for the normativity of the supererogatory via a theory similar to SMN: 

 

SMN+:  N ecessarily, for al l A , x: if A’s doi ng x was supererogatory, t hen, A’s 

having a t least s ome motivation t owards doi ng x was e ntailed by A  ha ving t he 

moral sen timents that A has most reason to have, to the degree to which A has 

most reason to have them.104

 

 

On t his vi ew, j ust a s h aving t he m oral s entiments one  ha s m ost r eason t o ha ve to t he 

degree to which one has most reason to have them entails doing what is morally required, 

having those sentiments also entails having at least some motivation towards doing what 

is s upererogatory.  W ith S MN, m oral n ormativity as a whole becomes ex plicable, as 

                                                           
104  As in SMN, the reasons at issue in SMN+ are right-kind reasons for having sentiments.   
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grounded in one’s best reasons for having moral sentiments.  This explanatory ability is a 

further reason to endorse SMN. 

 

11.  Summary and preview 

In t his c hapter, I  ha ve argued t hat t he c onjunction of  H umeanism a nd t he t hesis t hat 

morality is necessarily, universally, and genuinely normative strongly suggests that SMN 

is true.  In the previous chapter, I argued for Humeanism.  In this chapter, I have merely 

noted the s trong i ntuitive pl ausibility of  the thesis that morality i nvolves ne cessary, 

universal, genuine normativity.  In the next chapter, I present an argument for that thesis.  

In particular, I argue that committing a morally wrong act entails that for some φ, one has 

failed to  φ and one  subjectively ought to ha ve φ-ed.  T hus, I  a rgue, S MN s hould be  

specified in terms of subjective oughts. 
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CHAPTER FOUR: MORAL CRITICISM AND 
SUBJECTIVE MORAL NORMATIVITY 
 

1.  Overview 

In the previous chapter, I  suggested that the intuition that drives acceptance of PMN in 

fact justifies accepting a more general thesis about the normativity of morality, MN, of 

which PMN is merely an instance.  Furthermore, I pointed out that arguments for MN are 

hard to come by -- virtually all appeals to MN are based essentially on intuition.  But this 

is a  hi ghly defeasible f orm o f a rgumentation.  S ome may deny ha ving t he i ntuition a t 

issue, or  d eny ha ving i t t o a  de gree s trong e nough t o r ely upon i n phi losophical 

theorizing.  Indeed, there seem to be plausible explanations for why it would seem as if 

MN i s t rue, d espite t he f act t hat i t i s n ot: n atural sel ection f or h umans f avors t he 

avoidance of morally wrong behavior, and thus favors viewing moral considerations as 

having some sort of privileged normative status (as MN implies).  Whether or not moral 

considerations indeed involve necessary, universal, and genuine normativity, it would be 

an evolutionary advantage for it to seem as if it did, and so the presence of that intuition 

is not particularly reliable evidence that it is veridical. 

 

I believe that the intuition in question is indeed veridical, and in this chapter I argue for 

that v iew.  M y a rgument w ill e ntail a  s pecific version of M N -- in pa rticular, one  i n 

which the reasons at issue derive from subjective oughts.  That is, I argue for 
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SUBJECTIVE MORAL NORMATIVITY:  Necessarily, for all A, x: if A’s doing 

x was morally wrong, then when A did x, there was  some φ such that A failed to 

φ and A subjectively ought to have φ-ed. 

 

My argument is as follows: 

 

 CRITICAL SUBJECTIVE N ORMATIVITY ( CSN): Ne cessarily, f or a ll A:  I f 

 there i s sufficient reason105

 

 to be c ritical o f S , then there is  some φ such that A 

 failed to φ and A subjectively ought to have φ-ed. 

 MORAL CRITICIZABILITY (MC): Necessarily, for a ll A, x: The fact that A’s 

 doing x was morally wrong is sufficient reason to be critical of A.106

 

   

These two premises entail that SUBJECTIVE MORAL NORMATIVITY is true. 

 

2.  Criticizing and being critical: the act vs. the attitude of criticism 

In or der t o understand what I  m ean by being critical, i t is im portant to  re cognize th e 

distinction between criticizing, or committing the act of criticism, and being critical, or  

                                                           
105  As I take it, the proposition that one has sufficient reason to φ is just the proposition that it is 
not the case that one ought to refrain from φ-ing. 
106 Realize, the sense of ‘sufficient reason’ in both CSN and MC is not that of wrong-kind 
reasons.  I t is easy  t o see t hat b oth cl aims wo uld b e i mplausible i f ‘ sufficient r eason’ w ere 
interpreted i n t hat w ay.  T hus, I  as sume t hat ‘ sufficient r eason’ r efers t o sufficient right-kind 
reason to be critical -- whatever that sort of reason that happens to be (which will depend upon 
what attitude criticism is, which is addressed subsequently) -- and I omit explicit qualification in 
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being i n the state or ha ving t he attitude of c riticism.  I  ta ke it  t hat a n act o f c riticism 

involves making a critical statement or gesture, and is an expression of one’s attitude of 

criticism.  The distinction is vital because reasons to criticize are not always reasons to be 

critical.  T he s ort o f re ason th at applies to a cts o f c riticism is  th e s ort o f re ason th at 

applies to  a cts in  g eneral.  B ut th e s ort o f re ason th at a pplies to  a ttitudes o f c riticism 

includes the sort of reason that applies to whatever attitude criticism is -- that is, the type 

of r ight-kind re ason re levant to the p articular attitude a t i ssue.  I w ill la ter c onsider 

different s orts o f a ttitudes th at an a ttitude o f c riticism might b e.  In  p articular, I will 

consider the view that an a ttitude of cr iticism is simply a b elief of some sort, the view 

that i t i s a s entiment such as d isrespect or d isapproval, and the v iew that being cr itical 

involves having both belief and some other attitude.  It is important at this point simply to 

see t hat t he reasons that a pply to b eliefs, s entiments, or  i ndeed w hatever a ttitude one 

thinks an attitude of criticism is, are distinct from reasons to criticize. 

 

My argument concerns only the attitude of criticism.  After all, MC would be implausible 

if it w ere the proposition t hat one  a lways ha s s ufficient r eason t o c ommit a n a ct of  

criticism towards a w rongdoer.  C ertainly there are cases in which someone commits a 

morally w rong a ct ye t one  ough t not  to c riticize t he w rongdoer.  F or e xample, t hat 

criticizing t he wrongdoer w ill no t m ake a nything be tter a nd w ill i n f act m ake t hings 

worse might be sufficient reason not to criticize.  MC is the proposition that one always 

has sufficient reason to have an attitude of criticism towards a wrongdoer.  T hus, unless 

                                                                                                                                                                             
what follows. 
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otherwise noted, I use ‘criticism’ (and cognate terms) to refer to the attitude, not the act, 

of criticism. 

 

3.  Moral criticism and moral blame 

To be  morally critical of A  is  to  be c ritical o f A  for committing a  morally wrong act.  

More p recisely, i t i s t o be cr itical o f A  f or c ommitting a  moral w rong per se.  B eing 

critical o f so meone f or co mmitting a morally w rong act  b ecause su ch an  act  f ailed t o 

meet some other condition -- a condition other than that act being morally wrong -- does 

not count as being morally critical.  For example, being critical of you f or committing a 

morally w rong a ct be cause you c ould ha ve a chieved hi gher s ocial s tatus by r efraining 

from committing a morally wrong act in those circumstances is not being morally critical.  

Being morally critical of A is being critical of A for committing a morally wrong act, and 

at bottom, only for committing a morally wrong act. 

 

It would be helpful to have before us some examples of expressions of moral criticism.  I 

take the f ollowing s tatements t o c onstitute e xpressions o f moral c riticism (o rdinarily, 

when made sincerely): 

 

 That guy is a jerk. 

 How dare you do that. 

 She shouldn’t have been so mean. 

 That was an awful thing to do. 
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 His behavior was thoughtless. 

 

Each o f t hese st atements ex presses t hat so meone’s be havior w as morally w rong.  But 

when such statements are made in ordinary contexts, the speaker intends to do more than 

simply express his belief about the wrongness of someone’s behavior -- the speaker also 

intends to express his attitude of criticism of that behavior, and criticism of that behavior 

for being morally wrong.  M oral criticism, then, is  not simply moral belief -- believing 

that someone committed a morally wrong act is not sufficient for being morally critical of 

that person.  An amoralist, for example, might believe that someone committed a moral 

wrong while having no attitude of criticism whatsoever towards the wrongdoer. 

 

It is important to d istinguish m oral c riticism f rom a nother s ort o f r esponse to moral 

wrongdoings, what have been called reactive attitudes -- moral emotions such as gui lt, 

resentment, a nd indignation.  T he m ore ne bulous no tion of  moral blame has be en 

analyzed in terms of reactive at titudes.107  According to Jay Wallace, to morally blame 

another person A for φ-ing is to feel resentment or indignation towards A for φ-ing.  T o 

morally b lame o neself f or φ-ing i s t o f eel gui lty f or φ-ing.  W allace h as in  m ind with 

respect t o blame t he at titude/expression d istinction d iscussed ab ove w ith r espect to 

criticism -- the a ttitude of moral bl ame i s t o be  di stinguished f rom t he e xpression of  

blame, or the act of blaming.  An expression of blame is, at least in part, an expression of 

the emotions that constitute one’s attitude of blame. 
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I think there is a stark intuitive difference between moral criticism and moral blame, and 

thus t hat t he di stinction be tween t hem c an be  s ufficiently de fended pr ior t o a ny 

theoretical investigation of the nature of moral criticism.  T he distinction can be teased 

out by c onsidering c ases i n w hich i t i s intuitive th at s omeone is  m orally c ritical o f 

another pe rson, ye t f eels none  of  t he ot her-directed r eactive em otions co nstitutive o f 

blame.  T his i s t he t ype of  pe rson w e m ay c all the non-reactive moralist.  T he non-

reactive moralist i s a v ery moral person -- he is deeply concerned about morality, both 

with r espect t o hi s ow n be havior a nd a ttitudes, a nd w ith respect to the be havior and 

attitudes of  others.  H e cares s trongly about being morally good and doing the morally 

right thing, and he cares strongly that others do the same.  But the non-reactive moralist 

never f eels resentment or i ndignation t owards those he  be lieves ha ve c ommitted e ven 

very serious moral transgressions.  P erhaps he has trained himself not to do s o, due to a 

belief t hat t hose e motions are ei ther co unter-productive, morally w rong t o ha ve, or  

otherwise u njustified.  O r pe rhaps he i s t hat w ay by ha ppenstance.  I n a ny c ase, t he 

crucial point is  that the non-reactive moralist lacks any tendency towards the negative, 

other-directed moral em otions asso ciated w ith moral b lame, d espite h is car ing d eeply 

about morality. 

 

Now, consider how the non-reactive moralist might respond to what he believes to be a 

terrible moral transgression committed by another person.  Is it not possible that the non-

                                                                                                                                                                             
107  See, e.g., Strawson, (1960) and Wallace (1994).   
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reactive moralist can be morally critical of  the wrongdoer?  C an he not  s incerely make 

statements like ‘That guy is a jerk’ and ‘That was an awful thing to do’?  I think that our 

intuitive re action to th ese q uestions is  ‘y es’ -- we can  b e morally c ritical o f someone 

without morally blaming that person. 

 

Perhaps it would be more revealing to consider a particular sort of non-reactive moralist, 

the utterly compassionate moralist -- someone who not  only fails to feel r esentment or  

indignation i n r esponse t o pe rceived m oral w rongs, but  i nstead f eels not hing but  

compassion t owards t he w rongdoer.  ( This s ort of  s tance i s a n i deal i n many r eligious 

traditions, such as some branches of Christianity and Buddhism.)  I th ink it is  clear that 

despite his sympathetic stance, the utterly compassionate moralist might be highly critical 

of wrongdoers. 

 

John S korupski ha s s uggested a n a lternative a ccount of  b lame, i n w hich t he ‘ blame-

feeling’ is analyzed n ot i n terms o f  e motions t hat ‘ dispose t o ag gressive restorative 

action’ such a s r esentment a nd i ndignation, but  r ather i n t erms of  di sposing t o 

‘withdrawal of  recognition, casting out of  the community.’108  According to Skorupski, 

analyzing blame in terms of forms of anger -- resentment and indignation -- gets both the 

characteristic behavior and inherent phenomenology of blaming wrong.  One need not be 

angry to blame -- ‘one may blame with regret or sorrow.’109

 

 

                                                           
108 Skorupski (1999), pp. 179-80. 
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On S korupski’s a ccount of  bl ame, it i s unc lear w hether o ne m ight morally c riticize 

without b laming, s ince it is  u nclear whether one c an be  morally c ritical of  s omeone 

without be ing di sposed t owards os tracizing hi m.  I t is tempting t o t hink t hat b eing 

morally critical e ntails be ing di sposed t owards t he be havior S korupski thinks i s 

characteristic o f b lame.  B ut S korupski’s b lame i s a v ery different an imal t han i s t he 

blame o f Wallace an d S trawson.  S korupski’s b lame-feeling seem s ak in to s trong 

disrespect; and, as I will suggest, criticism is plausibly analyzed (in part) in terms of such 

a feeling.  I am thus inclined to think that Skorupski’s blame-feeling is properly described 

as a criticism-feeling, and that we should reserve ‘blame’ for the a ttitudes Wallace and 

Strawson outline.  W hether moral c riticism is  d istinct f rom Skorupski’s b lame, then, is  

not of  pr ime i mportance; it s uffices f or th e e xplicative p urposes h ere to  d ifferentiate 

moral criticsm from moral blame in Wallace’s and Strawson’s sense, i.e., to differentiate 

it from the reactive attitudes. 

 

I t rust this suffices as at l east g ood prima facie reason t o differentiate m oral cr iticism 

from moral b lame, i. e., from th e re active a ttitudes.  In  s ection V I, I o ffer a  th eory o f 

criticism -- an account of what cr iticism is -- that will vindicate that distinction, as that 

account will not incorporate the reactive attitudes. 

 

4.  Moral criticizability 

In this section, I argue that MC is true.  Recall, moral criticism is criticizing someone for 

                                                                                                                                                                             
109 Ibid., p. 180. 
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committing a  morally w rong a ct.  I  be gin w ith t he a ssumption t hat t here a re pos sible 

cases in which moral criticism is justified.  This assumption should not be controversial.  

Moral criticism is ubiquitous, and so i t is reasonable to believe that it is widely agreed 

that moral criticism sometimes actually is justified; and so it is reasonable to believe that 

it i s w idely a greed that it is p ossible th at m oral c riticism is  ju stified.  I tr ust this i s 

sufficient to justify the assumption at issue. 

 

Now, if one is justified in φ-ing for reason R, then R must be a reason to φ.  Thus, if one 

is ju stified in b eing c ritical o f A  f or c ommitting a  morally w rong a ct, t hen t hat A 

committed a morally wrong act must be a reason to be critical of A.  More precisely, the 

proposition that A  c ommitted a  m orally w rong a ct m ust be  a  s ubjective r eason t o be  

critical of A.  And if it is possible that the proposition that p is a subjective reason for one 

to φ, then it is possible that the fact that p is an objective reason for one to φ.  Therefore, 

it is possible that the fact that A committed a morally wrong act is an objective reason to 

be morally critical of A. 

 

MC goes further by implying that it is necessary that the fact that A committed a morally 

wrong act is reason to morally criticize A, and that such a reason is necessarily sufficient 

for moral criticism -- there can be no reasons that override it, such that one ought not to 

morally criticize A.  S o if one is to deny MC, one must believe either that it is possible 

that f or s ome x, the f act t hat A ’s do ing x is morally w rong is  not a r eason t o m orally 

criticize A, or that in some cases such a reason is insufficient for moral criticism.  It is the 
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burden of  t he de nier of  M C t o pr ovide a  pl ausible c ase i n w hich one  i s e xcused f rom 

moral criticism, but not absolved of moral wrongdoing.  I  believe that there are no such 

cases.  I  w ill consider what I  t ake to be the most promising general account of  such a  

case, and I will argue that it is inadequate. 

 

One might think that there is clearly a sort of case in which one lacks sufficient reason to 

morally criticize A, despite the fact that A’s φ-ing was morally wrong -- namely, a case in 

which one  i s not  responsible for o ne’s m orally w rong a ct.  T here i s a di fference, w e 

might think, between what is morally wrong and what is blameworthy.  The blameworthy 

is an act that is (1) morally wrong, and (2) committed under conditions of responsibility.  

If there is sufficient reason to blame A, then A did something morally wrong; but  only 

some morally wrong acts are blameworthy -- those acts that the agent is responsible for 

committing.  With th is in  m ind, o ne m ight th ink it intuitive t hat one  s hould not  be  

morally criticized for something one was morally blameless in doing.  A fter all, even if 

moral blame is not identical to moral criticism, both blame and criticism are similar in a 

potentially relevant way: they are both backwards-looking attitudes that cast their objects 

in a n egative l ight.  S ince b lame an d cr iticism ar e t he same i n t his w ay, i t seems 

reasonable to t hink that t heir j ustificatory g round m ight a lso be  t he s ame.  I  be lieve, 

however, that the fact that A is not  morally responsible for his morally wrong act does 

not a bsolve A  o f c riticizability f or th at a ct -- there ar e cases i n w hich t here i s not 

sufficient reason to blame A, yet there is sufficient reason to be morally critical of A.   
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In Living Without Free Will, Derk Pereboom argues that the fact that one is blameless for 

doing x is c ompatible with t he m oral w rongness of  one ’s doi ng x .  Furthermore, he  

claims that ‘we can legitimately make moral criticisms of others even if hard determinism 

undermines evaluations of agents as blameworthy or praiseworthy.’110

 

  Michael Slote also 

argues that blamelessness does not undermine moral criticizability: 

We…want t o cr iticize viciousness...  Y et at  t he sam e t ime I  t hink w e 

recognize t hat vi ciousness ne edn't be  morally bl ameworthy…  We t hink 

badly of someone who treats others badly, and even when we can't regard 

such behavior as b lameworthy, we st ill can and do criticize i t as t reating 

others badly or relating poorly to others or the sign of a vicious temper.111

 

   

Slote means to imply not only that it is possible to be morally critical of people who we 

regard as blameless, but that moral criticism can be acceptable in such cases -- we can be 

critical of such people in a normative sense of ‘can’, i.e., we have sufficient reason to do 

so.  He says, 

 

We may know of a psychopathic killer that he was beaten and tortured as a 

child by his parents and so believe that through the accident of birth and as 

a result of treatment he had no control over, he developed a vicious streak 

or, w orse, became a v icious k iller.  B ut ag ain this n eedn't co mmit u s t o 

                                                           
110   Pereboom (2001), p. 150. 
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seeing h im a s b lameworthy f or be ing w hat he  i s or f or a cting 

accordingly...  T hus w hen w e…claim s omeone i s a  v icious ki ller or 

psychopath, w e a re c learly e valuating i n a  no nsuperficial a nd important 

way, b ut su ch a n egative assessm ent o f w hat someone o r so mething i s 

deeply l ike doe s not  c ommit us  to t he m oral e valuations [ of moral 

responsibility].  The vicious killer may not be able to help being as he is or 

acting as he does, but in characterizing him as we do, we are expressing a 

highly ne gative opi nion a bout hi m.  We a re s aying t hat one w ay he  

(centrally or deeply) is on non -egoistic grounds a terrible way to be, and 

the e xample i s a  good one, t herefore, of  t he p ossibility of  non -egoistic 

ethical criticism without moral blame.112

 

 

The explanation of why a psychotic person is psychotic ‘leaves the criticism of how the 

person relates to others entirely intact, but  s imply gives us  r eason not  to blame he r, or  

find her blameworthy, for the way she deals with others.’113

 

 

The poi nt br ought out  by P ereboom a nd S lote i s a n i ntuitive one .  When w e c onsider 

cases in which someone lacks moral responsibility for his morally wrong behavior, one is 

not led to conclude that the person’s behavior is not open to moral criticism.  Now, it is 

important t o r ecognize the di alectical methodology a t w ork he re.  T he objection under 

                                                                                                                                                                             
111  Slote (1990), pp. 377-8. 
112  Ibid, p. 377. 
113  Ibid, p. 378. 
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consideration i s t hat l acking moral r esponsibility for one ’s morally wrong a ct a bsolves 

someone of moral criticizability for that act.  But the objection is grounded in intuition -- 

the claim is  that i t seems as if lacking responsibility absolves one of  criticizability, and 

thus t here i s good r eason for supposing that l acking r esponsibility does absolve one of  

criticizability.  The point made by Pereboom and Slote is likewise grounded in intuition -

- their p oint i s t hat i t seem s as if l acking r esponsibility d oes not absolve one  of  

criticizability.  T hat claim is based on our intuitive reactions to particular cases -- when 

we act ually co nsider c ertain cases  o f b lamelessness, w e ar e n ot i nclined t o t hink t hat 

moral c riticizability m ust b e a bsent.  In light o f in tuitions a bout p articular c ases -- 

intuitions that run contrary to, and are, presumably, more salient than the intuitions about 

the more general and theoretical notion that blamelessness absolves one of criticizability -

- we ought to side with our reaction to the particular cases, and reject the contention that 

moral criticizability requires moral responsibility.  I t ake it that this strategy -- so-called 

‘intuition pum ping’ -- is a  l egitimate w ay of  r esponding t o t he s ort of  obj ection under 

consideration.  O f co urse, t he s trategy i s su ccessful o nly to t he ex tent t o w hich the 

intuitions p umped i ndeed r un c ontrary to t he view unde r consideration, a nd a re more 

salient than the intuitions in favor of that view.  N evertheless, I think that both of these 

conditions hold w ith respect to the i ssue a t ha nd.  I t seems, ove rall, that l acking 

blameworthiness does not absolve one of moral criticizability. 

 

But perhaps this is too quick.  The lesson to be learned here might be simply that in some 

cases of blameless morally wrong behavior, there is still sufficient reason to be morally 
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critical of the agent.  That is, one might agree that being blameworthy is not necessary for 

being morally criticizable, but still think that some cases in which one is not blameworthy 

are cases in which one is not morally criticizable: one might think that in some cases, the 

fact that A is not morally responsible for doing x absolves A of moral criticizability for 

doing x, without it being the case that lacking moral responsibility always absolves one of 

moral criticizability.  Can we not conceive of a case in which one is blameless in such a 

way as to absolve one of moral criticizability, despite the wrongness of one’s act? 

 

If blamelessness does not always absolve someone of criticizability, what sort of case of 

blamelessness w ould ab solve so meone o f cr iticizability?  O ne might su ggest that 

criticizability is a bsolved in c ertain cases  i n which o ne is very blameless, o r utterly 

blameless.  It is reasonable to suppose that there are degrees of blamelessness -- it seems 

that one can be more or less morally responsible for one’s actions.  N ow, a p articularly 

blameless so rt o f morally w rong a ct is  o ne in  w hich o ne’s a ct is  a  d irect re sult of a  

significant deviation from one’s normal personality, where that change in personality is 

deliberately caused by another person.  I n such cases, one i s very b lameless, o r u tterly 

blameless.  A t the least, it is  difficult to see what sort of scenario might absolve one of 

moral responsibility to a greater degree, while preserving the wrongness of one’s act.  So 

let us consider such a case in detail. 

 

A was a morally upright adult prior to time t.  At t, a malicious pharmacologist slipped A 

a d rug that p ermanently al tered A ’s p ersonality, su ch t hat ev ery time A  sees  a  m an 
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wearing a blue shirt, the following happens: (1) A’s ordinary moral motivation becomes 

disabled -- A i s in no  way di sposed towards refraining f rom committing moral wrongs 

per se (e.g., A has no s tanding desire to refrain from committing moral wrongs, A does 

not feel compassion or  respect, e tc.); and (2) A instantaneously develops the following 

feature: A  would f eel si gnificant pleasure by  punc hing b lue-shirt-wearing m en i n t he 

face.  Furthermore, A becomes aware of that fact, and on that basis forms a strong desire 

to punch blue-shirt-wearing men in the face.  The syndrome that is evoked in A by seeing 

a man wearing blue shirts (henceforth ‘the syndrome’) often ends in a punching.  In such 

cases, it is A who decides what to do, and i t is always apparent to A that punching the 

blue-shirt-wearing man would be wrong.  Finally, let us suppose that prior to t, A would 

never have punched someone in the face unless it was in self defense, defense of another, 

or for some other morally worthy reason. 

 

Presumably, A  i s not  m orally r esponsible f or the m orally w rong punc hings t hat o ften 

ensue upon s eeing men in blue shirts.  T he question, then, is, is A’s punching morally 

criticizable?  Can we legitimately criticize A for punching blue-shirt-wearing men in the 

face?  S hould we think that we should not  criticize A for the punching, due to the fact 

that he  w as, t hrough f orces e ntirely be yond hi s c ontrol, c overtly manipulated i nto 

committing that act?  I think that the intuition described by Pereboom and Slote survives 

this test.  There is no clear sense that we should not criticize A for his punchings.  In fact, 

it seems rather clear that moral criticism is permissible, in light of the fact that such acts 

are reflective, and occur with manifest awareness.  A’s punchings are not done from blind 
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compulsion.  A is entirely aware of his actions -- he wants to punch the man in the face, 

so he does so.  A knows what he’s doing, and he makes a decision to act that way.  When 

under the influence of the syndrome, A is a thoughtless and mean person -- A has become 

a jerk, and jerks are morally criticizable. 

 

Furthermore, e ven if  o ne is  in clined to  th ink th at A  is  not morally c riticizable f or h is 

punchings, it is dubious that the fact that A lacks moral criticizability is evidence for the 

falsity of  M C.  R ealize, t he m ore A ’s ps ychology i s a ltered upon s eeing a  bl ue-shirt-

wearing man, the closer we come to the line between what is and what is not A’s act; and 

if A ’s ps ychology i s a ltered e nough, i t be comes unc lear whether or  not A  c ommits a  

morally wrong act by p unching the man.  We become inclined to t hink that A  did not  

commit a morally wrong act, but rather that a surrogate for A, or an “alternate A”, A*, 

committed the act.  If the psychology of “A”, when under the influence of the syndrome, 

is s ufficiently di fferent f rom A ’s ps ychology or dinarily, t hen i t be comes r easonable t o 

suppose that the person unde r t he i nfluence of  t he s yndrome i s not  A  a t a ll.  A nd t he 

psychology of A  unde r t he i nfluence of  t he s yndrome i s e xtremely di fferent f rom A’s 

psychology ordinarily, a nd s eems t o be  di vergent e nough t o w arrant thinking t hat A 

under the influence of the syndrome is not really A at all.  A has become a j erk; but A 

isn’t a jerk.  The best way to make sense of this is by accepting that strictly speaking A 

hasn’t become a jerk, but rather A has become A*.  Thus, a plausible explanation of why 

one is inclined to think that A is not morally criticizable for his punchings, if one is so 

inclined, is that one is inclined to think that the punchings should not be attributed to A, 
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but rather to A*. 

 

My opponent needs a case i n which someone i s not  r esponsible for h is morally wrong 

behavior de spite t he f act t hat he  “ is hi mself” dur ing the c ommission of  t hose acts -- a 

case i n w hich b lamelessness d oes not d erive f rom a si gnificant d eviation f rom o ne’s 

personality or normal psychology.  So, consider a case like that of A, except in which the 

malicious pharmacologist gives A a drug that permanently induces the syndrome in A -- 

A simply becomes A*, or more accurately, A goes out  of existence and A* comes into 

existence.  I n this c ase, A * m ay not  b e r esponsible for hi s m orally w rong a cts; 

nevertheless, it seems as if A is criticizable for those acts.  Just like the previous case, A* 

knows what he’s doing and decides to do it.  He is aware of the wrongness of his act, yet 

is n ot motivated o n th at b asis to  r efrain f rom c ommitting t hat a ct.  He i s unmoved by 

moral concerns, and that i s to be  criticized, even i f he  is not responsible for be ing that 

way. 

 

One might o bject, it is  th e f act th at th e a ct w as d eliberate th at m akes moral c riticism 

appropriate in such cases.  A* decided to commit such acts.  If A*’s punchings were done 

out of  compulsion, A* would not  be  criticizable, a lthough his punchings would s till be  

morally wrong.  So let us suppose that A*’s punchings are done compulsively.  Keeping 

in mind that A*’s punchings flow from his normal psychology, i.e., that those acts do not 

represent deviations from the way A* normally is, are we inclined to think that A* is not 

morally criticizable for his punchings?   
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I t hink our  intuitive reaction to t his sort of  case depends c rucially on the na ture of  t he 

compulsion i nvolved.  S ome c ompulsions are s o s trong, i mmediate, or  o therwise 

uncontrollable t hat i t is dubi ous w hether be havior t hat f lows f rom t hem c an r ightly be  

said to be action at all.  Compulsive behavior, in some cases, resembles reflex more than 

it resembles action.  In such cases, the behavior is not morally wrong, because i t is not 

action and only action can be morally wrong.  T hat is, the more reflex-like the behavior 

resulting f rom compulsion, the less wrong the behavior i s, a ll o ther things being equal.  

And therefore, all other things being equal, compulsive behavior is morally criticizable to 

the extent that the behavior is not reflex-like. 

 

So l et us  s uppose t hat A*’s punc hings a re not  r eflex-like t o t he poi nt t hat t hey a re no 

longer rightly said to be actions.  A*’s compulsion to punch is not so immediate that he is 

not aware of what he is doing (i.e., when he punches, he knows he’s punching), and he 

has a  relevant modicum of  control over hi s punchings.  T he idea i s that A*’s behavior 

should r esemble “ ordinary” compulsive be havior, a nd no t be  so compulsive t hat hi s 

behavior is not rightly described as action.  I  think in such cases, A* would quite clearly 

be morally criticizable.  Only by making A*’s behavior so compulsive that it is no longer 

action a re we i nclined t o think t hat he  i s n o l onger m orally c riticizable.  O rdinary 

compulsive act ions are morally criticizable, ev en i f t hey ar e l ess c riticizable t han t hey 

would be if done non-compulsively. 
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I hope that the considerations thus evinced are sufficient to undermine any intuitive pull 

towards t hinking t hat blamelessness a bsolves one  of  c riticizability f or one ’s m orally 

wrong acts.  At any rate, this is all I have to say in defense of MC, and will henceforth 

operate under the assumption that MC is true. 

 

5.  Reason for criticism 

In this section and the next, I argue for 

 

CRITICAL SUBJECTIVE N ORMATIVITY ( CSN): Ne cessarily, f or a ll A:  I f 

there is sufficient reason to be critical of S, then there is some φ such that A failed 

to φ and A subjectively ought to have φ-ed. 

 

First, I offer a simple, intuition-based argument for CSN.  This should, at the very least, 

provide strong prima facie support for CSN.  In the next section, I offer a more complex 

argument based on a theory of criticism I develop and defend. 

 

Recall, one subjectively ought to φ just in case one has most subjective reason to φ, and 

one has most subjective reason to φ just in case were the world as o ne’s doxastic s tate 

represents it as being, one would have most objective reason to φ.  Thus, one subjectively 

ought t o φ just i n c ase one  obj ectively ou ght t o φ according to t he pr opositions 

represented by one’s doxastic state.  Equivalently, we can say that one subjectively ought 

to φ just in case one ought to φ by one’s own lights.  Now, imagine a case in which A φ-
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ed, and A, by φ-ing, did exactly what, by A ’s own lights, he ought to have done.  I f we 

were to criticize A for φ-ing in such a circumstance, what do you s uppose he would say 

in response?  He would probably respond with something like, ‘You’re criticizing me for 

φ-ing?!  Well, what should I have done?’  This response is meant to imply that A should 

have done  just what he  did, by  hi s own l ights.  I t is equivalent to saying, ‘You do  not  

have sufficient reason to criticize me, because I did just what I should have done by my 

own lights.’  This response seems appropriate.   

 

But the implications of this response for CSN are ambiguous.  The response might imply 

the strong thesis that the fact that there is sufficient reason to criticize A for φ-ing entails 

that A  s hould ha ve done  s omething e lse, by A ’s ow n l ights, i .e., t hat A ha s f ailed t o 

adequately conform to the demands of a subjective ought.  Or, it might simply imply the 

weak thesis that the fact that there is sufficient reason to criticize A for φ-ing entails that 

A, by φ-ing, did not do just what he subjectively ought to have done.  That is, the strong 

thesis is : if th ere i s s ufficient r eason to  c riticize A  f or φ-ing, t hen A , by φ-ing, di d 

something t hat he  s ubjectively ough t not  t o have done .  T he w eak t hesis, on the o ther 

hand, is: if there is sufficient reason to criticize A for φ-ing, then either (1) A, by φ-ing, 

did something that he subjectively ought not to have done, or (2) A, by φ-ing, did not do 

something t hat he  s ubjectively oug ht not  t o ha ve done , but  did do s omething t hat he  

neither subjectively ought to have done, nor subjectively ought not to have done. 
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Obviously, i f t he r esponse implies the s trong thesis, and if t he r esponse i s appropriate, 

then CSN is true.  I will assume, then, for the sake of argument, that the response implies 

only the weak thesis.  Nevertheless, I think we have a clear intuitive sense that (2) entails 

that there is  n ot s ufficient re ason to  c riticize A  f or φ-ing, and I  w ill t ry t o evoke t hat 

intuition.  Consider a case in which A φ-ed, and A, by φ-ing, did not do anything that, by 

A’s own lights, he ought not to have done, but neither did he do s omething he ought to 

have done.  I f we were to criticize A for φ-ing, how do you s uppose he would respond?  

He would probably respond in the same way that A in our previous case responded: by 

saying s omething l ike, ‘ You’re c riticizing m e f or φ-ing?!  Well, w hat should I ha ve 

done?’  A gain, t his r esponse s eems a ppropriate.  A dditionally, w e c an s ee w hy t he 

response is appropriate by considering what sort of response to it would be appropriate if 

it w ere in f act inappropriate.  If  A’s re sponse w ere n ot appropriate, th en o ne c ould 

appropriately respond with, ‘I didn’t mean that you should have done something else; I’m 

just critical of you for doing what you did.’  This last response seems absurd; and if it is, 

then A’s response is appropriate.  A’s response to criticism in this case is equivalent to 

‘You do not  ha ve s ufficient reason t o c riticize me, be cause I  di d not do s omething I  

shouldn’t have done  by my own l ights.’  S ince it is a ppropriate t hat A  respond in t his 

way, i t cannot b e the case b oth t hat ( 2) is t rue an d that t here i s su fficient r eason t o 

criticize A for φ-ing.  Thus, the weak thesis collapses into the strong thesis, and therefore 

CSN must be true. 
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6.  The nature of criticism 

The remainder of this chapter can be viewed as both an explanation of why CSN is true, 

and an argument for the truth of CSN.  First, I explicate and defend a general theory of 

criticism.  Then, I explain why that theory entails that CSN is true. 

 

6.1  Is criticism belief? 

What psychological s tate or  a ttitude is a state of criticism?  What is  going on mentally 

when w e ar e cr itical o f so meone?  I t seem s cl ear that w hen w e cr iticize so meone, w e 

think less of him than we could.  We think that he has failed to live up to some standard, 

or failed to meet some criterion.  We evaluate him according to that standard or criterion, 

and the results of that evaluation are not all that they could be -- this person does not cut 

the muster.  That said, one might propose the following theory of criticism: 

 

 C1: Criticizing A just is believing that A has failed to live up to some standard  

  or to have met some criterion. 

 

Now, t here are s trong r easons f or t hinking that C 1 i s f alse.  A s it stands, C 1 doe s no t 

filter the “proper” standards and criteria from the “improper” ones.  I might believe that 

someone has failed to live up t o the standards of dining etiquette -- A has just used his 

dinner f ork t o e at hi s s alad.  B ut m erely be lieving A  t o ha ve a cted improperly w ith 

respect to standards of dining etiquette does not constitute criticism of A for having done 

so -- perhaps, for example, I  t ake d ining e tiquette to be  r idiculous.  I n this case,  rather 
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than being critical of A, I might have a feeling of praise towards A for failing to live up to 

standards of  di ning e tiquette.  T hus, be lieving t hat s omeone ha s f ailed t o l ive up to a  

standard cannot itself constitute criticism of that person. 

 

One might propose t hat w e a mend C 1 by  di stinguishing t he r ight s tandards f rom t he 

wrong s tandards vi a t he not ion of  a n ought.  O n th is v iew, c riticism is  th e b elief th at 

someone has failed to conform to the demands of his best reasons: 

 

 C2: Criticizing A just is believing that for some φ, A failed to φ and A ought to 

  have φ-ed.. 

 

But there are counterexamples to this proposal.  T hese are cases in which one believes 

that, for some action φ, (1) A justifiably believes that A ought to φ, (2) A ought not to φ, 

and (3) A fails to φ.  F or example, suppose that I  justifiably believe that I  ought not to 

smoke, be cause s moking c igarettes i s a  s ignificant he alth r isk, a nd s moking doe s not  

provide any compensating benefit.  Yet, suppose that I nevertheless smoke.  And suppose 

that you know all of this, but you believe that unbeknownst to the rest of us smoking is in 

fact a significant health benefit, and that I therefore ought to smoke.  In this situation, you 

might be critical of me for smoking, even if you believe that in so doing I do something I 

ought to do.  Likewise, there are cases in which one believes that for some φ, A has failed 

to φ and A ought to have φ-ed, but one is not critical of A.  Consider a case similar to the 

above ex ample, ex cept i nstead o f s moking, I  r efrain f rom smoking.  I n t his c ase, you 
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believe that I have failed to smoke and that I  ought to.  Nevertheless, you might not be 

critical of  me for not  smoking -- indeed, that is what you  should do;  after a ll, for a ll I 

know, I ought not to smoke. 

 

Now, w e c an a ddress t hese poi nts by di stinguishing be tween t he ough ts t hat actually 

obtain a nd t he oughts A  believes obt ain, a nd by modifying C2 accordingly.  T hus, 

perhaps we should amend C2 as follows: 

 

 C3: Criticizing A just is believing that for some φ, A failed to φ and A believes 

  that A ought to have φ-ed. 

 

But we can construct a  counterexample to C3 as well.  S uppose that A believes that p, 

and suppose that p entails that A ought to φ.  But suppose that A does not believe that A 

ought to φ, and does not φ.  In certain cases of this sort, A is criticizable for failing to φ.  

For e xample, s uppose t hat I  a m t rying out  f or a  t elevision s inging c ompetition, and I  

believe that I do not have significantly more talent than the average contestant.  Further, 

suppose I believe that only about one in one thousand contestants makes it through to the 

second round.  And suppose that I believe that I will, in all likelihood, make it through to 

the second round.  H ere, i f t he world were a s my doxastic s tate represents i t as b eing, 

then i t would be  t he case t hat I  ought t o be lieve t hat I  w ill not  make i t t hrough to t he 

second round.  Y et suppose that I do not  be lieve that I ought to be lieve that I will no t 

make it to the second round.  Now, suppose that you know all of this.  You can be critical 
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of me f or f ailing t o be lieve that I  will no t m ake i t through t o the s econd r ound, even 

though you know that there is not some φ such that I failed to φ and believed that I ought 

to have φ-ed. 

 

The above scenario is an example of stupidity -- if I believe that I will make it through to 

the s econd round de spite t he f act that I  be lieve t hat onl y one out  of  every thousand 

contestants will make it and that I do not have significantly more talent than the average 

contestant, t hen i n hol ding t hat be lief I  a m s tupid.  N ow, s tupidity is an e xample of  

failing to believe that p when one subjectively ought to believe that p -- it is a particularly 

egregious f ailure t o be lieve w hat is pr obably t he c ase by o ne’s ow n l ights.  T hus, one  

might w ant t o e xtend this thought t o s ubjective ought s i n ge neral, and pr opose t he 

following account of criticism: 

 

 C4: Criticizing A for φ-ing just is believing that for some φ, A failed to φ and  

  A subjectively ought to have φ-ed. 

 

C4, how ever, a lso admits of  c ounterexamples.  T hat A  s ubjectively o ught t o φ might 

indeed be reason to criticize A for not φ-ing, but believing that someone has failed in this 

way is not to criticize him for so failing.  T o see this, consider the case of the apathetic 

evaluator and t he utterly criticizable person.  S uppose t here e xists s omeone w ho 

consistently doe s w hat he s ubjectively ough t not to do.  T his pe rson is ut terly w eak-

willed, and unable to accurately assess his reasons.  He regularly fails to see the reason-
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giving force of what he takes to be the case, and when he does see what he ought to do, 

he c onsistently f ails to do it.   T his p erson is  utterly c riticizable.  N ow, th e a pathetic 

evaluator l earns o f th e utterly c riticizable p erson, a nd k nows a ll a bout h is c riticizable 

features.  T he ap athetic ev aluator ev en b elieves t hat t his p erson i s i ndeed u tterly 

criticizable; yet, the apathetic evaluator is not concerned with being critical of the person, 

and is not critical of him, despite his belief that the utterly criticizable person fails to live 

up to standards that he ought, by his own lights, to live up to.  If this scenario is possible -

- and I  see no reason to suppose that i t i s not  -- then C4 is not  an accurate account of  

criticism. 

 

I submit, then, that all of the accounts of criticism thus considered, then, suffer from the 

same f law -- they equate criticism s imply with belief of a  certain sort.  But, if  one can 

know of the utterly criticizable person without being critical of him, then, it seems, one 

can hold any belief whatsoever about someone’s features, while remaining uncritical of 

that person.  No matter what intuitively criticizable features one believes someone has -- 

however stupid, irrational, immoral, etc. one believes someone to be -- one need not be 

critical of that person.  So criticism is not simply belief.  There are, then, two alternatives.  

Either criticism is  b elief p lus s ome o ther a ttitude(s), o r c riticism ju st is  s ome o ther 

attitude(s).  I will reject the second option. 

 

6.2  Is criticism sentiment? 

It seems reasonable to propose that being critical of A consists having a certain sentiment 
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towards A .  S ince c riticism i nvolves t hinking l ess of  s omeone t han one  c ould, t he 

plausible sentiment here is disrespect.  One might propose, then, the following account: 

 

 C5: Criticizing A just is feeling disrespect towards A. 

 

But C 5 a dmits of  c ounterexamples, i n the f orm of  c ases i n w hich one  feels di srespect 

towards some yet is not cr itical of her.  Particularly clear counterexamples to C5 occur 

when one is unjustified in feeling disrespect towards someone, and when one knows one 

is unjustified in feeling that way.  S uppose that I was raised by racist parents in a racist 

culture, and that I have been habituated from childhood to feel disrespect towards people 

of race X.  That is, I feel disrespect towards people of race X because they are of race X -

- that is the reason for which I feel disrespect towards them.  Nevertheless, I realize that 

being of race X is not a reason to feel disrespect towards someone, and thus that feelings 

of d isrespect t owards p eople f or b eing o f r ace X  ar e u nwarranted.  I  r ealize t hat t he 

reason for which I habitually feel disrespect towards people of race X is not a reason to 

feel disrespect towards someone.  S o, when I feel disrespect towards someone for being 

of race X, I am not critical of them for being of race X -- in fact, I am not critical of them 

at all. 

 

A de fender of  t he di srespect a ccount of  c riticism might c laim t hat I  a m be gging t he 

question.  One might c laim t hat i n t he s cenario I  d escribe, I  am  i ndeed cr itical of t he 

person of race X, and I am critical of him for being of race X simply in virtue of the fact 
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that I f eel disrespect towards him for that reason.  T he fact that I re cognize that I o ught 

not to feel that way does not entail that I am not critical of him for that reason -- it just 

entails that I recognize that I ought not to be critical of him for that reason. 

 

This response, however, is plainly fallacious.  To deny one’s opponent’s conclusion is not 

to beg the question if one has sufficient independent reason to do so -- reason that is not 

grounded in that denial.  And my argument is not grounded in the claim that criticism is 

not disrespect.  My argument is grounded in our intuitive reaction to the case I describe -- 

to whether or not we are inclined to think that that scenario is possible.  If we are inclined 

to t hink t hat i t i s pos sible, i .e., i f w e t hink t hat I  c an f eel di srespect w hile not  be ing 

critical of people of race X, then that is evidence that criticism is not disrespect, because 

if that scenario is possible then criticism is not disrespect.  And if we are more inclined to 

think th at t he s cenario is  p ossible th an w e a re in clined to th ink th at c riticism ju st is  

disrespect, then we ought not to think that criticism simply is disrespect.  And, I think, we 

are so inclined. 

 

Realize, the objection under consideration could be (unsuccessfully) levied against any of 

the counterexamples to the belief accounts.  For whatever reason, it seemed to me that the 

objection might occur in this case but not the others.  Perhaps the other counterexamples 

were more intuitively obvious, and so perhaps the sentiment account of criticism is more 

plausible than t he ot hers.  I f this i s t rue, t hen a t this poi nt, a bsent another m odel o f 

criticism that is more plausible than is the sentiment model, e .g., a  model that does not 
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admit of  c ounterexamples, w e ought  e ither to a dopt t he s entiment model a nd pe rhaps 

attempt to diagnose our mistaken intuitive reaction to purported counterexamples; or, if  

we take the counterexamples to be sufficiently telling against the model, admit that we 

have yet to come up w ith a plausible account of criticism.  B ut, I think, there is another 

model o f c riticism th at is m ore p lausible th an the s entiment m odel -- that i s a  h ybrid 

model, on which criticism consists of belief plus some other non-belief attitude. 

 

6.3  Hybrid models of criticism 

Recall the first proposal that criticism just is a belief of some sort: 

 

 C1: Criticizing A just is believing that A has failed to live up to some standard  

  or to have met some criterion. 

 

The objection to C1 was that it does not specify the right standards and criteria from the 

wrong standards and criteria.  It was then proposed that we distinguish the right standards 

from t he wrong one s i n t erms of  reasons -- first in  te rms o f what one’s best objective 

reasons (C2), then in terms of what one believes to be one’s best objective reasons (C3), 

and finally in terms of what one’s best subjective reasons (C4).  But we might have taken 

another route, and distinguished the right standards from the wrong standards in terms of 

what th e c riticizer values.  T hat is, one might s uggest the following hybrid account of  

criticism: 
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 C6: Criticizing A just is (1) believing that by A has failed to live up to some  

  standard or meet some criterion, and (2) valuing that A live  up to that  

  standard or meet that criterion. 

 

There is, however, a problem with this proposal.  The problem is that intuitively, merely 

valuing that s omeone l ive up  to a standard o r meet so me cr iterion, an d b elieving that 

someone fails to do s o, does not  necessarily involve any sort of negative assessment of 

that person -- it may involve only a neutral assessment.  Criticism is not merely thinking 

less of s omeone t han one  c ould; i t i s t hinking lowly of s omeone.  C riticism i nvolves 

negative a ppraisal i n a  w ay t hat C 6 doe s not  c apture.  F or e xample, I  m ight value 

brilliance and believe that someone is not brilliant without being critical of her for failing 

to be brilliant, because I see nothing wrong with failing to be brilliant.  Thus, we might 

amend C6 as follows: 

 

 C7: Criticizing A just is (1) believing that by A has failed to live up to some  

  standard or meet some criterion, and (2) disvaluing that A fails live up to  

  that standard or meet that criterion. 

 

I think that C7 is close to being correct.  The problem with C7, however, is that allowing 

criticism to  in volve b elief th at o ne h as f ailed to liv e u p t o any standard o r m eet any 

criterion allows too many states to count as states of criticism.  There are cases that fit the 

model of C7 that intuitively are not cases o f criticism because the standard or criterion 
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that one believes A fails to conform to is of the wrong sort.  For example, suppose that I 

am racist against people of race X, in that I disvalue people of race X simply for being of 

that r ace, and I  be lieve that you a re of r ace X .  A lthough I  have a  negative evaluative 

stance towards people of race X, and believe that you are of race X, it appears incorrect 

to call my attitude towards you one of criticism for being of race X.  That someone is of a 

certain r ace i s n ot a r eason f or w hich o ne can  b e cr itical.  T he at titude o f cr iticism 

involves something more specific than believing that someone fails to meet a standard or 

criterion and disvaluing such a failure regardless of what sort of standard or criterion is at 

issue.  B eing cr itical o f so meone must i nvolve the b elief t hat t he criticized p erson has 

failed to conform to a particular type of standard or criterion.  And reflection on the sorts 

of r easons f or w hich w e can  cr iticize, an d t he so rts o f co nsiderations t hat can not b e 

reasons f or w hich w e cr iticize, s uggests that o ne can  c riticize so meone o nly for 

something one  can have reason to do (and not  to do) .  That i s why we cannot criticize 

someone, for example, for being a certain height, or for being a certain age, or for being 

of a cer tain r ace, ev en though w e can  d isvalue o r d isrespect p eople f or h aving t hose 

features.  This, along with the considerations adduced in section 6.1 and reflection on the 

reasons for which we do criticize people (e.g., for be lieving something that one  should 

have know n w as f alse, for a cting a gainst on e’s be tter j udgment, f or a cting c ontrary t o 

what one should have known one ought to do, e tc.) suggests that the type of standard at 

issue in criticism is that of conforming to the demands of a subjective ought.  T hus, we 

have: 
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 C8: Criticizing A just is (1) believing that for some φ, A failed to φ and  

  A subjectively ought to have φ-ed, and (2) having some other (non-belief)  

  attitude ψ. 

 

One p lausible can didate f or ψ is t he a ttitude of di svaluing A .  A nother pl ausible 

candidate i s having di srespect towards A .  M y a rgument, however, w ill not  depend on  

what a ttitude ψ happens to be.  T he c rucial point will be that c riticizing A consists, in  

part, of the belief that for some φ, A failed to φ and A subjectively ought to have φ-ed. 

 

7.  Criticism and oughts to believe 

Let us label as ‘B’ a belief whose content is of the form ‘For some φ, A failed to φ and A 

subjectively ought to have φ-ed’.  Thus, criticism consists in holding belief B and having 

some attitude ψ.  W e may say that criticism is [B + ψ], or equivalently, that being in a 

state of criticism is being in the state [B + ψ].  Now, if criticism is [B + ψ], then reason 

to criticize must be reason to be in [B + ψ].  But any reason to be in [B + ψ] must also be 

reason to have B; this is because to be in [B + ψ] just is to have B and to have ψ -- and 

any reason to be in both states must be a reason to be in each.  And so sufficient reason to 

be in [B + ψ] must be sufficient reason to hold B.  That is, if there is sufficient reason to 

be c ritical o f A  for φ-ing, t hen t here i s s ufficient r eason to be lieve that f or s ome φ, A  

failed to φ and A subjectively ought to have φ-ed. 
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Now, I  assu me t hat i f t here i s su fficient (epistemic) r eason t o b elieve t hat p, then one  

ought to believe that p.  The idea here is that one cannot be (epistemically) permitted to 

believe t hat p, an d at  t he sam e t ime be p ermitted to  b elieve th at n ot-p, or  t o be lieve 

neither p nor not -p.  Beliefs ar e not n ormatively o ptional.  O ne e ither h as sufficient 

reason to believe that p, to believe that not-p, or to believe neither p nor not-p; but if there 

is sufficient reason for one to be in any of these belief-states, it must be that one’s reasons 

not only warrant be ing in such a  s tate, but  mandate it.  That i s the na ture of  epistemic 

reasons.  Thus, we have 

 

 CRITICAL OUGHT TO BELIEVE: Necessarily, for all A, φ: If there is sufficient 

 reason to be critical of A, then one ought to believe that for some φ, A failed to φ 

 and A subjectively ought to have φ-ed. 

 

This premise, in concert with 

 

 BP: Necessarily, for all propositions p: If one ought to believe that p, then p is  

  true. 

 

comprises the final step in my second argument for: 
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 CRITICAL SUBJECTIVE N ORMATIVITY ( CSN): Ne cessarily, f or a ll A:  I f 

 there is su fficient r eason t o b e cr itical o f S , t hen t here is some φ such t hat A  

 failed to φ and A subjectively ought to have φ-ed. 

 

In the remainder of this chapter, I defend BP. 

 

8.  Oughts to believe and truth 

It should be pointed out that the ordinary reading of BP might be quite counterintuitive.  

In particular, it might be counterintuitive to use the same ‘ought’ both epistemically and 

objectively.  O rdinarily, w e us e t he e pistemic ‘ ought’ t o d enote w hat one s ubjectively 

ought to believe.  When we say that one ought to believe that p, we normally mean that 

one ought  t o be lieve t hat p given the w ay one  t akes things t o be , no t gi ven w hat i s 

actually the case.  F or example, I  ought to believe that I  am not the only human on the 

planet.  This is true, however, even if it turns out that I am the only human on the planet, 

and that there is some hidden or unknowable stock of evidence that would confirm that 

fact.  I n any case, we should keep in mind that what one  ought  to be lieve is what one  

ought to believe in the objective sense -- it is what one ought to believe given what is the 

case, not given what one takes to be the case. 

 

A number of authors defend BP.  Alan Gibbard defends BP via the claim that truth is the 

standard of correctness for belief, w here a  standard o f co rrectness i s taken t o b e 

normative i n t he obj ective-reason-implying s ense: ‘ For b elief, co rrectness is t ruth. 
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Correct belief is true belief. My belief that snow is white is correct just in case the belief 

is true, just in case snow is white. Correctness, now, seems normative.’114  Gibbard argues 

that the claim that truth is the standard of correctness for belief is equivalent to the claim 

that t he t ruth j ust i s w hat one  ough t t o be lieve:  ‘ Correctness i s a  nor mative m atter, a  

matter of whether one ought to do what one is doing…That is an ought…in the objective 

sense: in light of everything that is the case, whether or not I have any way of knowing 

it.’115

 

  Thus, Gibbard defends 

 BP+: One ought to believe that p iff p is true. 

 

Additionally, it m ust b e th at the s tandard o f c orrectness f or b elief d iscloses epistemic 

oughts.  Correctness of belief, in the normative sense we are considering, is what ought to 

be believed on the basis of epistemic reasons: ‘Whether a b elief is correct is a d ifferent 

question from whether it is advantageous or whether it is desirable. In the stock case of 

the s pouse who may b e ha ving a n a ffair, the comforting be lief may not be  t he c orrect 

one…’.116

 

  Correct belief is belief that conforms to the balance of epistemic reasons, not 

wrong-kind reasons.  Thus, the ‘ought’ in BP+ is an ought of epistemic reasons. 

Paul Boghossian has r aised doubt s about BP+.117

                                                           
114   Gibbard (2005), p. 338.    

  He argues that we cannot i nfer BP+ 

from BP because 

115   Gibbard (2003), p. 85 
116   Gibbard (2005), p. 339.    
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the re lation b etween correctness a nd n ormativity is n’t c ompletely 

straightforward: n ot ev ery co rrectness f act g enerates a  corresponding 

ought fact.  In particular, oughts -- even objective ones -- are constrained 

by the requirement that they should imply cans; whereas correctness facts 

aren’t.  T hus, a lthough i t i s t rue that, for any p, if p, t hen it is correct to 

believe that p, i t doesn’t follow that if p, one  ought to believe that p, f or 

it’s c learly i mpossible t o be lieve everything that’s tru e.  I’ m in clined t o 

hold, therefore, that one can infer p from ‘One ought to believe that p,’ but 

not the other way around.118

 

 

The idea seems to be as follows.  If p is true, then one would be correct in believing that 

p.  But the fact that one would be correct in believing that p does not entail that one ought 

to believe that p, because it may be impossible for one to believe that p.  If p is true and it 

is possible for one to believe that p, then it would be the case that one ought to believe 

that p.  O ne would be  correct i n be lieving that p if and only i f p is t rue; one  ought  t o 

believe that p if and only if (a) p is true, and (b) it is possible to believe that p. 

 

Thus, Boghossian does not seem to think that one can successfully argue from the fact 

that truth is the standard of correctness for belief to BP, because if one could, one could 

also successfully argue from that fact to BP+, which is false.  Rather, Boghossian argues 

                                                                                                                                                                             
117   Boghossian (2003). 
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that BP captures the intuition behind a key platitude about belief: that belief ‘aims at the 

truth.’  B P can simply be gotten out of our understanding of the notion of belief -- it is 

‘one of the defining features of the notion of belief: it’s what captures the idea that it is 

constitutive of belief to aim at the truth.  The truth is what you ought to believe, whether 

or not you know  how to go a bout it, and whether or not you know  if you have attained 

it.’119  For B oghossian, a iming a t t he t ruth is a  normative not ion.  I t i s not simply that 

belief aims at the truth, in that beliefs are disposed towards being true.  Rather, what one 

ought to believe is determined by the aim of belief, in that one ought to believe only what 

beliefs aim at: the truth.  Thus, one ought to believe that p only if p is true.120

 

 

Krister B ykvist a nd A nandi H attiangadi que stion w hether B P ‘ captures t he i ntuitions 

Boghossian takes it to capture.’121

 

 

[BP] doe s not c apture t he t hought t hat t he t ruth i s w hat you ought  t o 

believe, since [BP] is not normative in any interesting sense – it does not 

imply t hat a  s ubject is unde r a ny obl igation unde r a ny c ircumstances 

whatsoever. Obviously, if p is true, nothing whatsoever follows from [BP] 

                                                                                                                                                                             
118  Ibid, p. 37. 
119  Ibid, p. 39. 
120 Shaw and Vel leman al so argue t hat t he co ncept o f b elief i s ess entially n ormative ( see 
‘Doxastic D eliberation,’ Philosophical Review, ( 2005), a nd ‘How T ruth Go verns B elief,’ 
Philosophical Review, (2003)).  Their claim, too, is that the normativity of belief is a conceptual 
matter, but they deny that this can be gotten out of a plausible conception of the constitutive aim 
of b elief.  R ather, t hey ar gue t hat t he essential n ormativity of b elief i s wh at b est ex plains t he 
phenomenon of transparency -- the fact that the question whether to believe that p immediately 
gives way to, and is entirely answered by, the question whether p is true. 
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about w hat A  ought  t o be lieve. Less obvi ously pe rhaps, i f p is f alse, 

nothing w hatsoever f ollows a bout what A  oug ht t o be lieve. F or, if p is 

false, it only follows that it is not the case that A ought to believe that p. It 

does not follow, from the falsity of p, that A ought not to believe that p. 

There is an important difference between ‘it is not the case that A ought to 

believe that p’ and ‘S ought not to believe that p’ – the former states that A 

lacks an o bligation to  b elieve th at p and th e l atter s tates t hat A  has an 

obligation n ot t o be lieve t hat p. T he f ormer is  c ompatible w ith it b eing 

permissible for A to believe that p, while the latter is incompatible with its 

being permissible for A to believe that p. Hence, whether p is true or false, 

[BP] does not tell A what to believe.122

 

 

Bykvist and Hattiangati think that BP gives us no normative guidance as believes; but the 

claim that t ruth i s what we ought  to be lieve is, intuitively, supposed to give normative 

guidance.  Therefore, they c laim, BP does not  capture what i s intuitively meant by the 

claim th at tr uth is  w hat we o ught to  b elieve.  I th ink t hat B ykvist a nd Hattiangadi are 

right that the intuition expressed by ‘the truth is what one ought to believe’ is not fully 

captured by B P.  T hey are wrong, however, to reject BP on that basis, since BP follows 

from what does capture the intuition in question. 

 

When Boghossian says that the truth is what one ought to believe, he obviously does not 

                                                                                                                                                                             
121   Bykvist and Hattiangadi (2007). 
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mean that there is an identity between the truth and what one ought to believe -- such an 

identity en tails BP+, which Boghossian r ejects.  What he means, I  s uspect, i s t hat one 

ought to believe only what is true, in that if something is false, one ought not believe it.  

The imperative to believe only the truth can be taken strictly, in that the imperative wears 

its logical form on its face, or it can be taken leniently, to accommodate what Boghossian 

seems to have in mind when he says that the truth is what one ought to believe.  Strictly, 

‘one ought  to be lieve o nly t he truth’ m eans ‘ if one  ought  t o be lieve that p, t hen p’.  

Leniently, i t means t hat one  s houldn’t b elieve w hat is n’t tru e.123

 

  That i s t he ke y 

normative fact that is intuitive with respect to the concept of belief.  And, contrary to the 

worry r aised by B ykvist a nd H attiangadi, this does give us  nor mative gui dance a s 

believers -- it tells us what not to believe.  Finally, realize that we now have an easy path 

to BP: 

 (1) If not-p, then one ought not believe that p. 

 (2) If p is permissible to believe, then p. 

 (3) If one ought to believe that p, then p is permissible to believe. 

 BP Thus, if one ought to believe that p, then p. 

 

(1) is the key normative fact about belief described above, (2) is equivalent to (1), (3) is a 

                                                                                                                                                                             
122  Ibid., p. 280. 
123  Here is, perhaps, a clearer case in which a proposition of the form ‘One ought to do only φ#’ 
has lenient connotation.  C onsider ‘One ought  to drink only what isn’t poisonous.’  Obviously, 
this claim expresses an imperative against drinking the poisonous, and is not simply the claim that 
in cases in which one ought to drink something, it must be that that substance isn’t poisonous.   
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necessary truth, and BP follows by modus ponens from (3) and (2).  Therefore, BP is true.  

Thus, Boghossian is essentially correct insofar as his position is that BP is entailed by a 

key platitude about belief, even if he is wrong that BP itself captures the intuition behind 

that platitude. 

 

9.  An objection 

At t his poi nt one  might obj ect t o B P on  t he gr ounds t hat i t e ntails s omething q uite 

controversial a bout the r elationship be tween truth and e pistemic r easons; na mely, i t 

entails that the truth of a proposition entails that there is not most reason to believe that 

that proposition is false.  We should not lose sight of the fact that one ought to believe 

that p if and only if there is most reason to believe that p.  But then it becomes clear that 

BP is controversial -- can it not be the case that p is true despite the fact that there is most 

reason for one to believe that p is false? 

 

One might respond as follows.  Given that it is possible to believe that p, it is impossible 

both that p is true and that there is most reason to believe that not-p, because the fact that 

p is itself conclusive reason to believe that p.  Any fact that entails that p is conclusive 

reason to believe that p given that both that fact and p are possible to believe; and since 

the fact that p entails that p, the fact that p is conclusive reason to believe that p, given 

that p is possible to believe.  T hus, given that p is possible to believe, i t cannot be that 

both t hat p is t rue and that t here i s most r eason t o believe that not-p.  And i f p is not 

possible to believe, then it cannot be that there is most reason to believe that not-p -- if it 
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is i mpossible t o be lieve that p, th en it is  impossible to b elieve th at not-p; a nd if i t is  

impossible to believe that not-p, then it is not the case that one ought to believe that not-

p.  Thus, whether or not p is possible to believe, if p is true, it cannot be that there is most 

reason to believe that p is false. 

 

This r esponse, h owever, h as o ne cl ear f law: i t i s o ften t he case t hat p is p ossible t o 

believe, yet the proposition that p cannot be a reason for which one believes that p.  That 

is not to rule out the possibility of one believing that p for the reason that p.  S korupski 

suggests t hat ‘ non-inferential r easons’ co nsist o f t he v ery f acts t hey ar e r easons f or 

believing.  For example, he believes that ‘the fact that I’m thinking is a reason for me to 

believe th at I’m  th inking,’ a s one  c an b elieve t hat p roposition f or that v ery r eason.  

(Skorupski, unpublished)  N evertheless, in many cases reasons are not like this, because 

‘in many cases our reason for believing some fact to obtain can only be inferential.’  That 

is, that p often cannot be one of the reasons for which one believes that p, and, plausibly, 

any reason to believe that p must be capable of being a reason for which one believes that 

p.   

 

There is, however, given any possibly believable true proposition p, a non-p fact (i.e., a 

fact that is not identical to the fact that p) that entails that p is true that is itself possibly 

believable.  And, given that p is possible to believe, if any non-p fact obtains such that it 

is possible to believe that that fact obtains and such that the obtaining of that fact entails 

that p is true, then there is most reason to believe that p.   
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Suppose that p is true.  Then it is also true that 

 

 GOD: If I were to ask an omniscient being who always gives a truthful answer to 

  any question it is asked, ‘Is p true?’, such a being would answer, ‘Yes.’ 

 

Now, GOD entails p, and is not identical to p.  And if p is possible to believe, then GOD 

is pos sible to be lieve.  Thus, i f p is t rue and p ossible t o b elieve, t hen t here is a true, 

possibly believable proposition that entails p and that is not identical to p.  T hus, if p is 

true and possible to believe, it must be the case that there is most reason to believe that p, 

and it cannot be the case that there is most reason to believe that p is false.  And, again, if 

p is impossible to believe, then it must be the case that not-p is impossible to believe; and 

thus if p is impossible to believe, then it cannot be the case t hat there is most reason to 

believe that p is false, whether or not p is true.  T hus, considering ‘one ought to believe 

that p’ as ‘one has most reason to believe that p’ leaves BP intact. 

 

10.  Conclusion and preview 

In this chapter, I have argued for CSN and for MC, which jointly entail 

 

 SUBJECTIVE M ORAL NORM ATIVITY: Ne cessarily, for a ll A , x: if  A ’s 

 doing x was morally wrong, then there is some φ such that when A did x, A failed 

 to φ and A subjectively ought to have φ-ed. 
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In Chapter Two, I argued for Humeanism; in Chapter Three, I argued that the conjunction 

of H umeanism a nd t he thesis that morality is ne cessarily, uni versally, a nd ge nuinely 

normative plausibly entails SMN.  Thus, since SUBJECTIVE MORAL NORMATIVITY 

entails t hat m orality i s ne cessarily, uni versally, and ge nuinely nor mative, w e ought  t o 

accept SMN.  A dditionally, according to SUBJECTIVE MORAL NORMATIVITY, we 

ought to accept a  version of SMN in which the ‘ought’ at issue is a  subjective ‘ought’.  

That is, we ought to accept 

 

Subjective Sentimentalist Moral Normativity (SSMN): Necessarily, for all A, x: if 

A’s doi ng x was morally w rong, t hen w hen A  di d x, A  fa iled to  h ave moral 

sentiments with certain degrees of strength, and A subjectively ought to have had 

those sentiments to those degrees. 

 

Put di fferently, doi ng t he morally w rong t hing i s r uled out  by ha ving t he m oral 

sentiments one subjectively ought to have, to the degree to which one subjectively ought 

to ha ve t hem.  I n t he f inal c hapter, I  a rgue that S SMN ha s i mportant m etaphysical 

implications.  In particular, SSMN renders plausible a particular normative sentimentalist 

view of the nature of the property of moral wrongness. 
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CHAPTER FIVE: THE NATURE OF MORAL  
WRONGNESS 
 

In the last chapter, I argued for the following thesis: 

 

Subjective Sentimentalist Moral Normativity (SSMN): Necessarily, for all A, x: if 

A’s d oing x was morally w rong, t hen w hen A  di d x, A  fa iled to  h ave moral 

sentiments with certain degrees of strength, and A subjectively ought to have had 

those sentiments to those degrees. 

 

In this final chapter, I suggest that SSMN may have important metaphysical implications.  

In particular, SSMN lends support to a particular view of the nature of moral wrongness.  

I will suggest that SSMN must be explained in a particular way, and that there are only 

two possible explanations for SSMN that meet that condition: a view about the nature of 

moral wrongness, and a view about the nature of moral sentiments.  I  will not argue that 

the latter view is false, and so my claim is simply that SSMN may indeed have important 

consequences a bout t he na ture of  moral w rongness.  But th is is a  s ignificant re sult, 

because it shows that we must take seriously the view of the nature of moral wrongness 

in question. 
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1.  The nature of properties 

Here is how I conceive of what it is to elucidate the nature of a property.124

 

  To elucidate 

the n ature o f a  p roperty is  to  explain w hat it is to  in stantiate th at p roperty in te rms o f 

other properties that are, in an intuitive sense, fundamental to the property at issue.  For 

example, the nature of the property of being a brother is elucidated by explaining that to 

be a  br other i s to be  a  m ale s ibling.  I n t his case, t he pr operty of  b eing a  b rother i s 

explained in terms of other properties -- the property of being male, and the property of 

being a sibling -- that are fundamental to being a brother.  Fundamentality here is not to 

be confused with necessity; rather, it should be understood as something like constitution.  

The property of being male, for example, is part of the property of being a brother.  A  

description of t he na ture of  a  pr operty can b e thought of  as a  d escription of  t he other 

properties that comprise that property’s constitutive elements, and of the logical relations 

in which those properties stand that comprise the structure of the property at issue. 

Formally, a description of the nature of a p roperty is a n ecessary, universally quantified 

biconditional of the form ‘necessarily, for all x: x is F if and only if C(x)’, where ‘C(x)’ is 

a c omplex e xpression with onl y the va riable ‘ x’ f ree.125

                                                           
124  My thoughts regarding elucidating the nature of a property have been highly influenced by the 
work of Ralph Wedgwood (2007) and Mark Schroeder (2005), (2007), who themselves draw on 
the w ork o f Kit Fin e, a nd in  S chroeder’s cas e, J effery Ki ng ( see, e. g., F ine ( 1994) an d Ki ng 
(1998), (2002)).  My comments on this issue will, to varying degrees, echo the thoughts of those 
philosophers. 

  However, not  a ll s uch 

biconditionals describe the nature of  a  property.  C onsider the following c laim: to be  a  

brother is to be some x such that a  fully l inguistically competent, completely informed, 
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and perfectly truth-telling agent would say ‘yes’ when asked about x, ‘is that a brother?’.  

This is not  a  de scription of  t he n ature of  t he pr operty o f be ing a  br other, be cause 

counterfactual implications for ideal agents are not part of what it fundamentally is to be 

a brother.  A  description of the nature of a property does more than describe the modal 

extension of that property in other terms; and thus, given the relative prominence of the 

necessary coexstensiveness criterion of property identity, we should not think of our task 

in e lucidating a  property’s nature as simply describing what the property is in terms of 

other properties -- we should not think of it as offering a description of a mere property 

identity, but rather as offering a description of a special sort of property identity: one that 

gets at what it fundamentally is to instantiate it. 

 

2.  Explaining SSMN 

If SSMN is true, it is reasonable to wonder why that is the case.  Now, SSMN is a modal 

truth -- that is, a truth about what is possible or impossible.  And it is highly plausible that 

modal truths must be explained in a particular way.  R alph Wedgwood makes this point 

clearly.  D rawing on t he work of Kit Fine, Wedgwood suggests that modal truths about 

properties derive from the nature of one or  more of  the properties involved.  H e points 

out that ‘[i]t is intuitively plausible that the modal truths about an object [whether it is a 

particular or universal] can be explained in some way, since it would be puzzling if the 

modal t ruths a bout an object j ust formed a  va st c haotic jumble, w hich c ould no t be  

                                                                                                                                                                             
125  This formulation is from Jeffery King (1998). 
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explained in any way.’126  And Wedgwood thinks that the nature of objects provides the 

key t o t he r elevant e xplanations: ‘ …all t ruths a bout w hich pr opositions a re 

metaphysically ne cessary a nd w hich a re not  s hould be  e xplained -- either d irectly o r 

indirectly -- on the basis of these fundamental principles about the essences of things.’127  

More specifically, any such modal truth must be a logical consequence of one or more of 

the natures of the objects at issue.128

 

   

If this is correct, then SSMN must be explicable by reference to the nature of one or more 

of the properties it involves; and since moral wrongness is one of those properties, it may 

be that SSMN is explicable solely by reference to the nature of moral wrongness.  If this 

is the case, then a description of the nature of moral wrongness must be constrained in an 

important way: it must entail SSMN.  On the other hand, if SSMN is not explicable solely 

by reference to the nature of moral wrongness, then it must be explicable by reference to 

the nature of moral sentiments.  More specifically, it must be that SSMN is explained by 

the nature of having the moral sentiments one subjectively ought to have to the degree to 

which one subjectively ought to have them -- having those sentiments to that degree must 

rule ou t m orally w rong a ction b ecause o f w hat i t f undamentally i s t o ha ve those 

sentiments to that degree.  I will not argue that there is not some other way of explaining 

SSMN; but  I  c annot c onceive of  any ot her way t o e xplain w hy it w ould be  that 

                                                           
126  Wedgwood (2007), p. 142. 
127  Ibid., p. 141.  
128  Wedgwood adds that such modal truths may follow from the nature of an object in concert 
with other, even contingent propositions, when a description of the nature of that object includes 
an embedded modal operator.  (Ibid., pp. 218-9)  That condition does not apply here, so we may 
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committing a morally wrong act is ruled out by having those sentiments to that degree, 

and so I will operate under the assumption that the options are exhausted by the two sorts 

of e xplanation I  ha ve de scribed.  T hat s aid, l et us  c onsider the pl ausibility a nd 

implications of each explanation. 

 

First, consider the thesis that the nature of moral sentiments explains why having those 

sentiments to a cer tain degree -- namely, the degree to which one subjectively ought to 

have t hem -- rules o ut im moral a ction.  If  th is is  the c ase, th en i t must b e th at th e 

motivational c omponents of  e ach m oral s entiment, w hen e ach s entiment i s ha d to t he 

degree to which one subjective ought to have it, conjoin to rule out immoral behavior.   

 

One s traightforward w ay t o a ccount f or how  S SMN i s e xplicable by reference t o t he 

nature of  moral s entiments i s t he t hesis t hat bot h s entiments i nvolve, s imply, t he 

motivation to re frain f rom i mmoral b ehavior.  B ut th is is im plausible, b ecause th e 

motivations c haracteristic of  c ompassion a nd respect do not  s eem t o i nvolve moral 

concerns, per se -- morality ne ed not i tself be  t he obj ect or  c ontent of  t he r elevant 

motivations.   C ompassion doe s not  i nvolve be ing c oncerned w ith m orality, bu t r ather 

being c oncerned w ith t he s uffering of  a nother.  L ikewise, r espect i nvolves be ing 

concerned with the desires and interests of others, not with doing the morally right thing.  

Doing w hat i s morally r ight m ay be a r esult of t he co ncerns ch aracteristic o f t hose 

sentiments, but it seems unlikely that it is part of the content of those concerns.   

                                                                                                                                                                             
safely ignore it. 
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A more plausible view is that SSMN is explicable not in virtue of motivations to refrain 

from immoral action, but rather on t he basis of  motivations to do w hat entails that one 

refrains from immoral behavior.  T he idea is  that having the degree of moral sentiment 

one subjectively ought to have entails being motivated to perform certain acts in certain 

circumstances, s uch that t hat m otivation is s tronger than a ny m otivation on e h as t o 

perform other acts, and such that performing the acts one is most motivated to perform 

entails that one refrains from immoral behavior.  S SMN follows from this thesis; and I 

think this sort of view is the best prospect for explaining SSMN on the basis of the nature 

of moral sentiments.  Whatever the nature of moral wrongness, it is not implausible that 

the motivation that comes with a great enough degree of compassion and respect will rule 

out a cts w ith th at f eature.  We k now th at m oral s entiments c haracteristically m otivate 

against immoral behavior, and so it i s plausible that all morally wrong action is covered 

by having those sentiments to a great enough degree.  In this case, the nature of those 

sentiments is such that when they are had to the degree to which one subjectively ought 

to have them, one’s motivational profile rules out immoral action. 

 

But t here i s a nother pl ausible e xplanation of  w hy S SMN i s t rue, t hat invokes not  t he 

nature of moral sentiments, but the nature of moral wrongness.  This explanation will find 

favor with those who think that there i s an essential emotional or sentimental aspect to 

morality -- that the n ature of  m orality i tself involves, in s ome w ay, s entiments of  one  

kind or  another.  I n particular, i t will f ind favor with those who are inclined to believe 
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that the nature of morality involves normative feature of sentiments.   

 

Previous attempts to analyze moral wrongness in terms of the normativity of sentiments 

have focused on the reactive sentiments -- those sentiments that are justified in response 

to a cts w ith m oral f eatures.  T he p lausible s entiments are guilt a nd anger ( more 

specifically, r esentment and indignation) with respect to morally wrong acts, and some 

form o f moral a pprobation o r a ppraisal re spect w ith r espect to  m orally r equired o r 

supererogatory acts.129

 

  The thesis that SSMN is explicable solely in virtue of the nature 

of moral wrongness, however, implies that the nature of  moral wrongness involves not  

normative f eatures o f r eactive sen timents, b ut normative f eatures o f moral sen timents.  

This is because the most straightforward explanation of how SSMN follows simply from 

the n ature o f moral w rongness i s that t he n ature o f moral w rongness i s d escribable as  

follows: 

NEW SENTIMENTALISM:  Necessarily, for all A, x:  It is morally wrong for A 

to do x if and only if A’s doi ng x would be  r uled out  by A  ha ving t he moral 

sentiments t hat A  s ubjectively ou ght t o ha ve, t o t he degree t o which A  

subjectively ought to have them. 

 

Since the “left-to-right d irection” of the b iconditional in  NEW SENTIMENTALISM is  

equivalent to SSMN, there is no m ore straightforward way for SSMN to be entailed by 

                                                           
129  See, e.g., Gibbard (1992).  T his sort of account has roots in McDowell (1985) and Wiggins 
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the nature of moral wrongness.  T he upshot is that we ought to take seriously the thesis 

that NEW SENTIMENTALISM describes the nature of moral wrongness. 

 

3.  SSMN and virtue ethics 

There is a close affinity between NEW SENTIMENTALISM and virtue ethics.  Consider 

Rosalind Hursthouse’s description of virtue ethics as an account of moral rightness: ‘An 

action is r ight i ff i t i s w hat a  vi rtuous a gent w ould c haracteristically ( i.e., a cting i n 

character) do in the circumstances.’130

 

  Put in terms of moral wrongness, this is the view 

that a n a ct is m orally w rong i f a nd onl y i f a  vi rtuous a gent w ould c haracteristically 

refrain from such an act.  N ow, it is  not obvious what it is  to act in character.  B ut it is  

clear that if acting in character C entails that one always does acts of type F, then if one 

always acts in character C then one always does acts of type F.  T hus, since a virtuous 

agent just is an agent with a  virtuous character, on this view if a  virtuous agent always 

acts in character, then she will always refrain from doing what is morally wrong.  We can 

say that such a person is perfectly virtuous.  Thus, we have: 

 VE: Necessarily, for all A, x:  It is morally wrong for A to do x if and only if  

  A’s doing x would be ruled out by A being fully virtuous. 

 

As it s tands, VE is  compatible with NEW SENTIMENTALISM.  It m ay be that being 

fully virtuous includes having the moral sentiments one subjectively ought to have to the 

                                                                                                                                                                             
(1987).  Recent discussion can be found in D’Arms and Jacobson (1994), (2000), (2006). 
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degree to which one subjectively ought to have them.  Indeed, something like this view of 

the virtues is suggested by Hursthouse.131

 

  On this view, possessing virtues involves not 

only being inclined to act in certain ways, and being inclined to act for certain reasons, 

but also being inclined to have certain sentiments to certain degrees.  And it may be that 

what doe s t he m otivational w ork f or a  vi rtuous a gent j ust i s ha ving t he m otivational 

components of  t he r elevant s entiments.  O n this vi ew, t he r eason w hy vi rtuous a gents 

refrain from immoral action is that they have sentiments to degrees that would preclude 

immoral act ion.  A nd i t seem s p lausible that compassion an d r espect ar e am ong t he 

sentiments the f ully v irtuous a gent m ust pos sess.  If t his i s c orrect, then N EW 

SENTIMENTALISM s tands to e xplain why V E is true.  It  is  N EW 

SENTIMENTALISM, in  c oncert with th e f act th at th e f ully v irtuous a gent has 

compassion a nd r espect t o the d egree to w hich s he s ubjectively oug ht t o h ave those 

sentiments, that explains why it is that the fully virtuous agent’s actions are never morally 

wrong. 

This would, of course, make VE superfluous.  I f what I have said above is correct, then 

there i s n o ro le f or th e v irtues per se, s ince w hat is  im portant is  o nly th e s entimental 

aspect o f t he v irtues.  The v irtues are m orally r elevant be cause t hey bring w ith t hem 

morally relevant sentiments -- but they are only relevant for that reason, and so we can 

get by s imply focusing on the relevant sentiments rather than on some broader notion of 

character traits that incline towards having those sentiments.  Only if there is some non-

                                                                                                                                                                             
130   Hursthouse (1999), p. 28. 
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sentimentalist element of the virtues that plays a role in precluding immoral behavior -- a 

general, no n-sentiment-based de sire not  t o do  ha rm, f or example -- is V E r elevantly 

informative.  B ut i n that case, NEW SENTIMENTALISM i s f alse, because having the 

right sentiments to the right degree would not preclude all immoral action (since, on this 

view, some morally wrong action is precluded only by the non-sentimentalist part of the 

virtues).  T hus, w hile m y vi ew i s n ot in  c onflict w ith v irtue e thics as a view, it i s in  

tension with the relevance of virtue ethics -- only if NEW SENTIMENTALISM is false 

is VE an informative theory, since if NEW SENTIMENTALISM is true we gain nothing 

informative by also accepting VE. 

 

Furthermore, the conjunction of SSMN and VE entails NEW SENTIMENTALISM, and 

thus t hat vi rtue e thics is s uperfluous, gi ven t he pl ausible a ssumption t hat t he f ully 

virtuous agent has compassion and respect to the degree to which she subjectively ought 

to have them.  S uppose that SSMN is true -- that having the compassion and respect to 

the degree to which one subjectively ought to have them rules out immoral action.  And 

suppose that VE is true, and thus if an act is ruled out by be ing fully virtuous, then that 

act is morally wrong.  These theses jointly entail that if an act is ruled out by being fully 

virtuous, then that act is ruled out by having the compassion and respect to the degree to 

which s he s ubjectively ought  t o ha ve t hem. N ow, s uppose f or reductio that N EW 

SENTIMENTALISM is false.  Since (as we are assuming) SSMN is true, it must be that 

there is some act that is ruled out by having the compassion and respect to the degree to 

                                                                                                                                                                             
131   Hursthouse (1999), pp. 108-9. 
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which one  subjectively ought  t o h ave t hem t hat i s not morally w rong (th at i s, s ince 

SSMN is true, if NEW SENTIMENTALISM is false then only the right-to-left direction 

of the biconditional can be false, since the left-to-right direction just is SSMN).  But (we 

are assuming) the perfectly v irtuous agent has compassion and respect to the degree to 

which she subjectively ought to have those sentiments, and thus the implication is that an 

act ruled out by being perfectly virtuous is not morally wrong.  And this contradicts VE.  

Therefore, if S SMN a nd V E a re b oth t rue, then ( given t hat t he vi rtuous a gent ha s t he 

degree of  c ompassion a nd r espect t hat s he s ubjectively ought  t o ha ve), N EW 

SENTIMENTALISM must be true as well.  A nd given that NEW SENTIMENTALISM 

calls into question the relevance of VE, so does SSMN.  So while my view does not call 

into question the truth of VE, it does imply that the virtue ethicist needs to explain why 

(in th e f ace o f N EW S ENTIMENTALISM) h er moral th eory is  a p hilosophically 

interesting one. 

 

4.  Conclusion 

I have suggested that we have good reason to take NEW SENTIMENTALISM seriously 

as a theory of the nature of the property of moral wrongness.  We have good reason to do 

so because we have good reason to believe that SSMN is true.  SSMN describes a theory 

of the normativity of morality, and I have argued that the main reason we should accept 

SSMN is that we should accept Humeanism (Chapter Two) and SUBJECTIVE MORAL 

NORMATIVITY ( Chapter F our).  S UBJECTIVE M ORAL NORMATIVITY i s a n 

intuitively c ompelling t hesis -- indeed, i t is h ard to im agine that m oral c riticism i s 
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justified in  the w ay w e th ink it  is  without m oral t ransgression in volving th e f ailure to  

comply w ith one ’s be st s ubjective reasons.  H umeanism, on t he ot her ha nd, w ill in a ll 

likelihood be met with far more stringent opposition.  Indeed, perhaps my argument for 

Humeanism is less than convincing.  But even if that is so, my argument for SSMN is not 

thereby su nk, ev en if i t i s so mewhat w eakened -- my a rgument r equires onl y t hat 

Humeanism enjoys some reasonable modicum of plausibility.  Since, as I have argued, it 

is highly plausible that Humeanism is incompatible with a view of moral normativity that 

takes moral reasons to be reasons against performing morally wrong acts, while SSMN is 

neutral with regard to Humeanism, if there is a reasonable probability that Humeanism is 

true then we should prefer SSMN to the alternative.  That is, rejecting SSMN appears to 

incur commitment to  the falsity o f Humeanism, while accepting SSMN incurs no such 

commitment -- and we should prefer an uncommitted view to a committed one, since the 

committed view i nherits w hatever dubi ousness i s ha d by t he vi ew t o w hich it i s 

committed.  T o be  s ure, s ome phi losophers s eem t o t hink t hat H umeanism i s s imply 

implausible -- that we should not assign i t any reasonable modicum of probability.132

 

  I 

believe, however, that some degree of charity is in order when a theory is as prominent as 

is H umeanism -- even t hose w ho be lieve that H umeanism i s f alse should gr ant i t a  

baseline level of plausibly due to its acceptance by a number of prominent philosophers. 

For t hese r easons, S SMN h as t he ad vantage o ver t he al ternative v iew o f moral 

normativity th at lo cates m oral re asons s quarely w ithin th e p ractical domain (i. e., a s 

                                                           
132   See, e.g., Parfit (forthcoming). 
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reasons for action) even if there is no particularly compelling argument for Humeanism.  

Furthermore, whatever plausibility my argument for Humeanism in Chapter Two has will 

bolster the plausibility of SSMN (a thesis we should prefer in any case) -- as long as the 

premises in that argument may indeed be true, even if (contrary to what I have argued) 

they are not particularly probable, my argument raises the probability that Humeanism is 

true, and thus raises the probability that SSMN is true (since the falsity of those premises 

does not  i mply t he f alsity of  H umeanism).  T hus, I  w ould submit, w e have ve ry good 

reason to b elieve th e central c laim o f th is p roject: that S SMN d escribes th e n ature o f 

moral normativity; and more generally, that the necessarily universal moral reasons that 

we co mmonly an d i ntuitively take t here to be ar e i n f act reasons f or ha ving m oral 

sentiments, a nd a re not , a s i s c ommonly s upposed, r easons t o do w hat i s m orally 

required. 
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